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Abstract 
Copyright collecting societies were developed so as to rectifY the difjiculty faced by individual 
copyright holders to negotiate and give license to multiple and dispersed users and vice versa. 
They serve as intermediary between users and copyright holders and create less costly supply of 
copyrighted works and less costly access to users of copyrighted works. With the same reason, 
i.e. to enforce their rights, following the promulgation of copyright proclamation in 2004, 
Ethiopian copyright holders and their professional associations have established a copyright 
collecting society known by the name Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights collective 
management society (ECNRCMS) in November 2009 to collectively enforce their rights. Though 
it is a three years old association, ECNRCMS is not yet functional. 

Thus, the aim of this paper is to examine the main challenges which make ECNRCMS ineffective 
and the opportunities or promising developments that helps the same io successfully involve in to 
its functions. The research paper examines the issue whether the appropriate laws, i.e. Ethiopian 
copyright legal regime and charities and societies' proclamation and other relevant laws, are in 
a position to facilitate the successful operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting 
society. Besides, it also carefully scrutinizes the role of appropriate institutions and the 
government in general in the establishment and operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright 
collecting society. Moreover, the paper explores the problems other than legal and institutional 
challenges as well as the opportunities/ prospects for the successful operation of the emerging 
Ethiopian copyright collecting society (ECNRCMS). After examination of these issues, it is found 
that the existing Ethiopian copyright legal regime has loopholes that challenge the function of 

. Ethiopian Copyright and Neighboring rights Collective management society. The legal regime 
fails to incorporate private levying system, specific provisions that deal with copyright 
protection on the online-environment; and incorporate special provisions that deal with 
copyright collecting society. The Charities and societies proclamation is also found irrelevant 
and inappropriate to regulate the function of the collecting society for the later is designed to 
regulate associations, which have distinct objective, and contains provisions that are totally in 
contrary to the very nature and operation of copyright collecting societies- such as it prohibits 
distribution of remunerations or benefits among its members. 

In addition, absence of special institutional back up or government support, lack of awareness, 
existences of high level of copyright piracy in the nation, absence of competent staffs are the 
other challenges for the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. The paperfurther finds 
positive developments (i.e. national and international) which can and would positively contribute 
for the successful operation and development of the copyri"ht collecting society. 
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Introduction 

With the growth of industrialization and the subsequent technological development and 

emergence of multiple chains of di stribution of copyrighted works made individual enforcement 

of copyright and related rights very difficult. Put differently, the number of users of such works 

increased and became difficult for the right holders to individually negotiate with users and 

manage lega l exploitation of their works. At the same time users also faced di fficulties to 

negotiate with individual right holders due to time and distance constraints. Such difficulties 

proved the inadequacy of enactment of copyri ght laws, individual negotiation and enforcement 

of copyright and related rights, and ordinary judicial system for effective enforcement of 

copyrights and related rights and as a result paved a way for evolvement of collective 

management system of copyrighted works. put simply, Technological development and mUltiple 

chain of di stributions of copyrighted works , indicated that, in addition to an appropriate legal 

framework, a strong state administration and functional judicial system; a developed collective 

management system of copyright and related rights is essential to ensure an effic ient 

enforcement of copy right and related rights law. Thus, lack or weakness of copyright co llecting 

society could lead to the failure of the copyright enforcement system. Collecting society plays an 

important role especiall y where copy righted works are so widely used and that becomes difficult 

or practically impossible for the owner to individually negotiate and issue licenses to all users 

and the vice versa. The primary role of a collective management organization is, therefore, to act 

as an intermediary between right owners and users. 

Its hi storical development and other theoretical reasons show that copyright collecting societies 

were developed to ensure effective enforcement of rights of copyright and related right holders. 

However, a copyright collecting society to be effectively operational and enable to achieve the 

intended goals, there are preconditions that shou ld be existed in the nation which includes, 

among other things: existence of well developed copyright legal regime; active government 

involvement especially in developing countries where the copyright holders are not, economical 

and technically, in a position to establ ish and carry Oljt the function of collecting society; and 

competent staffs. In other terms, existence of relevant and well developed legal regime and 

appropriate institutional setup are essential to make sure the establishment and function of 

copyright collecting societies is effective and successful. 
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For the same reason, i.e. to ensure effective enforcement of rights of copyright and related right 

holders, Ethiopian copyright holders and their professional associations have established a 

collective administration mechanism for their rights know by the name Ethiopian copyright and 

neighboring rights collective management society(ECNRCMS) in November 2009. ECNRCMS 

is however not yet functional. It has not been involving in collection and distribution of royalties 

and other activities that contribute to combat the prevalent copyright violation. Thus, the main 

focus of the paper is to uncover the legal and institutional challenges for the emerging Ethiopian 

copyright collecting society. It also discusses problems other than legal and institutional 

challenges. Discussion would further be made as to the opportunities Iprospects for the 

successful operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting societies (ECNRCMS). 

Chapter one of the thesis will discu,ss the proposal of the paper in general. Thus the background 

of the paper, statement of the problem, particularly issues to be worked on the legal and 

institutional framework would be indicated. Besides, the scope of the study, objectives, 

significance, research methodology and limitations of the study would be highlighted. 

The second chapter of the thesis is mainly designed to help the reader better understand the 

notion of copyright collecting societies and its functions in general. Thus, under this chapter, a 

general over view would be made as to historical evolvement and theoretical justifications of 

copyright collecting society, function and sorts of copyright collecting societies, and rights that 

usualiy'administered by copyright collecting societies. This chapter then.:fore aims at clarifyi ng 

the concept of collective management system of copyright and related rights. 

Chapter three discusses experiences of other jurisdictions. The discussion under this chapter 

mainly focuses on the legal and institutional frameworks of the nations devoted to facilitate the 

establishment and function of copyright collecting societies. Specifically, legal status of the 

copyright collecting societies; the legislative support given to copyright collecting soc ieties in 

acquisition of rights (legislative support for copyright collecting societies' rights acquisition 

processes); state support and control in formation and operation of copyright collecting societies, 

and legis lative support extended in setting tariffs and distribution of royalties wi II be dealt. 
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Chapter four deals with the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society and the problems 

related with the existing copyright legal regime, copyright and neighboring rights proclamation, 

and charities and societies proclamation based on which the collecting society is registered and 

got legal personality. After discussing the challenges associated with the existing relevant legal 

regimes, emphasis would be made on discussing the problems related to the absence of 

appropriate institutional back up to the emerging Ethiopian copyright co llecting soc iety. 

Moreover, the impact of lack of public awareness about the importance of copyright collecting 

societies, high copyright violation, deve lopment of internet or online-environment, and absence 

of competent staffs on the successful operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting 

society. Finally, the promising developments (opportunities) which have positive impact for the 

successful operation of the emerging copyright collecting soc iety would be subject of discussion. 

In this regard, the role of world intellectual property organization and world trade organization in 

the development of the emerging Eth iopian copyright collecting society would be explored. The 

relevant national measures that have been undertaken by Ethiopian intellectual property 

organization (EIPO); i.e. revising the existing copyright legal regime to strengthen border 

measU'"es, preparation oflegal regime that would regu late collection and distribution of royalties, 

establishment of national academy of intellectual property, establishment of nationul intellectual 

property council and other activities of EIPO, and their positive role in the successfu l vperation 

of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society would also be subject of discussion under 

this chapter. 

Finally, chapter five concludes and recommends. 
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CHAPTER-ONE 

Proposal of the paper 

1.1, Background of the study 

The public in general or state cou ld benefit a lot by extending due copyright protection to 

intellectual works of individuals for such protection would create economic as well as moral 

incentive I motivation for other potential authors. However, giving due legal protecti on to 

authors and other copyright holders so lely might not enable any state to achieve the intended 

goals. There is a need to make such theoretical or lega l principles practica l (operational) in a way 

which could balance both the interests of the society and the authors. In this regard, Collective 

societies playa major role since they facilitate rapid and lawful access to information in a 

relatively inexpens ive way. They are also guardians of copyright holders and create a favorable 

environment for creativity, i.e. providing fair remuneration to rights holders and incentives for 

future creation. In other terms, ex istence of well functioning copyright and related rights 

co llecting soc iety in a certain nation would ensure that the creators of copyrighted works gain 

recognition and fair economic rcward for their works because collecting societies are effective 

than individual copyright and related right holders especially where it is impossible for right 

owners to individually negotiate with users and issue license and collect royalties. ! 

While users of copyrighted works2 are expected to use legally without affecting the right holders 

interest, especially in Ethiopia, they often - intentionally or due to the difficulties related with the 

di spersion of copyright holders which actually makes individual negotiation with all copyri ght 

holders difficult and sometimes imposs ible- prefer to use such intellectua l works in an ill egal 

way. Violation of copyrights not on ly affects the right holders' interest but also has a negative 

1 Shane Simpson, the role of copyright collecting societies in Australia.( http://www.simpsons.com.aulwp

contentluploadslrole·of-coliecting-societies.pdD last visited on July 5, 2012.The role of copy right collecting 

societies is not limited to collect and distribute remunerations to its members, they are also fulfilling social and 

cultural obligation - sometimes imposed to them by the law, sometimes voluntari ly. Schierholz, Preserving the 

social and cultural Roles of Collecting societies: Particularities in the Case of multi-territorial licensing, 

(http://www.alai-croatia .orglprezentacijel7- 1 O-schierholz·final.d oc) last visi ted on July 4, 20 12. 

2 In this paper, unless the contrary follows from the given context, "copyriJht" means also related rights, and "work" 

also means objects of related rights. 
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effect on the economic, social and cu ltural development of nations because it paralyzes the 

motivation of creators of copyrighted works to come up with other creative works.3 These days, 

taking these effects in to account, almost all jurisdictions extended legal protections and 

introduce collective means for copyright and related rights management which is termed as copy 

right collecting society.4 

Earlier, when intellectual works such as works of authors (when art had begun to flourish) ; 

extended protection to such works by enacting laws and enforcing such laws through the 

ordinary judicial system was believed adequate.s Copyright protection as a concept emerged 

during medieval period and during that time it was not impossible to enforce copyright and 

related rights by enacting laws and through courts for two reasons: first, copyrighted works were 

not as such diversified and hence not difficult to manage individually; second, due to the absence 

of technological development and copyrights had not been commercialized .6 

However, later on, with the rise of industrialization and the subsequent technological 

development, emergence of multiple chains of distribution of copyrighted works made individual 

J Daniel Gervais (ed), Collective Management of Copyright and Related rights, (2010) p 6. The positive role of 

copyright collecting societies in the cultural and economic development of a certain nation is being proved also by 

the world intellectual property office (WIPO). According to the publi cations of the organization, the experience 

gained during the years proves that enrichment of the national cultural heritage is direct ly subjected to the leve l of 

protection given to literature and artistic works; i.e. the higher the leve l of protection, the more the authors are 

encouraged to create. On the other hand, "an increase in the number of literature and art creations stimulate the 

auxiliary use of these creations in creative industries, including book publishing, music recording, etc. Indeed. 

encouragement of intellectual creation represents one of the main conditions for social . economic and cultural 

development", See also Dorian Chicora, The role of the administrative authorities and collective management 

societies in promoting creativity and copyright based industries 

(http://www.wipo.intledocs/mdocs/mdocs/enJwipo ipa ge 08/wipo ipa ge 08 theme08 3.pdD,lasted visited on 

june 29, 2012. 

4 1d 

5 Martin Kretschmer, Access and Reward in the Information Society: Regulating the Collective Management of 

Copyright, (www.cippm.org.uk.)lastvisitedonJune25,2012. 

6 World intellectual property organization (WIPO) and international federation of reproduction rights organizations 

(IFRRO), collective management in reprography, (opentraining.unescoci.orglcgibinJpage.cgi?g ... html;d= l"pdf,) last 

visited on June 25, 20 12. 
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enforcement of copyright and related rights very difficult. Put differently, the number of users of 

such works increased and became difficult for the right holders to individually negotiate with 

users and manage legal exploitation of their works. 7 Users also faced di fficulties to negotiate 

with the right holders due to time and distance constraints. Sometimes it was also hard to know 

the right holder which, according to some scholars, led users to illegal use of copyrighted works8 

Such difficulties proved the inadequacy of enactment of copyright laws, individual negotiation 

and enforcement of copyright and related ri ghts, and ordinary judicial system for effective 

enforcement of copyrights and related rights and as a result paved a way for evolvement of 

co llective management system of copyrighted works which allows copy right holders to alleviate 

pervasive violation of their rights and realize their economic interests.9Jt is the incapability of the 

copyright holders to manage and individually deal with the users, as its historical evolvement of 

collecting soc ieties indicates, that led to the establishment of copyright and related rights 

collecting soc ieties. The concept of collecting soc iety, these days, has got wide acceptance across 

the globe and became a key instrument to enforce economic and sometimes moral rights of 

copyright holders. 10 

Among many problems and challenges that copyright is facing, especially, in the third world 

countries copyright violation is the main danger. Likewise, in Ethiopia copyright violation is a 

critical issue which requires serious attention and collective responsibility. The problem is now 

busted out and forces the artists, the government and the society to realize its impacts and crave 

for its so lutions. Ethiopia government, following the right holders' voice as to the inadequacy of 

7 United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), Guide to the collect ive 

administration of authors! rights (www.ilo.org/public/english/dialogue/actemp/ .. .lsrscbarg) last visited on june 28, 

20 12. 

8 1d 

g ld 

10 the importance of copy right collecting societies is not limited to national copy right enforcements, scholars and 

some states such as member states of European union have also started to use them in order to prevent the cross 

border copy right and related rights violations. European Union has taken legislative measures so as to uniformly 

regulate the establi shment and operation of copy right coll ect ing societies. For more on this cf. KEA European 

affa irs, The collective management of rights In Europe: the guest for efficiency, 

(www.keanet.eu/ report/coliectivemanpdffinal.pdO last visted on june 28,2012. 
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the 1960 Ethiopian civil code to protect their rights, has enacted copyright proclamation in 2004-

copyright and neighbor rights proclamation proc. No. 410/2004. Despite the fact that the 

proclamation has provided better legal protection to copy right holders than 1960 Ethiopian civi I 

code, pervasive violation of copyrights has been continuing. II Such legislative measure and 

other temporary measures taken by the right holders and pol ice are found to be ineffective for 

they are not well organized, regular, implemented for complex and technical violation of 

copyrights . Still the level of piracy and counterfeiting remain high, this meaning that even an 

appropriate legal regime that represents a key issue for ensuring an efficient copyright and 

related rights protection is not enough. 

To ensure enforcement of the copyright and neighboring rights proclamation, before three years, 

in 2009, copyright holders have started movement to estab li sh collective management system or 

copyright collecting society. However, the collecting society is not yet functional due to a 

number of problems. Establishment and operation of collecting societies, especially in 

developing countries like Ethiopia where the financial and technical capacity of the copyright 

holders is at a very rudimentary stage, is not effectivc in the absence of appropriate legal and 

institutional framework and other technical assistance of the government. 12 There are also a 

number of obstacles that an emerging collecting society, like ours, usually faces . Thus, the main 

theme of the paper is to uncover the opportunities and challenges that the emerging Ethiopian 

copy right collecting society has been facing in the process of its establi shment and would face in 

its o~1(:ration. In doing so, particular emphasis wou ld be given to the existing relevant 

institutional and legal framework of the nation. Based on the findings , the paper would 

recommend measures to be taken so as to make the emerging E:hiopian collecting society 

effective in enforcement of copyright and related rights. 

11 However, it has to be noted that the action that has been taken by the courts and police forces against illegal 

users, though it is limited to few areas, is not undermined. 

12 Ulrich Uchtenhagen, Establ ishment of Collective Management Organizations,( http://www.wipo.intJabout

ip/en/copyright societies.html) lat visited on July 3, 201 2. 
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1.2 Statement of the problem 

Though devising comprehensive legal regime for protection of copyrighted works of individuals 

is crucial and first step, it is meaningless if such law is not implemented. In addition to an 

appropriate legal framework, a strong state administration and functional judicial system; a 

developed collective management system of copyright is essential to ensure an efficient 

enforcement of copyright and related rights law. 13 This means that lack or weakness of collecting 

societies would make the copyright enforcement system ineffective or incomplete. Thus, 

existence of well organized and developed collective system of management for copyrights is 

one determinant factor to ensure efficient enforcement of copy rights. 

Copyright collecting society plays an important role especially where copyrighted works are so 

widely used and that becomes difficult, if not impossible, for the owner to individually negotiate 

and issue licenses to all users.1 4 To state it in slightly different terms, on one hand , the author 

may not be able to monitor all uses at all times and in an indefinite number of places around the 

state. On the other hand, users do not have the possibility to enter into nationwide negotiations 

with countlcss authors and other right owners on a on~ by one basis. The primary role of a 

copyright collecting society is, therefore, to act as an intermediary between right owners and 

users of copyrighted works. It is basically based on the theory that copyright collecting society 

constitutes an efficient way of organizing the lawful exploitation of works in those field s where 

individual licensing would prove difficult or imposs ible.1 5 And, it is certainly cheaper to share 

the financial expenses of negotiation, supervision and collection of royalties among the greatest 

possible number of parties. 16 As a result collecting soc iety significantly increases the choice of 

copyrighted works available to the public and guarantees the lawful exploitation of creative 

works of individuals. Nowadays, copyright collecting societies have got wide acceptance and 

have been playing crucial role in ensuring economic rights of copyright holders by collecting and 

13 Dorian Chiroca, cited above at note 3,p 1 

14 Daniel Gervais , cited above at note 3, p 5 
15 UNESCO, cited above at note 7,p 5 

16 Ariel Katz, Copyright coll ect ives. (www.rotman.utoronto.ca/timothy.simcoe/KatzCopyright.pdO, la t visited on July 8, 
2012. 
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distributing royalties of their works.17Though co llecting soc iety has got wide recognition 

worldwide including in developing countries as best mechanism for efficient admi ni stration of 

copyright and related rights, they have been facing a number of challenges. Such chall enges are 

wide specially in developing countries for the copyright societies have been introd uced recentl y 

compared with the developed nation. So as to ensure effective enforcement of copyri ght and 

related rights in Ethiopia, individual ri ght holders and their professional associati ons have 

recently begun to establish copyright and related rights co llecting society. Such entity is not yet 

functional due to a number challenges. A major focus of thi s study is thus to explore the 

challenges which may hinder the effective estab li shment and operation of the emerg ing 

Ethiopian copy right coll ecting society and the opportunities for the emerging Ethiopian copy 

right and related ri ghts collecting societies. 

In particular the study wi ll assess the emerg ing Ethiop ian collecting societies in li ght of the 

existing reali ties such as the capacity of the ind ividual ri ght holders to successfully establ ish and 

follow up the operation! function of the co llecting society and the awareness of users as well as 

individual right holders. 

Second, the study wi ll analyze the legal, institutional and operational constraints that have 

negative impact to the function of emerging Ethiopian coll ecting society. The areas to be 

reviewed here is the existing Ethiopian copyri ght legal regime and institutions estab li shed to 

enforce the same and other privately established associations. 

Thi rd, Ethiopia became a party to the convention establi shing the world intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO) in February 1998. It has applied to become a member of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO). Thus, the study wi ll try to address the positive effect of such international 

and regional agreements in the operation of the emerging Ethiopian copy ri ght collecting society. 

17 Copy right coll ecting societies of developed countries, they have collected a signi ficant amount of capital from 

users of copy rightM protected works. For instance, research made by daneil g, jervies indicates, with in one year,2008, 

that collecting societies of the US performing rights Collective Management Organizations collected US$698 

million, or approx imately US$2.50 per capita, whi le France collected US$2 16 million, or US$3.66 per capita; 

Germany collected US$344 million, or US$4.20 per capita; and the United Kingdom US$248 million, or US$4.20 

per capita. Daniel J.Gervais. co llective management of copyri ght and neighboring rights in Canada: an international 

perspective,( hnp://cjlt.dal.calvoll n02/pdfarticles/gervais.pdf) last visited on July 5, 2012. 
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As the topic of the thesis is "the emerging Ethiopian collecting societies: assessment of 

challenges and prospects", generally, it will address the possible challenges against the effective 

operation of the collecting society as well as the existing opportunities. Specifically, in add ition 

to these general issues, the thesis will add ress the following questions: 

• Is the existing legal and institutional framework for copyright and related rights 

protection in a position to · support and facilitate the successful establishment and 

operation of the emerging Ethiopian collecting society? 

• Does the government play its role to ensure successful establishment and operation of 

the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society? 

• What are the possible opportunities for the effective operation of collecting society? 

• Do the international agreements, particularly WIPO and WTO, have anything to do 

with the successful operation of the emergi ng Ethiopian collecting society? 

Generally the paper will try to uncover the ex isting and potential challenges for effective 

operation of the emerging Eth iopian copy right collecting society. It will, mainly, focus on the 

legal and institutional frame works designed to enforce copyright and related rights and thei r 

implication to the effective operation of the emerging Ethiopian collecting soc iety or otherwise. 

Besides, the paper will try to address other problems which may affect the funct ion of the 

co llect ing societies. In addition to challenges, the potential opportunities will be accessed. 

1.3 Scope and delimitation of the study 

The paper ,\·.:;, Jd examine the cha llenges that the emerging Ethiopian co llect ing society has been 

facing in its operation. Such examination may incidentally discuss or address technical 

challenges and problems which are not re lated to the existing relevant legal and institutiona l 

framework of the nation. However, it wi ll mainly address the challenges related to the relevant 

legal and insti tutional frame works of the nation. It w ill also try to review the opportunities of the 

collecti ng society especially in relation to the relevant international and regional treaties signed 

and supposed to be signed in near future by the nation . 

For the purpose of clarity, foreign experiences on the establishment and operation of co ll ective 

management system of copy right and related rights; legal and institutional frameworks of the 

jurisdictions and the role of the same in faci litat ing the estab l ishment and operat;on of coll ecting 
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societies will be reviewed. Accordingly, the experience of Canada, France, Kenya and South 

Africa would be presented. 

As far as the geographical limit of the study is concerned, the relevant information wou ld be 

co llected from private and public institutions in Addis Ababa. 

1.4 Objective and Significance of the study 

As the concept of collective management system of copyright and related rights is new concept 

,in Eth iopia, there is no research so far on the area in general and specifically in relation to the 

challenges and prospects of the emerging copyright collecting society. Hence, the study' s 

objective is to exhaustively examine the existing and possible challenges and opportunities . 

Based on the whole research findings poss ible recommendations would be made. 

The research aims to achieve two equally important objectives. First, it aims at contributing to 

the knowledge about copyright and related rights collecting society and the challenges that affect 

effective operation of the same. Second, it, in light of the research background, problems and 

quest ions indicated above, aims at indicating the measures that should be taken by the 

government and individual members to ensure effective operation of the emerging Ethiopian 

copyright collective society. The research , therefore, is helpful for pursuit of knowledge and 

identification of the measures to be taken so as to alleviate the challenges. Further, it will enable 

the government to take necessary measures - which may include policy, law, and institutional 

rearrangements- so as to make the function of the collecting society effective which in turn 

ensures the enforcement of copyright and neighboring rights. [n addition , it would open a further 

research in the area. 

1.5, Research method 

This research will make use of both primary and secondary sources. Primary sources to be 

studied include the copyright and neighboring Proclamation No.4 I 012004 and some other 

relevant laws. Secondary sources include interviews, books,. journals, unpubli shed material s, 

reports, news papers and bulletins and cyber sources. 

1.6, limitation of the study 
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Since the collecting society is not yet functional, there are no real cases which will clari fy the 

challenges of the society for its effecti ve operation. Thus, it wi ll have no case analys is to 

exemplify chall enges. 
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CHAPTER-TWO 

General overview of copyright collecting societies 

2.1 Introduction 

Throughout the world, the rights of creators such as writers and music composers are known to 

be their personal rights or, if those rights have been legally transferred, the rights of the new 

owners. They form part of the individual rights provided for in Article 27 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights of December 10, 1948. Besides, other international conventions, 

such as Berne Convention and Rome Convention, and national laws recognize the exclusive 

rights of copyright and related right holders over their works. In other terms, copyright and 

related right holders have the right to allow or to prohibit the use of their works. Such exclusive 

right can be exercised by the right holders individually. 

However, cases show that individual management of copyrights and related rights is virtually 

impossible with regard to certain types of use for practical reasons. An author is not materially 

capable of monitoring all uses of his works; he cannot for instance contact every single radio or 

television station to negotiate licenses and remuneration for the use of his works. On the other 

hand, it is not possible for users such as broadcasting organization to seek specific permission 

from every author for the use of every copyrighted work. The very impracticability of managing 

these activities individually, both for the owners of rights and for the users, creates a need for 

collective management organizations/copy right collecting societies, whose role is to bridge the 

gap between them. Thus, colleting societies are an important links between users and copyright 

and related right holders. 

The concept of collecting society generally refers to an organization/s which is established by 

copyright and related right holders with an aim to administer their rights. In order to underlay the 

discussions to follow, under this chapter the writer will try to clarify the denotation of copyright 

collecting society or collective management system of copyright and related rights, historical 

development of such organizations and the very rationales or reasons behind its development. 

Besides, classi fication of copyright collecting societies and general function of the same will be 

dealt. 
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2.2 Definition of copyright collecting society 

When we ta lk about chall enges and prospects of the emerging Ethiopian copyright coll ecting 

society, it is essential to define what copyright collecting society is. The term copyri ght 

collecting society' S, according to Sinacore Guinn, is a " legally cognizab le entity whose 

objectives are to represent owners of copyright and re lated ri ghts and whose function is to 

administer , using transactional techniques of a greater or lesser degree of collectivization , the 

economic and moral ri ghts of a significant nations' creative ri ghts owners in their works". 19 

Likewise, in his important work Collective Administration of Copyright and Ne ighboring Rights, 

Dr. Mihaly Ficsor, former Assistant Director General of the World Intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO), defines copyri ght collecting society as an organi zation established by 

copyright owners to administer their rights, that is, to monitor the use of copyrighted works, 

negotiate with prospective users, give them licenses against appropriate fees and, under 

appropriate conditions, collect such fees and di stribute them among the owners of ri ghts?O Thus, 

as per the above mentioned definitions, the term copyright collecting soc iety denotes or refers to 

associations established by copyright and related right holders to administer their rights. 

The definit ion of the term, copyright co llecting society, may be different when one looks at the 

legal provisions of different jurisdictions due to the government's policy in relation to its 

establi shment, legal status or nature, and regulation of the same. In some jurisdictions copyright 

18 The tenn copy right collect ing societi es also know as management societies, collective management societies, 

societies of authors or authors' rights' societies, collect ion and distri but ion societies, collect ive management and 

protection organizations or copyright offices. United Nations Educational. Scienti fic and Cultural Organization 

(UNESCO), _ _ _ --'C"'o"'I"'le"'ct"'iv"'e~ _ _ _ "'M'_'a"'n"'ag"'e"'m"'e'_'nt'____ _ _ _ ",B",o",di",e,,-s _ __ ----'in"---_ _ _ -'C"'a"'m"'e"'ro"'o"'n, 

(http://portal.unesco.orglculture/enltiles/238 14/ 11515030291 Seuna e.pdf/Seuna e.pdO last visi ted on august 12, 

20 12. 

19 David Sinacore Guinn, coll ective administration of copy rights and neighboring rights (J 993), 

(www.amazon.comlColl ective-Administrat ion-Copyrights-Neighboring-Rights) last visited on august 14, 20 12. 

20 Mihaly Fiesor, Collective Administration of Copyright and Neighboring Rights 

(http://www.wipo. intlexportlsites/www/dcealenlpdf/tool_ 2.pdf), lasted visited on august 16, 2012. 
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collecting soc iety IS considered as public or semi - public organization while in other 

jurisdictions it is private entity established by copyright and related right holders and treated as 

business organizations or non-profit associations. For instance, the Canadian copyright act 

defines copyright collecting soc iety as an association or corporation that carries on the business 

of collective administration of copyright or of the remuneration right for the benefit of those 

who, by assignment, grant of I icense, appointment of it as their agent or otherwise, authorize it to 

act on their behalf in relation to that collective administration, and operates a licensing scheme, 

applicable in relation to a repertoire of works, performer's performances, sound recordings or 

communication signals of more than one author, performer, sound recording maker or 

broadcaster, pursuant to which the soc iety, association or corporation sets out classes of uses that 

it agrees to authori ze under this Act, and the royalties and terms and conditions on which it 

agrees to authorize those classes of uses, or carries on the business of collecting and distributing 

royalties or lev ies payable pursuant to the copy right holders?1 Unlike the Canada copy right act 

which doesn't impose a particular lega l form for copyright collecting rights22, in some 

jurisdictions like Italy, copyright collecting societies are public authorities?) 

At the nutshell, though there is some sort of difference which is substantiall y related to 

government policy and legal regime of the jurisdictions, when one looks at the main functions of 

the copyright collecting society, it is clear that the expression of copyright collecting soc iety 

refers to an entity or organization establi shed by government or individual copyright ri ght 

holders to provide license, collect royalties, di stribute collected royalties to members, enter in 

to reciprocal arrangements with other collecting societies , and to enforce moral rights of 

copyright holders . 

21 Daniel J. Gervais, cited above at note 17, p 12 

22 In Canada, some copy right co llecting societies are for-profit corporations, but often controlled by a not-for-profit 

Foundation, while several others are themselves not-for-profit entities. Id, p26 

23 In Italy, SIAE, the Italian Society of Authors and Publishers and the principal Collective Management 

Organization in the country is in fact a public authority. Ibid. 
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2.3 Historical developments of copyright collecting societies 

The evolution of copyright collecting societies dates back to 18th century?4 Copyright has been 

managed collectively since the late 1700s and frequently claimed that it was started in France in 

1777, in the fi e ld of theatre, with dramatic and literary works.25 The first of sllch organization was 

Society des Auleurs el Compositeurs Drall7atiques (SACD), created in 1777 in France by 

playwrights, to collect fees from theatres that had refused to pay them for the use of their plays, and 

Society des Alltellrs, Compositellrs el Edituers des Mlisique (SACEM), formed in 1851 by composers 

and music publishers, to collect money for the live performance of music in cafes, for the same 

reason?6 

The story which is considered as a beginning point for establishment of copyright collecting 

societies in France is described by Collsoc:27 

An evocative story recounts the visit of Ernest Bourget, a French composer of popular chansons and 

chansonettes comiques, to the Paris cafe Ambassadeurs where, among other pieces. his music was being 

played without permission. He then refused to settle the bill for his drink of sugared water, at the time a 

fashionable beverage. In the resulting brawl , M. Bourget argued 'you consume my music, I consume your 

wares' - an argument he won before the Tribunal de Commerce de la Seine which upheld a revoluti onary 

law of 1793. recognizing a right to public performance for the first time and caused for the establishment of 

collective administrative management system. 

The first fully-fledged collective management organization which was established after the first 

Copyright collecting society of France was the Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs de 

Musique (SACEM) - the Society of Authors, Composers and Music Publi shers, in 1851 .28 Jt was 

set up shortly after the famous incident whereby the composers Parizot and Henrion together 

with the poet Bourget obtained an order against a Parisian cafe-concert for infringement of their 

24 WIPO AND IFRRO, Cited above at note 6, p9 

2S Ibid 
26 ibid 

27 Martin Kretschmer, cited above at note 5, p8 

" United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the ABC of copyright, (20 I 0)( 

http://www.unesco.ory.culture!copyright) last visited august 15,2012, p74 . . 
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rights by performing their works without permission and without payment of remuneration.29The 

French example was soon followed, first in other parts of Europe, then elsewhere-Today there is 

an internat ional network of copyright collecting societies in more than 100 countries.3o 

The development of related rights' collecting societies- societies established to collectively 

administer neighboring rights has recent hi story compared with copyright collecting societies, 

and the main reason for that is absences of any statutory support for neighboring right claims in 

mostjuri sdictions3
! At international level , neighboring rights has been legally recognized since 

the enactment of the Rome convention, 1961 , which has also provided the base from which most 

national neighboring rights legislations have developed.32 The earliest, Phonographic 

Performance Limited (PPL), was formed in 1935 after British courts in a landmark decision 

Gramophone Co. Ltd. v. Carwardine recognized record producers rights for the first time.33 

The impOitance of copyright collecting societies was not limited to the administration of 

copyright and related rights within a certain nation because problems of copyright infringements 

were not limited to the domestic scene. Put differently, following technological development and 

the global economic integration copyright violations had been extending to the international 

scene which is difficult to avert by the national co llecting societies. As a result, as collective 

management societies flourished in their own national states, the need for cooperation and 

harmonization on the international level became apparent. 

Historically, the development of international cooperation of copyright collecting societies was 

initiated by French collecting societies.34The first international association of copyright 

collecting society, international confederation of societies of authors (CISAC), which encourages 

29 ibid 

30 WIPO and IFRRO ,cited above at note 5, pi 0 

·31 Paul Berry, Introduction to Coll ective Management of Copyright and Related Rights: a regional approach, 

(http://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/details.jsp?meeting id-3662), last visited on July 24,20 12 

32 Ibid 

33 Ibid 

34 http: //www.caslon.com.au/colsocietiesprofi le.htm. last visited on July 24, 2012. 
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reciprocity agreement between copyright collecting soc ieties of different nations, was establi shed 

in 1926 following the two initiatives 350rgani zed by French collecting societies. 36 The founding 

members identified the need to establish both uniform principles and methods in each country for 

the collection of royalties and the protection of works, and ensure that literary and artistic 

property were recognized and protected throughout the world .37 the Internationa l Federation of 

Reproduction Rights Organizations (IFRROi 8, the Bureau International des Societes Gerant les 

Droits D'Enregistrement et les Reproduction Mecanique (BI EM)39 also other international 

association that represents copyright soc ieties of different nations and encourage the cooperation 

of copyright collecting soc ieties40 

2.4 Theoretical justifications of copyright collecting society 

Before we proceed to theoretical justifications for development or evolution of copyright 

collecting soc ieties, let's briefly review the general functions of such entity because that may 

give us some clue of the rationales on which the collective societies are based. The main tasks 

performed by copy right co ll ecting societies of various nations are monitoring where, when and 

35 The first initiat ive to establi sh internat ional collecting society was organized in 1925 by Romain Coolus and it 

was founded to tackle some insunnountable problems involving international issues. It is around the same time that 

Firmin 0 ' emier succeed to establish the universal theatrical society which is considered as second ini tiative for the 

development of international confederation of societies of authors (CISAC). lbid. 

36 Ibid 

37 Ibid 

J8 IFRRO began in 1980 as a working group of the Copyright Committee of the International Publishers Associat ion 

(lPA) and the International Group of Scient ific, Technical & Medical Publishers (STM). It is primari ly concerned 

with photocopyi ng and digita l dissemination of text publications. Ibid 

39 BIEM is the international organization representing mechanical rights societies. It is based in Neuilly-sur-Seine 

(France) and represents 52 societies, from 56 countries. Members ofB IEM enter into agreements to all ow each of 

them to represent the others' repertoire. In this way, a BIEM society is able to license users for the vast majority of 

protected works in the world. Ibid 

40 Ibid 
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by whom works are being used; negotiating with users or their representatives; granting licenses 

against appropriate remuneration and under sound cond itions; collecting remuneration; and 

distributing it to rights holders.4I Thus, Copy right collecting soc ieties were generally intended to 

facilitate the effective execution of the rights of the owners of the creative works (authors) and to 

favor the lawful exploitation of works and cultural productions. This is the general goal for 

which the copy right societies are established . But, what are the specific rationales raised by 

scholars to justify the existence of collecting soc ieties in the area of literary, artistic, and other 

creative works would be the next logical question which is examined in this topic. 

The rationales claimed to justify evolution of copyright collecting society is basically based on 

the theory that they constitute an efficient way of organizing the lawful exploitation of works in 

those fields where individual licensing would prove impossible or impractical. And , it is 

certainly cheaper to share the financial expenses of negotiation, supervision and collection of 

royalties among the greatest possible number of parties. Specifically, incapacity of owners of 

copy right and related rights to effectively administer their rights and transaction cost of the 

public as well as the owners are the frequently forwarded rationales for emergence of copy right 

collecting societies. 

2.4.1 Incapacity! failure of owners of copy right and related rights to effectively administer 
their rights: 

The general justification rai sed under this theory is that collecting societies came in to existence 

in cases where individual management of copyright is either impracticable or impossible, and 

copyright holders established professional organizations to look after their rights.42 

Individual copyright and related right holders practically face difficult to administer the 

economic right they have over their literary or music or artistic or other creative works. This is 

because the works or activities that should be done to exploit economic rights are next to 

impossible for individual copyright holders due to time and resource constraints. Thus, the 

possible way out to this problem is collective management of different authors' right 

41 WIPO and IFRRO, cited above at note 6, pl2 

42 Christopher Heath and Kung-Chung Liu (ed), Copyright Law and the Information Society in Asia (2007), p99. 
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(establishment of copy right collecting societies); the proponents of collecting soc iety 

argue.4JThey claim further that " While an individual person is typically in a weaker position 

facing powerful corporate users, such as record companies, publishing houses or broadcasting 

organizations, uniting authors through a joint organization allows them to stand on an equal 

footing with their counterparts, thus providing them with a greater say as to royalty or tariffs and 

other licensing conditions.,,44 

According to those who subscribe to this view, Collective administration system of copyright 

and related rights is the only means of ensuring that the legitimate interests of right holders are 

respected when the latter is dealing with a multiplicity of users.45 To show that establishment of 

collective soc iety is the only way in order to rectify the limitations of individual copyright 

holders in administering their rights, they point out questions which lead to accept their 

assertion: "How could a composer know what use was being made of hi s music in the countless 

bars, cafes and shops, in short in all the public places around the state? And how could he 

enforce his rights in the courts each time they were infringed? A dramati st might be able to keep 

track of the performances of hi s plays by professional actors, at a pinch! But he is totally 

incapable of monitoring performances by amateurs." 46they further argue that an artist will know 

who has purchased hi s painting when it is so ld for the first time, but if the lucky owner is obliged 

for reasons beyond hi s control to part with hi s acquisition or if he decides to do so knowingly, 

the successive sales will escape the arti st's attention.47 

Paula Schepens interestingly presents the view that copyright collecting societies are the onl y 

way to administer copyrights by raising instances where it is practically impossible for individual 

user to negotiate with copyright holders individually and the vice versa:48 

Collective administration is the most effective means of faci litating the public dissemination of works when 

the user draws upon a multiplicity of works. Consider a local radio broadcasting music almost non-stop 24 

43 UNESCO, Cited above at note 7,plO 
44 ibid 
4S Ibid 
46 Ibid 
47 Ibid 

"UNESCO, Cited above at note 28, p74 
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hours a day from records or pre-recorded tapes somewhere out in the bush in the tropics or in the jungle of 

a big city. who could it apply to other than an administration society to obta in the license that the law 

requires it to have? Television transmits a cons iderable number of musical works. Where would it get 

permission to use them if there were no authors' societies? Not to mention the operator of a cable network 

who does not even know the content of radio and television programs before retransmitting them and 

would thus be totally incapable of ensuring that he had the consent of the authors of all the different 

categories of works that he uses, be it music, films, drama, works of visual art or photographs. The 

publisher of an encyclopedia or electronic database, to make it more attractive to consult, must use a large 

number of illustrations. By applying to the authors' society he may draw from the world repertoire that it 

represents. Otherwise he would have to make do with just the drawings that could be produced by his in~ 

house illustrator. What riches would then be out of his reach! Unless he were to behave like a pirate, a user 

who is faced with a multiplicity of right holders will find that collective administration is the only solution, 

even ifhe uses only a single work. 

This theoretical view thus underlies the practical impossibility/ failure of copyright holders to 

administer their rights is the very reason behind the evolution of copyright collecting soc ieties 

and hence the main task of copyright collecting societies is to protect and realize the interests of 

its members, Establishment of collecting societies, thus, is justifiable only if it is proved that the 

individual right holders could not individually administer their rights, 

2.4.2 Transaction cost theory 

without denying the historical reason or rationale for the development of collecting societies, i.e 

right holders inability to administer their economic rights, scholars have also come up with 

economic rationale for the development of collecting societies, transaction cost theory. The 

emergence of collecting societies as organization is to reduce the costs that copyright and related 

right holders may incur while they negotiate and conclude an agreement individually with users 

of their works.49 Besides, creating easy and less costly access of copyright-protected works for 

users is another element of the theory.5o In the absence of collecting society from which the user 

could legally acquire copyright- protected works, a prospective user would face unnecessary 

49 An economic analysis of copyright, secondary copyright and collective licensing 
(http://www . pwc, co. ukleconom i c-services/publ i cations/an-econom i c-anal ys i s-of-copyri ght -I i ce) last 
visited on august 10, 2012. See also Christopher Heath and Kung-Chung Liu (ed), Copyright Law and the 
Information Society in Asia (2007), p99. 
50 Ibid 
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transaction costs. That means potential users of a copyrighted- work may find it costly to identify 

and locate the rights owner; search costs - the time required to obtain the information needed to 

negotiate a price for a given use; and transaction time costs - the time taken to negotiate with 

individual rights owners for reproduction rights.51 

Therefore, according to this theory, the existence of copyright collecting societ ies enables 

copyright owners to provide their works to users with less cost and helps users to access the 

creative works with lower transaction costS.52 Collective management system of copyright and 

related rights also increases the range of rights that are traded. Facilitating trade is the key 

function of collective management bodies as transaction costs will often be a deterrent to 

unilateral action (in particular for individuals and small businesses) with the result that no trade 

occurs5J The more right owners join a copyright coll ecting society the further potential of 

reducing costs exists given the scope for gains from economies of scale.54 

In this regard , Ariel Katz argues the imp011ance of copyright collecting societies is not only to 

protect the interest of economic rights of its members but also helps to reduce the transaction 

cost that both copy right holders and users may incur in the absence of copyright coll ecting 

societies:" 

" Ibid 

" KEA European affairs, cited above at note 10, p8 

53 Ariel Katz, cited above at note 16, p4. For more on that See also World Intellectual Property Organization, 

Collective Administration of Copyright and Neighboring Rights, (I990) 63-65 (noting that not only in the case of 

performing rights, but also in the case of reprographic reproduction rights and the rights concerned by simultaneous 

and unchanged retransmission of broadcast programs "the number and circumstances of uses and the number and 

variety of works used make it, practically. impossible for the users to identity the right owners in due time, ask for 

their authorization, negotiate their remuneration and other conditions of the use and to pay the fees, on an individual 

basis. It is also. from a practical point of view, impossible for right owners to monitor all such uses.") 

54 Ibid 

" Ibid 
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By reducing the number of persons with whom users have to negotiate licensing contracts, collective rights 

management is, more particularly, beneficial in those fi elds where easy access to protected works is 
generally seen as desirable, such as transmission of broadcasting programmes via satellite and cable 
retransmission. With regard to these uses, collect ive management may be considered a viable alternati ve to 
a system of non-voluntary licenses as allowed for under certain international conventi ons. Finall y, 
coll ective management increases the bargaining power of authors. While an individual person is typically 

in a weaker position facing powerful corporate users, stich as record companies. publishing houses or 
broadcast ing organi zations, uniting authors through a joint organization allows them to stand on an eq ual 
footing with their counterparts, thus providing them with a greater say as to royalty tariffs and other 
licens ing conditions. 

In BMI v. CBS, the US Supreme Court articulated the classic transaction costs theory of 

copyright co ll ectives:56 

[Collective licens ing mechanism] is developed together out of the practical situation in the marketplace: 

thousands of users, thousands of copyright owners. and millions of compositions. Most users want 

unplanned. rapid, and indemn ified access to any and all ofthe repertory of compositions. and the owners 

want a rel iable method of collecting for the use of the ir copyrights. Individual sales transactions in this 

industry are quite expensive. as would be individual monitoring and enforcement, especially in light of 

the resources of single composers .. . . [T]he costs are prohibitive for licenses with individual radio 

stations. nightclubs, and restaurants, and it was in that milieu that the blanket license arose. A middleman 

with a blanket license was an obvious necessity if the thousands of individual negotiations. a virtual 

impossibility, were to be avoided. 

Form the above presentation it is clear that copyri ght collecting societies are of great importance 

not only to protect copyright holders' interest but also helps the users of copyright-protected 

works to get less costly access. The problem, not on ly in terms of cost but also identification of 

copyright owners, that users may face in the absence of collecting societies is not easy which 

might not be resolved through private negotiations with individual right holders. 

At the nutshell, what one can sum up from the above discussion is that establishment of 

copyright col lecting soc iety, in addition to the benefit that owners could achieve, has also a 

positive implication to the users of the creative works. The theme of the theory is that collecting 

societies are of importance for administration of copyright and related rights for the reason that 

they help to reduce the cost of both the copyright and related right owners and users. Collecting 

56 ibid 
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societies reduce the transaction costs by establishing a network between potential users and 

copyright owners thereby consolidating otherwise duplicated efforts by ind ividual ri ghts owners 

on monitoring infringement and reducing the number of negotiations required between users and 

rights owners. Such a so lution offers economic benefits because users benefit from lower costs 

of access to a wider range of copyri ghted works; while copyright holders also benefit from lower 

costs as well as market access . 

2.5 Functions of copyright and related right collecting societies 

All sorts of copyright collecting societies have four main functions; viz: acquisition of rights 

from right-owners; licensing of ri ghts to buyers; collection of fees from users for the uses made; 

and distribution of fees collected to the right-owners.57 In addition to these principal functions, 

collecting societ ies undertake other related activities such as ' improving and defending the base 

of rights the organization manages through action for legis lative change and court action to 

establish precedents in law; enforcement by court action of the rights managed where 

infringement or piracy occurs; information and education related to intellectual property and the 

rights managed; social or cultural action in the industry concerned' .58 

2.5.1 Acquisition of r ights 

As its historical evolution shows, copyright collecting society was deve loped to manage rights on 

behalf of copyri ght and related rights holders because it was difficult for the right holders to 

manage their rights individually; and hence the first step for a certain col lecting society to be 

57 Paul Berry, Cited above at note 3 J, p4 

58 Though the main function of copy right collecting societies is protecting and realizing its member 's interests, a 

number of copy right collecting societies also engaged in other related activities such as cultural, social and 

educational activ iti es. In recognition of such important ro le, most copyright collecting societies of different 

jurisdictions normally make provisions for a cultural fund within their budget to promote their national arts and 

culture through such events as concerts, workshops and seminars, and the provision of music scholarships to 

develop local cultu ral talent and promote national creativity. Ang Kwee Tiang, collective management 

organizations. their ro le. functions and structure, (www.wipo.com) last visi ted on August 10,2012. 
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functional is acquiring rights from the right holders (mandates to administer copy right and 

related rights on behalf its members). By acquisition of rights it is to mean the process whereby 

the right holders transfer their rights to copyright collecting society and the latter gets legitimacy 

to mange such rights on behalf of the former. This process is necessary since the copyright and 

related rights legislations give to copyright and related right holders exclusive right over their 

works which includes the right to authorize, the right to prohibit and the right to receive 

equitable remuneration. 

The process of acquisition of rights is often to be accomplished at the time of formation , though 

it also proceeds after its formation for new works 59 Accordingly, at the time of formation of the 

collective administration organization, right-owners must make a number of decisions as to what 

rights and what works they will turn over to the collective administration organization for 

management. So raising a question that what would be the effect of individuals' decision to 

transfer their right to the collecting society over individual right holders' right to mange or deal 

with users of their work seems to be important at this juncture. Rights that are specifically 

transferred remain with the right-owner and subject to the collecting society's management and 

control. Thus, individual right holders, after they specifically transfer their rights to the 

collecting society, would not be entitled to deal with users and give licenses over their works. 

However, it is worth mentioning that Moral rights, which are not assignable, cannot be managed 

collectively. It is only economic rights that copyright and related rights holders can transfer to 

the collecting society. 

According to the guideline of collecting societies prepared by WI PO, There are six fundamental 

questions to be answered by the right holders while they decide to transfer their rights to the 

collecting society:6o 

./ whether the rights will be transferred by way of assignment and, therefore, whether the 

organization will have exclusive or non exclusive management of the rights and works 

./ whether the grant will be for one or more specific types of works 

./ whether one right only or more than one right will be managed 

" Ibid 
60 [d, p5 
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'. 

./ what the geographical range of the organization's mandate will be: for the world or for a 

specifically defined territory 

./ whether the rights are assigned for the full term of protection granted by legislation for 

the rights assigned or a lesser defined period 

./ Whether the organization will represent all the holders of a particular right or only a 

particu lar group holding such rights (for example, producers and performing artists or 

producers on ly, where neighboring ri ghts are concerned). 

What one can infer from the above stated questions is that the process of acquisition of rights is 

not an easy task since it all depends on the right holders' decision especially when the copyright 

legislat ion leaves such process to be determined by the free will of copyright and related holders. 

Copyright co llecting society may acquire an exclusive right to mange and can exclude the right 

holders from licensing of the ir economic rights. However, the reverse could also be true if the 

copyright and related right owners transfer their rights by reserving their right to manage and 

deal with the users. During the process of acquisition of rights, it is also possible to limit the 

period of time that the collecting society would have an authority to manage and to give license 

to users over economic rights. Right holders may further put limitations worth respect to 

territory, the number of right holders to be represented by the collecting society and the number 

of rights to be managed by the collecting society. 

The process of acquisition of rights/ transfer of mandates to the collecting society may be 

voluntary or involuntary (compulsory).61 In some legal systems, to be functional as representative 

of copyright and related right holders, collecting societies are expected to acquire mandate from 

individually right holders or representative organizations of individual right holders through an 

agreement. While in case of compulsory collective management system of copyright and related 

rights, collecting societies drive thei r mandate by legislation and hence they need not to conclude 

agreements with individual right holders or their professional associations. 

6l WJPO and JFRRO, Cited above at note 6, ppJ5-22 
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It is because of its effect on the effective functioning of collecting society that different 

jurisdictions have tried to put some sort of regulation on the process of acqui sition of rights. In 

some jurisdictions copyright and related ri ghts holders are legally obliged to transfer exclusive 

ri ghts to co llecting societies. Thus, collecting societies drive the ir mandates not from individual 

ri ght holders but by the law. The sort of co llecting societies adopt in those jurisdictions are 

termed as compulsory collecting society and extended collecting soc iety.62 Incontrast, in a 

number of legal systems the process of acq ui sition of ri ghts is to be determined freely by the 

right holders and the co llecting society's agreement- voluntary system of collective management. 

Under the unregulated process of acqui sition of rights (voluntary collecting soc ieties), coll ecting 

societies are granted mandates by individual right holders. Thi s is the case in the United States, 

United Kingdom, Japan, Colombia, Jama ica etc.63 Th is sort of collecting society allows potential 

users to obta in licenses either directly from right-owners or from the collecting society. 

In add ition to the above stated mode of acquisition of rights, there is a third way by which 

co llecting societies may acq uire their mandate, i.e. fro m copyright and related rights holders ' 

62 Though management of copy right and related rights as an exclusive right is a voluntary act, but in cases of 

compulsory coll ective management rights holders cannot make claims on an individual basis. Compulsory license is 

introduced in 1995 by French according to which individual right holders are legally obliged to make claims only 

through collect ive management organizations. In case of extended collective management, collective societies are 

extended to cover rights owners who have not specifically mandated the collective society to act on thei r behalf(e.g. 

Australia, Netherlands, Singapore, and Switzerl and). Id 

63 Argentina, Brazil , Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ireland, Hong Kong. Italy. Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, new 

Zealand, South Africa, south Korea, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay are also instance of nations with legal regimes 

which permit vo luntary collective licensing. In some countries, especially when the individual right holders are well 

organized, voluntary licensing is supported by legislation so as to guarantee fully covering licensing to the users 

(e.g. Denmark, Finland Iceland, Malawi, Norway, Russia, and Sweden). ld, pp 15-22. 
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organizations or associations(e.g. authors and publishers associations),which in turn hold 

mandates from their members.64 

2.5.2 Licensing of rights 

The second main function of co llecting societies is providing licenses to users of copyrighted 

works. Licensing is an agreement between collecting society and users which sets the terms and 

the price to be paid for a particular use of copyright-protected works.65 Such agreement may also 

conclude between individua l copyright holders and users if the collecting society is not granted 

exclusive right to licenses certain copyright-protected works. There are two principal licensing 

techniques appli ed by collecting societies, i.e. titl e by title licensing and blanket licensing.66 

A, Title by title licensing 

In this sort of licensing the collecting society authorizes users to use only a particular copyright

protected work by determining the fees in advance. It is to mean that the authorization granted to 

the users cou ld be on a work by work basis and hence users might not be entitled to exploit or 

reproduce other copyrighted works which are administered by the collective society. Thus, 

"where licenses are issued on a title-by-title basis to a licensee, there is a direct link between the 

work, the fee, the use, and the earn ings generated for the work by the use li censed,,67. It is said 

that title by title li censing is the most accurate and precise method of licensing and in line with 

the objectives of copyright legislation which is to compensate authors individually in direct 

proportion to the actual use of their works.68This technique is often used for licensing 

reproduction ri ghts in musical works for sound recordings (mechanica l licensing), film and 

64 The Jamaican Copyright Licensing Agency (JAM COPY), Bonus Presskopia in Sweden, Japan Reprographic 

Rights Center (JRRC), and The Reproduction Rights Society of Nigeria (REPRONIG) are instance in th is regard. Id 

pp 28-29 

" Paul Berry, cited above at note 31 , p9 

Ii6 Ibid 

67 Ibid 

68 Ibid 
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television programs and advertising (synchronization ri ghts licensing) and literary works for 

performance in theatres, among others.69 

Though it simplifies the collecting society's task of distribution , title by title techniq ue of 

licensing makes the licensing process costly 7 0Besides, it is not feasible where the works to be 

used by the I icensee are too large. JI 

Though the principle is that title by title licensing is free ly negotiated between the copyright 

collecting society and users, there are also exceptional circumstances where title by title 

li censing becomes involuntary. Mr. Paul Berry has indentified that there are three techniques 

developed by legislators to enact involu ntary or compulsory licensing scheme: first, the actual 

license is contained in the copyright or neighboring right statutes and is termed a "statutory 

license"; second, the license terms or rates are subject to review and approval by a Court or 

Tribunal before they are effective; third , a right to "equitable remuneration" may be substituted 

for the rights to authorize and to determine the conditions of use as in neighboring rights 

legislation.72 

B, Blanket licensing 

Blanket licensing is another way that collecting societies use to license copyrighted works and 

refers to a licensing technique where the entire li st of works managed by a copyright collect ing 

society is made available for a particular use or uses to a licensee for a single fee . Unl ike title by 

title technique of licensing, blanket licensing allows the license holder to use all the Works in a 

co llecting society' s catalogue in return for paying a set of fee. The fee to be paid by licensee to 

the co llecting societiesJ3 can be tied to the actual use made of the repertoire or to other factors 

" Ibid 
7° ld, pIO 

" Ibid 

" Ibid 

7J Though genera lly the process of determining fees is left to be determined by the negotiati on of copy right 

co llecting societies and representative of users, some jurisdictions have introduced some sort of regulations. In this 

regard, some jurisdictions require the government while others specify the factors to be taken in to account in setting 
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(such as gross revenues of the licensee) which have on ly an indirect link to use, or none at a11.7• 

This indicates that the users who acquire blanket license from the co llective society are not 

obliged to pay fees in advance. The question which should be rai sed here is that how does the 

society determine such Tariffs or fees, and what are the points which the society should consider 

to determine the amount of the tariffs. 

WIPO, in its publication states the general principles as to the determination of tariffs and the 

factors to be considered in determining the same which have got international acceptance one of 

which is that the tari ff is calculated in the form of a percentage of the receipts (also known as 

percentage rule).75 As per this principle, if all the works used belong to the copyright repertoire, 

the user generally pays about 10% of hi s receipts. 76 However, if the works are not the main 

source of interest for the public, it is not always necessary to apply the percentage rule. The 

society can convert the percentage into a flat charge or lump sum using criteria and parameters 

which enable an indirect connection to be establi shed with the rece ipts that it is estimated were 

obtained partly; and the flat charge must fo llow the cost of living by being linked to the price 

index.77 

With respect to the factors that should be taken in to account in determining tari ffs , WIPO puts 

the general standard; i.e. the society should determine the tariffs by reconci ling both the interest 

of rates. For instance, Swiss law states the following factors to be considered in setting tariffs or fees: nature and 

quantity of works; proceeds obtained from use of works, ratio of protected to unprotected works. The government 

intervention in the setting of tariffs is justified that the government should also make sure the interest of users is not 

affected by the co ll ecting societies because collecting societies have defacto or dejure monopoly in most 

jurisdictions. International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers (ICSAC) (http://www.ecap-

project.orgiarchive/fileadminiecapIUpdf/eniactivities/nationaIImaiaysia/s ), last visited on august 12,201 2. 

74 Paul Berry, cited above at note 3 1, p 10 

" UNESCO, Cited above at note 28, p 24 

76 Ibid 

77 Ib id 
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of copyright holders and users78 However, some jurisdictions such Swiss law put specific factors 

to be taken in to account in setting tariffs. The factors stated by Swiss law are nature and quantity 

ofwor.ks; proceeds obtained from use of works, ratio of protected to unprotected works." 

Generally The ways which cou ld be used to determine tariffs are three: first, it cou ld be 

determined by individual negotiation of the collective society and users; second, if there is 

association of users, it could be determined by co llective negotiation of the collective soc iety and 

association of users which cou ld be made at national or regional or international level ; the third , 

in special cases, the tariff is given in the law- This will be the case when the legislator provides 

fo r a compulsory license with a right to remuneration which leaves the interested parties little or 

no freedom to negotiate rates.80 

Blanket license is of importance, as stated above, especiall y when the users' interest is to 

acquire license for use of different copyright-protected works. [n other terms, it is the on ly 

possible licensing option where the volume of works used by a li censee or a group of licensees is 

too large to permit title-by-title licensing. This type of license is un iversally used for licensing 

performing rights to the broadcast industry.81 However, it is worth to mention that blanket 

licensing has also its own pitfall s. It makes the distribution process very complex and expensive 

because it is difficult to assess the uses of particu lar work out of the works listed in the blanket 

license and distribute among the members of the collecting society.82 

Though the principle is, like in case of title by title licensing, that blanket licensing is freely 

negotiated between the copyright and related rights co llecting society and users, there are also 

exceptional circumstances where blanket licensing becomes involuntary. 

2.5.3 Collection of royalties 

78 Ibid 

79 ICSAC, cited above at note 73, p 30 

80 Ibid 

81 Paul Berry, c ited above at note 3 1, P 10 

82 ICSAC, cited above at note 73, p 30 
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Collecting the royalties from the users is also the third basic and main function of any col lecting 

soc iety. For a co ll ecting society to achieve its objectives for wh ich it is established, it must 

co llect fees and devise appropriate means or way to effective ly accompli sh such task. Such ro le 

of collecting societies may extend to foreign users in addition to the domestic users if it could 

conclude reciprocal agreement with other nations ' collecting societies. In other term, the source 

offees to be co llected by co llecting soc ieties can be domestic and foreign. 

Domestic royalties are co llected from the users licensed by the collecting societies. The amount 

to be co llected from domestic users may also include the fees of foreign works where the 

collecting societies have made reciprocal agreement with foreign co llecting soc ieties. Thus, the 

royalties that the collecting society is expected to collect are both the fees for the national copy 

right- protected works and other foreign copy right- protected works which of course have got 

legal protection by the national legal regime.83 

There is a problem as to the amount of royalties to be paid by the licensee because co llecting 

societies most often give license to users without determini ng the amount of fees in advance. 

Such act of co llecting societies is of course justifiable because sometimes it may be difficult to 

know and set the amount of royalties for the works to be utilized. In determining the royalties ' 

for future usage of copyright-protected works, Mr. Paul Berry points out that the collecting 

society "must rely on the licensee to report accurately on the number of copies sold, on the 

concert receipts collected, or gross advertising revenues earned, as the case may be, so that the 

base upon which the licensee has calculated the amount of the royalty payment due is known".84 

This sort of calculating the rate of royalties ' to be paid is also termed as principle of proportional 

remuneration which requires that license rates85 be keyed to factors that make the tota l roya lties 

payable a function of the income the licensee earns from use of works and rights licensed. This 

83 Such distinction- royalties of domestic and foreign works - is necessary for the reason that co llecting society will 

pay proportionally to foreign and national copy right owners. Paul Berry, cited above at note 31, p II 

84 Ibid 

85 It refers to the rates determined by the collecting society whi le it provides the license to users. ld. p 13 
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techn ique tells about the precautions that the coll ecting society in setting rates and hence helps 

the collecting society to coll ect proportional roya lties from licensees. 

As mentioned above, in addition to domestic royalties, the mandate of collect ing society may 

also extend to foreign royalties, i.e. those generated by the licensees of foreign coll ective 

admi nistration organizations, are collected from foreign organizations pursuant to the reciprocal 

representation agreements. There are two fundamenta l principles that apply to foreign royalty 

income: first, a foreign society will on ly pay for works and right holders for which it have 

received acceptable documentation; second, foreign society's statutes, di stribution rules and 

procedures will apply to determine whether a payment wi ll be made and the amount. 86 These 

principles indicate that it is important for the national society to put what might be called a 

documentation "export" function for its domestic repertoire into place where its members are 

performing in, or their works are being used in, foreign territories. It is also essentia l that the 

national society become familiar with the statutes and distribution rules of each society with 

which it has a reciprocal agreement. 

Finally, in relation to agreement of collecting societies of different nations, it has to be noted that 

their relationship depends on their bilateral agreement and there is no any sort of international 

standard or legal instrument to regulate such cooperation of collecting societies. It all depends on 

principle of cooperation and reciprocal representation agreement of co ll ect ing soc ieties. 

2.5.4 Distribution of remunerations/royalties 

Distribution of roya lties refers to the process of organizing payment of sums collected during a 

certa in period of time. Collecting society's task to distribute royalties collected from users87 

86 1d , pI4 

87 Though Coll ecting societies are, in the vast majority. not-for-profit organizations with no share capital; and that 

operate on the principle that 100 % of their revenues is distributed to right-owners after the deduct ion of their costs 

of operation; in some jurisdiction, in addition to operation cost, they are legally obliged to deduct some percent from 

their annual total revenue for social and cultural purpose (known as socia-cultural deduction) which includes These 
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among members is the fourth one and claimed to be more complex which needs well developed 

mechanisms or standards of distribution. 

In order to make the di stribution accurate and fair, collecting society must di stribute the money 

it has co llected to copyrighted-works, ri ght holders, and actual uses made.88 However, expertise 

on the area argue that it is not possible to accurately describe how di stribution systems of 

collecting societies work in detail to arrive at payments that meet or approximate the above four 

criteria. 89 Each collecting society has developed its own set of rules and mechanisms and hence 

one can ' t also find international standards. Thus, the writer will try outlining some basic 

concepts and common practices of collecting societies in . 

The first and essential activity which collecting societies should do is documentation. Generally, 

to distribute royalties to copyright holders: firstly, society usuall y possess documentation on all 

copyrighted-works in its repertoire, either from its members' notifications or through 

international documentation exchange; secondly, users send it program returns of the works used 

classed by di stribution section 90 The royalties for all the works that have been identified will be 

sent to the right owners concerned.91 

The areas where documentation should be made by collecting societies are three: 

92documentation on works93, for both the national and international ; documentation on right 

include aid and pension programs for members and the funding of prizes, schol arships, festivals, etc to promote the 

national repertoire. Paul Berry. cited above at note 3 1. p 18 

" Id, pl4 

" ld ,pIS 

90 WIPO and IFRRO, cited above at note 6, p4S 

91 Ibid 

92 Paul Berry, cited above at note 3 1, P 15 

93 Ibid 
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holders9\ documentation on uses made of works by licensees (statements/broadcast logs)95. The 

quality of documentation in these areas determines quality of its distribution processing - i.e. 

whether the correct amounts of money are paid to the right people in a reasonable period of time. 

Having said these much as to sorts of docu mentation and thei r basic role in accuracy of 

distribution of royalties, it is imperative to review ways of distribution that most coll ecting 

societies appl y. The Mechan isms used to distribute royalties by different collective societies of 

various jurisd ictions, according to WIPO, could be categorized in to two; i.e. title specific and 

nontitle specific.96 

Title-specific distribution can be based on different underlying data, with the fo llowing mam 

methods: Fu ll reporting, Pariial reporting, Surveys, Objective availability, possibility to be 

94 This documentation links the right holders to the collect ive administration organization of which they are 

members. Ibid 

9' This infonnation is obtained normally from the licensees themselves; and On the assumption that every licensee 

was able, and would agree, to provide fu ll data relating to use made of protected works, a collective admin istrat ion 

organi zation would have the option to obtain fu ll documentat ion from all users or partial documentati on from all 

users or fu ll documentation from selected users or partial documentation from selected users. Ibid 

% See, for example, 'The Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) in the United States of America uses a variety of 

methods to collect and distribute remuneration. In so-called "full transactional reporting" a licensee maintains a 

record of each instance of copying. CCC then invoices according to each use, and the revenue is distributed to rights 

holders accordingly." In addition to this, under England though the mechanism is the same with that of USA there 

some difference as to the power to determine the copy right fee. The process of distribution in England is that: "The 

agreement between the Copyright Licensing Agency Limited (CLA) and the British Library covers the activities of 

the world 's leading · document supply organizat ion, the British Library Document Supply Center. When documents 

are deli vered to organizat ions that undertake research for commercial purposes, the copyright fee is set by the rights 

holder, and the records of the licensing transaction are used to enable exact payment to the rights holder', WIPO and 

IFRRO, cite above at note 6, p 43 
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copied 97 Full reporting is an idea l basis for di stribution and refers to that users record detail s of 

every copyright work copied.98 While its advantage is obvious, thi s method may be burdensome 

to the user and entail high costs for co ll ective society. Under partial reporting, users report the 

copying that they carry out over a certain period of time. The collection of relevant data can also 

be based on surveys using sampl ing methods99 Distribution in these cases is based on a sample 

f I . . 100 o actua copymg mstances. 

The samples wh ich collective society may take to d istribute royalties could be distinct from one 

jurisdiction to other jurisdiction. For instance, In Denmark, 5% of all schools covered by the 

school license must report to Copy-Dan all copying of copyrighted material that takes place over 

a period of 12 months. 1ol Whi le, In the United Kingdom, the sampling period used by the 

Copyri ght Licensing Agency (CLA) is shorter than that used in Danish schools; CLA samples 

2.5% of schools an nually for a period of ten weeks within ten Local Education Authorities per 

term, over a three-year cycle in geographic rotation. I02During the survey sampling period users 

are asked to make an extra one-page identifying copy of each copyright copying event, recordi ng 

the number of pages copied and thc number of copies taken. 

Where it is impossib le or not feasib le to co llect information from the users, distribut ion can be 

based on the principle of objective avai lability or possibility to be copied.103 The rationale 

underlying thi s distribution method is that all material that is available in the market can be 

photocopied, and at some point probably will be copied. Remuneration is therefore al located to 

material on the market. Rights holders themselves report their works and publications to the 

co llective soc ieties. This distribution method is often used by co llective societies that manage 

97 Ibid 

98 Ibid 

99 Ibid 

100 Ibid 

101 Id , P44 

102 Ibid 

103 Ibid 
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lega l licenses, especially levy systems. '04As it is almost impossible to co ll ect user data from 

private persons, this di stribution method is a cost effective way of obtaining di stribution data. 

In some countries ri ghts holders have opted for non-titl e specific di stribution of remuneration.105 

Statistical surveys are designed to co ll ect generi c information regarding the vo lume of copying 

of di fferent types of material, rather than identifying specific publication. Data is co llected from 

a limited number of users covered by the agreement, for a limited period of time; and Surveys 

are conducted at intervals, normall y every 4-5 years.' 06 Under thi s di stribution method, 

remuneration is channeled to authors and publi shers in an ind irect way. The collective societies 

d istribute remuneration to its member organi zations representing authors and publishers; and it is 

generall y left to the ri ghts holders' associations to decide on the criteri a for di stribution.107 

Authors usually have grant schemes and may fund common activities. Publishers combine data 

on market share and pay the remuneration individually to publishers. 108 

2.6 Rights collectively administered by copyright collecting societies 

2.6.1 Introduction 
This section would focus on the types of ri ghts under collective management and the mode of 

operation of coll ective management organizati ons and then proceeds to typ ical forms or kinds of 

copyright and related rights collecting societi es. It seems important to make clear at the outset 

that collecting societies are nowadays functional to administer different ri ghts which are known 

in general as copyri ght and related rights and that the aim of thi s topic is to review the special 

sort of collecting societies established in di fferent jurisdiction to speciall y administer di stinct 

104 Ibid 

105 For instance, In Norway, collective societies normally carry out surveys in each sectors every fi ve Years. 

Surveys are carried out by independent statist ical bureau, engaged jointly by the co llective societi es and the user. 

The survey identifi es 15 different categories of publ ications (such as textbook, scientific journal, sheet music and 

newspaper) and 15 di fferent types of material (such as poetry, scientific text, photo, illustration and musical notes). 

For each area, data is processed into a matrix, whi ch is used as a basis for calculating the remuneration. Id, p45 

I .. Ibid 
107 Ibid 
108 Ibid 
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ki nds of copyrights and neighboring rights. In addition , it would try to clarify the rights that are 

administering by such collecting soc ieties. 

In principle, it is economic rights that can be administered collectively by collecting societies. 109 

There are economic rights of creators which should not be transferred to collecting societies; and 

moral rights are not subject to collective administration system of copyright and related rights. 

Such principles are applicable to all types of copyright- protected works which include 

reproduction ri ghts, public performance ri ghts, cable transmission ri ghts, publication rights, 

adaptation right, broadcasting rights, and online transmission rights. IlO This is the underl ying 

principles for all copyright collecting societies and the subsections to fo llow will make detail 

di scuss ion as to the existing sorts of collecting societies and copyrighted works that could be 

admin istered by the same. 

2.6.2 Copyrights and related rights under collecting society 

Collecting soc ieties administer severa l important rights on behalf their members. Firstly, 

collecting society administers performing rights which is termed as collecting soc iety of 

performing rights or small rights of musical works. I I I The performing right has been defined as 

the right to perform works in public, to broadcast or communicate works to the public. 11 2The 

International Confederation of Societies of Authors and Composers ' (CISAC) Mode l Contract 

of Reciproca l Representation between Public Performance Rights Societies ("CISAC Mode l 

Contract") defines public performances as including any sound and performance that is rendered 

109 Ibid 
110 Ibid 

111 The criteria for distinguishing between 'grand ' and 'small' rights are the type of works involved. Broadly 

speaking, grand rights concern the performance of all dramati c-musical creations, such as operas or ballets, while 

small rights refer to the non dramatic forms of music. Only small rights are administered on a full y collective basis. 

Grand rights are a ru le, licensed more or less individually. s ince the works in question are used far less frequently 

and their perfonnance can be more eas ily monitored. UNESCO, cited above at note28,p74 

11 2 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), A Guide to Copyright Organ ization of Trinidad and Tobago 

(COIT), ( http://www.wipo.intl) , last visited on august 20,20 12. 
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audibly to the public in any place and by any means. l l l A public performance includes " in 

particular, performa nces provided by live means, instrumental or vocal ; by mechanical means 

such as phonographic records, wires, tapes and sound tracks (magnetic or otherwise); by 

processes of projection (sound film), of di ffusion and transmission (such as radio and televi sion 

broadcasts, whether made directly or relayed, retransmitted , etc.), as well as by any means of 

wireless reception (radio and television receiving apparatus, telephonic reception, etc. , and 

sim ilar means and devices, etc.).". I 14 This definition includes nearly all forms of communication 

to the public, including transmission via Internet. 

Secondly, copyright coll ecting societies admini ster mechanica l rights on behalf of their members 

and this sort of collecting society is known as collecting society of mechanical rights. I IS 

Mechanical rights refer to an author ' s ri ght to authorize the reproduction of his work in the form 

of mechanicall y produced recordings such as phonograms and audiovisual fixations. 11 6This is the 

reproduction of mostly musical works in CDs, tapes, vinyl records, cassettes, mini-di scs, or other 

C f d' 117 lorms 0 recor IIlgS. 

Thirdly, collecting societies administer rights in dramati c works (re ferred to as collecting 

societies of dramatic works), which include scripts, screenplays, mime shows, ballets, theater 

plays, operas and musicals. ll8 These ri ghts are usually administered using the agency type or 

. I II . 119 partla co ect1ve management. 

III World Intellectual Property Organi zation (W IPO), Introduction to Collect ive Management of Copyri ght and 

Related Rights (http://www.wipo.int/), last visi ted on august 22, 20 12. 

114 Ibid 

115 In many countries, mechanical rights ', which concern the reproduction of works in the form of sound recording -

and performing rights, are administered by one collecting society. UNESCO, Cited above at note 28,p75 

116 WI PO, cited above at note I 13, p8 

11 7 Ibid 

118 Ibid 

119 Ibid 
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Fourth ly, co llective management societies admin ister the right of reprographic reproduction of 

literary and musical works. This type of collective management arose as a result of the copyright 

problems that were caused by the development of reprography or photocopying after the 1971 

Paris Revi sion of the Berne Convention. 120 

Fifth ly, co llecting societies, though not widely recogni zed in most jurisdictions, are also 

established to administer rights of authors or composers after their death ; i.e. known as collecting 

society of the droit de suite. Such coll ecting societies are established by the institutions or 

individuals who are entitled to acquire copyright of deceased authors or composers. The droit de 

suite, as a rule, covers original works of art; in some countri es, however, it also covers origi nal 

manuscripts. '2' It is fairly rare that the droit de suite is extended to all sales (that is the case in 

Brazil , POitugal, Uruguay). 122The great majority of countries on ly apply this right to public 

auction sales and some of them also to sales through dealers. 123 

Finally , there are three sorts of collecting societies developed to administer not only copyri ghts 

but also to collectively manage related rights; viz, collecting societies of performers and 

phonogram producers, collecting societies of rights concerned by cab le transmission of broadcast 

programs, and collecting societies concerned by home taping. The mandate of co llecting society 

of performers and phonogram producers is to administer the exc lusive right of performers and 

producers of phonograms in respect of broadcasting and communication to the public of their 

performances recorded on phonograms or their phonograms, respectively. In the majority of 

countries where such a right is recogni zed, performers and producers of phonograms have 

established joint co llective management organizat ions '24 while in certain other countries, the two 

120 Ibid 

121 Id, pl 5 

122 Ibid 

123 Ibid 

124 Austria, Brazil . Denmark, Finl and and Germany are the states where performers and phonogram producers have 

estab lished joint collecting society. Id, p 24 
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from users. 127 There is no law which governs the rol e of copy right col lecting societi es and their 

re lation with the individua l right holders. Put different ly, the relationship between the copy ri ght 

co ll ecting societies and copy right holders is to be determined by agreement of the organizations 

and individual ri ght holders. 

Vo lun tary copyright co ll ecting society with back-up in legislation has two form s; first extended 

collecting society and compulsory co ll ecting soc iety.128 Extended co llecting society is similar 

with that of voluntary collecting society except that the agreements reached between users and 

co llective societies are extended to cover rights of owners who have not specifica lly mandated 

the collective society to act on their behalf.1 29 In thi s sort of copy ri ght coll ecting soc iety Ri ghts 

owners are able to opt out of the co llective societies if they wish . Under compulsory copy ri ght 

co llecting society, right owners are obi iged by law to negotiate secondary ri ghts through a 

Collective soc ieties with no opt out. IJO 

Finally, the third form of collecting society is collecting societies which provide li censing under 

a lega l license in that users get li censes to exploit creative works without securing right holder's 

127 Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Ireland, Hong Kong. Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Mexico, new 

Zealand, South Africa, south Korea, Trinidad and Tobago, Uruguay are also instance of nati ons with legal regimes 

which permit voluntary collective licensing. UNESCO, cited above at note 28 ,pp 15-22 

128 Id , P 16 

129111 some countries, especially when the individual right holders are well organized, voluntary li censing is 

supported by legislation so as to guarantee fully covering licensing to the users (e.g. Denmark, Finland Iceland, 

Malawi, Norway, Russia, and Sweden). [d, p 17 

130 Though management of copy right and re lated rights as an exclusive right is a vo luntary act, but in cases of 

compul sory collective management rights holders cannot make claims on an individual basis. Compulsory license is 

introduced in 1995 by French according to which individual right holders are legally obliged to make claims only 

through collective management organizations. Ibid 
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consent by payi ng the lega ll y determined remuneration to owners of the work. 131 Collecting 

soc ieties which provide a lega l license are mostly functiona l in re lation to reproduction 

rights.132This sort of co ll ecting society also takes two forms. First; Non-voluntary system with a 

legal license in that a license is provided by law so that no agreement with the rights owner is 

needed ; however, there is a right to remuneration and a license fee is set by law and co llected by 

collective societies on behalf of all rights owners.133 Second, Private copying remuneration with 

a levy system in that license fees are levied on copying equipment at the point of sale or for 

ongoing operation and the co llective society collects and distributes the fees to the rights 

owner. 134 

II, Traditional collecting society, Agency type collecting society, and One- stop shop 

collecting societies 

From the view point of the scope of rights they administer, copy right collecting societies may 

also be classified as traditional , agency type and one- stop shop collecting societies. Traditional 

collecting societies refers to copy right collecting societies in which individual right holders are 

not entitled to individually negotiate with users after they transferred their copy right to be 

collectively adm inistered .135 [n other terms, it is the copy right collecting society that has the 

exclusive power to negotiate and provide license to users and hence there is no individual 

license. Thus, under traditional copy right collecting society, individual right owners authorize 

one or more collecting societies to administer their rights on their behalf, on an exclusive basis. 

This is to mean that the individual right owner, as a rule, may no longer individually negotiate 

terms and conditions with the users of the creative work -it is the collecting soc ieties that then 

offer licenses to prospective users. 

13 1 Australia, Netherlands, Singapore. and Switzerland have copy right legal regime which recognizes collecting 

societies which provide Licensing under a legal license. Id,pl8 

132 Ibid 

133 Switzerland copyright legal regime is an instance in this regard. Ibid 

134 Example Belgium copy right legal regime. Ibid 

135 1d ,p20 
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In agency type co llecti ve society, the individual right owner, to greater or lesser extent, has a role 

in the negotiation which could be made to determine the terms of use of the creative work. The 

typ ical example of such agency-type of co ll ective management is in the fi eld of dramatic and 

dramatic musica l works where coll ecting societies negotiate a general agreement with 

organi zations, representing theatres, for the exp loitation of particular works. 136 Such agreements 

only specify minimum terms and the particular performance of each play still requires the 

permission of the author in question in the fo rm of an individually negotiated contract. 137 This 

sort of collective society is, thus, different from traditional form of collective society in that the 

ind ividual owner has exclusively transferred hi s right to negotiate and determine or issue 

secondary licenses to the collective society. 

Finally, the third kind of collective society, one-stop shop sort of collective soc iety, is a coalition 

of independent co llective society' s issues li censes that include several authorizations concerning 

different sets of rights.138 

III, Non-profit-making private entities, profit- making Private entities, and public or semi

public entities 

Legal status of copy right collecting societies is not the same in all jurisdictions. It is from th is 

point of view that copy right collecting societies are classified in to three; Non-profit-mak ing 

private entit ies, profit-making Private entit ies, and public or semi- public entit ies. 

Copy ri ght collecting societies which fall under the first category, non- profit - making entities, 

are legall y treated as association established with an aim to protect their members' interest and 

136 Id ,p 76 

IJ7 Ibid 

138 Historicall y. one - stop shop sort of coll ecting society has been evolved to address the problem in licensing a 

creat ive work over which a number of individuals have right ; and It is particularly he lpful with regard to 

audiovisual works, mult imedia productions and all other works in which multiple right owners may claim rights, 

such as directors or script writer. Ibid 
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not obliged to carry out their activities like other business organizations which are established to 

achieve economic profit or some sort of economic gain. 139 

The second sort of copy right co llecting societies, profit-making private entities, are estab li shed 

by organizations and legally treated as business organizations established to achieve economic 

profit. Such sort of copy right collecting society is developed and prevalent in United States of 

America. 140 

Finally, some copyright collecting societies, especia lly in developing countries, are lega ll y 

estab lished as public or semi public entities; i.e. collecting societies are legally established and 

controlled their functions by governments of the states li ke other government institutions. 141 

Government agencies play proactive role in the establishment and operation of collecting 

societies by extending financial and technical assistance. 

139 Such sort of copy right collecting societ ies are established by right owners and most of European and south 

American copy right collecting societies are typical examples in this regard. Ibid 

140 BMI (Broadcast Music, Inc.) in the United States of America, which was originally founded by broadcasting 

organizations. is typical example of copy right co llecting societies which are categorized as private entities(private 

business organizations). Ibid 

141 Ibid 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Experience of some jurisdictions 

3.1 Introduction 

[n this part of the paper, the writer deals with experience of some jurisdictions in relation to 

copyright collecting societies and specific discussion would be made on the legislative supports 

and regu latory frameworks of the jurisd ictions. Specifically, legal status of copyright collecting 

societies; the legislative support given to copyright collecting societies in acquisition of rights 

(legislative support for copyright co llecting societies' rights acquisition processes); state support 

and contro'l in formation and operation of copyright collecting societies, and legislative support 

in the course of setting tariffs and distribution of royalties will be dealt. 

Thus, in this chapter the experience of the jurisdictions would be presented to show the extent of 

the governments support, through enactment of legislations or other ways, for successful 

establishment and operation of copyright co llecting societies. This discussion is of importance to 

show especially the existing and potential cha llenges of the emerging Ethiopian copyright 

collecting soc iety which may arise from the existing legislative and institutional frame work of 

Ethiopian copyright system. 

When we talk about the experience of some jurisdictions, therefore, it is worth to mention that 

the discussion wou ld focus on substantive regimes and institutional frame work thereof. The 

jurisdiction for discussions are selected based on their relevance to Ethiopia and well developed 

experiences. [n view of that, the experience of Canada, France,South Africa, and Kenya are 

selected to be dealt in the sections to follow. 

3.2 The French experience 

As the history of copyright collecting societies indicates, France is a pioneer in establishing 

copyright collecting societies which termed, in France, as royalty collection and distribution 

societies. 142 These days France has numerous categories of collecting societies which are 

142 In France, The development of copyright co llecting society dates back to the second half of 18th century and that 

shows that the development of copy right collecting societies in France is parallel with copy right legislation of the 

state. The first copy right collecting society was established, in 1777, to collectively manage rights of performers of 
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generally categori zed as primary and intermediary co llective soc ieties. 14JThe first category, 

primary management societies l44 are in direct contact wi th the copyright and related right 

ho lders and, in addit ion to coll ection and distribution of royalties, they often involve in other 

activities such as defense of their members' economic and legal ri ghts and lega l action to protect 

moral rights of copyright holders; while intermediary societies 145engage in distribution of 

collected royalties and are a kind of a common get way for one category of works. 146 

French intellectua l property code, which was enacted in Jul y, 1985, has devoted an entire chapter 

to collecting societies so as to govern the estab lishment, operation and regulation of collecting 

societies. With respect to the estab lishment and lega l status of copy coll ecting societies, it has 

stated that a ll collecting societies, whether they are administrating copyright or neighboring 

rights, must be established as civ il· law companies whose members are the holders of the 

theaters and it is through time that other copy right collecting societ ies came in to existence - for example composers 

collecting society (SACEM) was formed in 1847. Daniel J. Gervais( ed), cited above at note 3, p 154. 

" 3 Id, pI56 

144 primary management collective societies includes the following,.: authors societ ies such as SAC EM (which is 

the oldest copy right collecting society in the world and its mandate is to operate and administer all rights involving 

public execution, public performance, and mechanical reproduction; society of c ivil e des autheurs 

multimrdias(SCAM) which manages multimedia works other than plays and musical works; societe des auteurs et 

compositeurs dramatiques(SACD) which has three catagories of members i.e authors and composers ,heirs and 

legatees,and ass igeens;the societe des auteurs dans les arts graphiques(ADAGP) that manages graphic art works; 

neighboring rights societies such as the sound recording producers societies(SCPP and SPPF); artist societies 

(ADAMI and SPEDlDAM);producers societies (ANGOA and PROCIREP). Id, pp 159 -163 

145 These sort of coll ecting societies are different from primary management collective societies because they 

constitute an extra layer in the fl ows of remuneration and their members are primarily co llecting societies. They are 

designed to rea li ze economic scale. The collecting societies categorized under intermediary co llecting societies are: 

societe pour I'administartion du droit de reproduction me'canique (SDRM) (manages the mechanical reproduction 

rights of authors, composers, and publishers of music), SESAM which groups together authors societies( 

SACEM,SCAM,ADAGP), copy France and SORECOP, centre francais d' exploitation du droi t de copie (CFC) ( 

administers, under legal li cense, the reprography rights assigned or entrusted to it by authors), and societe civi le 

pour la percept ion de la remuneration equitable (SPRE) that groups the two sound-recording- producer societies 

,SCPP and SPPF. Id, pp 163-165 

" ' ld, P 157 
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copyright or ne ighboring rights, depending on the case. l47 The fact that copyright collecting 

societies shall be established and treated as non- profit companies (civil companies) also clearly 

stated under article 1.321-2 of the intellec:ual property code which provides for "contracts 

concluded by the civil law soc ieties of authors or of neighboring rights, in implementation of 

their purpose, with the users of all or part of their repertoire shall constitute civil law 

instruments".148Thus, collecting societies are treated as civil associations which are establi shed 

to realize its member' s interest. The question that one may pose here is that what is the 

consequence of determining lega l status or nature of collecting societies to be non-profit 

companies? Daniel Gerv ies points out three consequences of collecting societies legal 

status I49 :fi rst, the courts with jurisdictions if there is dispute are the common law civil courts; 

second , collecting societies are not supposed to involve in profit making activities and make 

profit; third , collecting societies are not subject to taxation or to commercial legislations 150. Thus, 

the management of artistic and literary works is treated as civil activities which are regulated by 

civi l law. In addition, one may also observe that the intellectual code of France (alticle L.321-1 

and sub-article two of the same article) not only d ~termines the legal status of collecting societies 

but also those who can establish collecting soc ieties, i.e. copy right and neighboring rights 

holders. 

When one looks at the legal position of intellectual property code of France as to lega l limits to 

the function of co llecting societies, the princip le is that collective societies may act freely if they 

are dul y authorized by their members unless the government ministry of culture has demanded 

its dissolution at the high court . lS I There are also specific requirements that collecting society 

must observe in the stage of its establi shment or while it is functional. Once a collecting society 

is established, it must obtain from its members the right to administer copyrights and related 

147 French in tell ectual property code (1985), Article L. 321-1 , (http://www.wipo.int/c1ea/en/detail s. jsp?id=5563), 

last visited on September 16, 20 12 

148 Ibid 

149 Daniel Gervias , cited above at note 3 . pl 66 

150 As it has shown by the case brought before French cassation bench regarding SDRM, their civi l character, does 

not allow them to evade completion law and hence they are prohibited from abusing their dej ure or defacto 

monopoly status as well as engaging in other anti -competitive act. Ibid 

151 Ibid 
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rights on their behalf. ls2 There are also circumstances, espec ially for certain types of col lections, 

where collecting societies obliged to obtain approval from the concerned government organ, 

mini stry of culture. l5l The requirement that the establishment of co llecting societies must be 

approved by ministry of cu lture is exceptionally implemented for copyri ght and neighboring 

ri ghts under ob ligatory collective management. That means it is applicab le to co ll ecting societies 

established to mange copyrights and neighboring rights that the law stipulates to be administered 

by collecting society. 

It is clearly stated, as mentioned earlier, that all collecting societies must obtain mandates from 

their members. Members are at liberty either to exclusively transfer their rights or select the 

ri ghts to be administered co llectively. They are also entitled to revoke the mandates they 

transferred , that mean they may with draw from the collecting society. The code, to protect copy 

right and neighboring right holders, goes further and put a limitation on the assignment of 

mandates that "total transfer of future works shall be null and void". ls4 Thus, the legal regime 

also tries to regulate the relationship between the coll ecting society and its members. 

A, Collection and distribution of remunerations/royalties 

In France, The act of collecting and distributing remuneration or royalties is regulated by the 

French intellectual property code. The means that collecting societies may use to collect 

remuneration is not the same for al l sorts of copyrighted works. There are different methods that 

are legally recognized to be followed by collecting societies while they involve in collection of 

royalties from users. The same is true with distribution of remunerations. 

With respect to co llection of royalties, different sort of mechanisms are recognized. The first one 

is contractual which is applicable for collection of copyright and neighboring ri ghts royalties.lss 

152 Ibid 

153 Approval must be issued for instance for collective management of the reprography right for which act 95-4 of 3 

January 1995 that provides approval according to the criteria of professional qualificat ion of the officers, the human 

and material resources proposed, and the equitable nature of the proposed nature of distribution; and for collective 

management of rights for simultaneous, complete, unchanged retransmission of works broadcast on television. Id 

, >4 Id , Article L.131-1 

155 Id. Arts 1321 -2 and 132 1-10 
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In the second way of collection of royalties J56
, the users and collecting societies are not at liberty 

to negotiate and reach in to agreement as to the amount of fees to be paid against the use of 

copyrighted works. There are legally established committees by the government to determine the 

amount of tariff or royalties to be paid to collecting societies and such sort of licenses is called 

legal license. In relation to contractual mechanism, which is recognized as a first tool to collect 

remunerations under the French intellectual property code, Article L 321-2 provides that 

contracts concluded with users by collecting societies of authors in the implementation of their 

objective for all or part of their repertoire are civil acts. This definition was aimed to differentiate 

the acts of collecting societies are different from other constraining legislations applying to 

commercial organ izations.157The nature of the remuneration to be paid by the users as per the 

contract they concluded with collecting societies may consist of the users' receipts or take the 

form of lump -sum payment. 158 This is being true both for collecting societies of copyright as 

well as co llecting societies of neighboring rights. However, it has to be noted that the 

terminologies used to describe the contract that copyright collecting societies and related rights 

collecting societies may use to collect remunerations are different. The contract to be concluded 

by copyright collecting societies is termed as 'general representation contract' 159 while in case of 

neighboring rights the term denoted the contract is 'genera l contract of join interest' . 

The system for collection of remunerations in case of fair remuneration 160 and remuneration for 

private copying (which are also termed as lega l licenses/ non-voluntary licenses) is also different 

from the above stated ways. The intellectual property code of France points out the grounds and 

the concerned government organ responsible to set up the amount of remuneration to be paid by 

users. Article L214- 1 of the intellectual property provides the bases for the fair remuneration, 

' 56 Id,Arts 214-1 and214-4 

157 Daniel Gervias, cited above at note 3, p1 70. See also article 2 13- 18 which defines the nature of the contract that 

collecting societies can conclude with users of copyrighted works. 

158 Daniel Gervias. cited above at note 3, pl?l 

159 Article 132-18defines representation contract as .. contract under which a professional body of authors grants to 

an entertainment the rights to perform, for the duration of the contract ,the existing or future works constituting the 

repertoire of such body under the cond itions stipulated by the author or his successors in title", Id 

160 In France Fair remuneration refers to 'the royalties due for direct communication of a recording in a public 

place, when it is not used in a show, on radh broadcast, or in the simultaneous and complete cable retransmission 

of this broadcast' . Danei l Gervias, cited above at note 3, p173 . 
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which must be based on the user's operating receipts or accessed on a lump-sum basis. There is 

an administrative committee which is established as per article L214-4 and mandated with 

determining the schedules for fair remuneration. The same is true with collection of 

remunerations for private copy, i.e. the means of collection and schedules for collection of 

remuneration for private copying is determined by the intellectual property code of France and 

decisions of administrative committee respectively. 

Coming to the distribution of collected royalties, French intellectual property code predetermines 

the di stribution methods and the fate of the funds which cannot be di stributed among the 

copyright and related right holders. though it recognizes that the management costs of collecting 

societies should be covered by the remunerations to be distributed to copyright holders, it has left 

the amount of maximum management costs of co llecting societies to be determined by the 

decision making bodies of the same(board of directors and annual general meetings). 

Specificall y, the di stribution formulas that collecting societies should follow are enumerated 

under article L214-4 and L 3 1 1-7 of French intellectual property code: 

• Fair remuneration shall be shared half and half between sound recording producers and 

performing artists; 

• Remuneration of private copying of sound recordings shall go one half to authors, one 

quarter to performing artists and one quarter to recording producers; 

• Distribution of remunerations for private copying of audio-visual material goes in equal 

thirds to authors, producers and artists; 

• Remuneration for private copy of books shou ld go one half each to authors and 

publishers. 

[n addition to these formulas the law also permits to be determined by the internal regulation of 

the collecting society and as a result collecting societies have set up formulas and schedules that 

classify the works and authors. 161 "When the declarations of are too imprecise to use or do not 

exist, some societies use sampling or surveys.,, 162 

161 Id. pl 75 

162 Ibid 
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categories of beneficiaries have separate organizations (e.g., SAMI in Sweden for performers, 

PPL in the United Kingdom and IFPI national groups in other countries).125 

2.6.3 Classification of copyright collecting societies 

As it is described under the topic which dealt with rationales for development of collective 

soc iety, collective societies of both common law and continental legal system perform a number 

of common roles: they provide a single point of access to content for those wishing to reproduce 

copyright materials and, in this way, help to keep administrative costs of secondary licensing to a 

minimum . They also ensure content creators are rewarded for any copying or reproduction of 

their work and they act as advocates for their members. 

However, there are some significant differences in the forms/kinds of collective societies across 

countries. These are often the result of the legislative framework under which they operate and 

the economic, social and political realities of the countries. 

I, voluntary collecting societies, Voluntary collective societies with back-up in legislation, 

and collecting societies which provide Licensing under a legal license 

Taking the legislative frame in which copyright collecting societies operate, international 

federation of reproduction rights organization (lFRRO) classifies the operating models of copy 

right collecting societies in to three: viz; vo luntary collecting societies, Voluntary collective 

societies with back-up in legislation, and collecting societies which provide Licensing under a 

legal license. 126 

Under the first sort of copy right collecting society, voluntary collecting societies, the mandate 

of collecting societies to provide license and collect royalties from users is voluntarily entrusted 

by copy right and related right holders and hence individual copy right holders have the right 

either to transfer their right to the collecting society or individually licenses and collect royalties 

125 Ibid 

126 WIPO and IFRRO, cite above at note 6,p 15 
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Moreover, intellectual property code of France deals with the nature of undistributed funds and 

the areas to which such funds may use up. The sources of these undistributed sums can be legal 

license and obligatory management. As per the intellectual property code provides that the 

collecting societies should use such undistributed funds to assi st to creation, dissemination of 

live shows and training of artists.163 

B, Oversight of collecting societies 

With respect to regulation or oversight of copyright collect ing societies, French intell ectual 

property code provides for two ways, i.e. interna l and external oversight. The first mechanism, 

internal oversight, is performed by the members of the collecting society and that includes: 

monitoring by the members of the society, and the audit performed annuall y by the statutory 

auditor (interna l auditor of the collecting society). 164 

Right of individual members to obtain information as to the operation of the co ll ecting society is 

set out as one mechanism to assure the internal oversight is effective. This principle is provided 

under artic le 321-5 of French intellectual property code which reads the right to communication 

provided for in Arti cle 1855 of the Civil Code shall apply to royalty collection and distribution 

societies, but without a member being able to obtain communication of the amount of royalties 

di stributed on an individual basis to any other right holder than himself. The ri ght to information 

has two aspects which are permanent aspect and recurrent aspect. In the first case, permanent 

right to obtain information, members of collecting societies have the right to ask the society, at 

any time, to communicate the li st of mangers, a table showing over a five year period the annua l 

amounts collected and distributed and the management cost; and a document that describes the 

remuneration di stribution rules. The second sort of right to obtain information is limited and it 

can be exercised by the members on ly at the annual general meeting. As per thi s principle, 

members, up on written application and before annual general meeting, have the right to see 

documents to be provided before the annual general meeting for approval. Any member who is 

refused communication has a right ' to appeal to a special committee composed of at least five 

16] French Intellectual Property Code, cited above at note 233, Art. 32 1-9 

164 Daniel Gervias. cited above at note 3, pl 79 
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members elected from at the annual general meeting from among those who are not corporate 

officers ' .1 65 

As already mentioned, external oversight mechanism is also recognized by the intellectual 

property code of France and that includes audit by public authorities; audit through right to 

information when the co lleting society is formed, at key times in the life of collecting societies 

and through survei llances of the formation of certain kinds of remuneration. 166 

The code provides for the mechanisms that must be implemented to supervise collecting 

soc ieties and entrusts institutions to carry out the same. Institutionally, the code mandates two 

institutions, standing committee to be appointed by decree and ministry of culture, to oversight 

the operations of collecting societies . The ministry of culture has a mandate to evaluate, when 

the collecting society is formed, the draft statutes and general rules of the collecting society and 

it may, within a month after receiving them, demand its dissolution before a court if it feels that 

there are real and series obstacles to the creation of society. 167 The power of minister of culture 

to request for dissolution of collecting societies may also exercise after the establishment of 

co llecting societies. It also sets other monitoring system which is internal monitoring systems i.e. 

performed by the members of their society and the audit performed annual ly by the statutory 

auditor. 168 

Public authorities also assist collecting societies especiall y in determining remunerations linked 

to non voluntary license or obligatory collective management. The intellectual property code 

provides for the creation of administrative committees with the mission of determining the 

amount of remuneration and terms of collection. 169 

165 Daniel Gervias . cited above at note 3, p 181 

166 French intellectual property code, cited above at note 233, Art 321-11 

167 The criteria for evaluation are essentially linked to the professional qualifications ofthe founders of such society, 

the human and material means that they intend to use to collect royalties and to explo it their reperto ire (article 

L.321-3). The ministry of culture has al so other mandates such requesting annually report of collect ing societies 

(article L.321-12) and approving establishment of mandatory collecting societies. Id 

I6S ld, Arts 321 -4, and 32 1-5 

169 1d, Arts 214-4, and 31 1- 5 
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Finally, it is worth mentioning that French collecting societies are also subject to the European 

Union competition rules. The European competition rules, as traditionally applied by the 

European court of justice, have been applied to regulate : first, the relationship between collecting 

management societies and their members 170; second, the relationship between co llecting societies 

and users l 71
; third , the reciprocal relationship between different collecting societies172. 

3.3, the Canadian experience 

In Canada there is a spec ial legal regime which regulates the establishment and function of copy 

right co llecting societies. There is also government institution estab lished to follow up the 

enforcement of copy right co ll ecting societies' legal regimes. the copy right legal regime of the 

country devises not only a law which regulates the establi shment and operation of copy right 

collecting societies but also came up with different sections, which regulate copy right collecting 

societies differently, by considering the difference among the copyrighted works that are 

collectively administered by copyright coll ecti ng societies. It also provides for special institution, 

copyright board, which is entrusted to superv ise the function of copyright collecting societies and 

to protect the interest of users by determining tariffs according to the criteria stated in the 

copyright act. 

Though the current system of collective management of copyright and related rights in Canada is 

by and large a voluntary system it provides for both vol untary and compulsory copyright 

170 There are principles, which develops from the decisions of the European commiss ion that regulates the 

re lationship between collecting societ ies and their members among which the first is that coll ecting societies may 

not require their members to assign unduly broad category of rights. The other principle is that collecting societies 

may not discriminate among members as to distribution of incomes. Daniel Gervias, cited above at note 3. p 12 1-

122. 

111 The objective of principles developed from the decisions of European commission to regu late the relationship 

between collecting societies and users is to protect users and it includes principle of non discrimination of users and 

prohibition not to fix excessive fees aga inst users. Id ,pp 122-123 

172 Generally the principle of the European commiss ion as to the re lationship of collecting societies is that colleting 

societies of the member states shall compete against each as other in accordance to rules and principles of the 

commission 's competition law. ibid 
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collecting societies. For instance it stipulates non vo luntary licensing regime with respect to 

retransmissions and certain uses by educational institutions l7l and private copying l74 . 

The provisions that deal with copyright collecting societi es are incorporated in the Canada copy 

right act and divided in to four parts according to the sort of copy rights and related rights 

involved: viz, Music performing ri ghts and certain neighboring rights; Genera l regime, 

Retransmissions and certain uses by educational institutions; and. Private copying. These copy 

right collecting societies' lega l regimes are classified according to the rights they involved. The 

first category is stated under section 67 of the copy right act and applicable to the copy right 

collecting societies established to collectively manage performers' ri ghts and neighboring rights. 

This section also points out specific criteria to be used in fixing tariffs that collective 

management organizations of performing rights and certain neighboring rights and copy right 

board shou ld take in to account. 175 

It is section 70. 1 of the copy right act that is termed as general regime which applies to all 

vo luntary copy right co llecting societies except to copy right collecting society of performers and 

neighboring rights. It is also applicable to the co llective management of rights of reproduction , 

adaptation, rental, publication and public performance in the area of copyright and to the rights 

of performers concerning first fixation of their performances, reproduction and communication 

to the public of live performances; and to certain rights of sound recording producers and 

broadcasters.176 Copyright collecting societies operating under this regime can file tariffs for 

approval by the Board 177 or conclude agreements with users178 that will take precedence over 

tariffs.J79 They may also fi le a copy of an agreement concluded with a user with the Board180 In 

173 The Canadian copyright act (1985), section 71, (http://www. justice.gc.caieng/contact.htm) last visited on 

September 24, 201 2. 

174 Id, Arts 79-88 

I7S Id, Art 68(2) 

176Dan iei J. Gervais, Collective Management of Copyright and Neighboring ri ghts in Canada: An international 

perspective,( http://cilt.dal.caivoll n02/pdfarticles/gervais.pdO last visited on July 5, 20 12, P 15 

177 Canada copy right act, cited above at note 173, article 70( 13) 

178 Id, Art 70.12(b) 

179 Id ,Art 70. 191 
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this regard, collecting societ ies can ask the board to determine the royalty applicable In 

individual cases (for instance in case of arbitration). 181 

In Canada , when we look at the legislative support for establishment of new copyright 

collecting society, there is no specific requirement in copyright legal regime which determines 

the legal status or nature of the collecting soc iety. In other terms, the legal system doesn ' t impose 

a palticular legal form for copy right collecting societies- some of copy right collecting soc ieties 

are for Profit Corporation while several others are not for profit entities. 182 Thus, there is no 

special support provided to the establi shment of copy right co llecting society in Canada. It is up 

to the members to determine the nature of copyright collecting societies since the law is silent as 

to the legal status or nature of collecting societies. 183 The government's role in thi s regard is not 

different from the role that has played in establishment of other for profit corporations and not

for- profit entities. 

The other point worth mentioning here is the position of copyright legal regime of the nation in 

determ ining monopoly of copyright collecting society. It is si lent as to the monopoly position of 

copy right co llecting society which operates in a specific field . However, the practice 

ISO The benefit of including such provision in the copy right act (Canada copyright act) is to prevent the appl ication 

of completion act dealing with conspiraci es to limit competition. However, the Commissioner of Competition may 

ask the Copyright Board to examine the agreement ifhe considers it is contrary to the public interest. Id , Art 70.5(2) 

- (5) 

lSI Id, Arts 70.2 and 70.3 

182 Daniel Gervais. cited above at nOle 176, p 24 

18) In most developed countries the situation is similar. Most jurisdictions, like Canada legal regime, don 't impose a 

specific legal form for copy right collecting societies. For instance, In Europe, only two of the 15 European Un ion 

countries' legislation requires a specific legal form for copy right collecting societies; i.e. In Italy, the Italian Society 

of Authors and Publishers and principal Collective Management Organization in the country is in fact a public 

authority, while in Greece copy right collecting societies are commercial (for-profit) company. Greek law also 

allows copy right collecting societies to operate as a "cooperative company". The reason is that it is believed that the 

success or fa ilure of collectives does not seem to be linked to their legal status. Successful collectives operate under 

various legal configurations, and the same cou ld be said of less success ful ones. Report on the Collect ive 

Managemenl of Copyright in the European Union, by Oeloitte & Touche, EU document 98/B5/3000/El79, made 

available May 11th, 2000 by the European Comm ission's Oirectorate-General tnternal Market (unit E3). 

www.wipo.com , last visited on September 14, 201 2. 
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demonstrates the ex istence of defacto-monopoly and competition among copy ri ght co llecting 

societies in a specific fie ld .184 That means, there are cases in Canada where a single coll ecting 

soc iety operates in a given field. On the other hand , competition is possible between two 

Co ll ective Management Organizations, that is, two or more copyright collecting societies operate 

in the same fie ld. 18S 

The first task of copy ri ght co llecti ng society after its establi shment is acqu isition of rights from 

the copy right holders. Transfer of copyright to co ll ecting societies, in Canada, is to be made 

voluntarily by the right holders and there are different methods used by co llecting societies i.e. 

full assignment of ri ghts to copy right collecting societies; non- exclusive license; an 

authorization to act as agent; a sui generis (mixed) regime; and legal (non-voluntary) license.186 

The copyri ght act provides for the creation of institution call ed copyright board and outlines 

functions of the same.18? The Board is empowered to establi sh, either mandatorily or at the 

req uest of an interested party, the royalti es to be paid for the use of copyrighted works, 

when the ad ministration of such copyright is entrusted to a collective-administration 

society.188 In other terms the principle as to fixation of fee or remuneration is that coll ecting 

societies and users are free to agree. It is on ly when collecting societies and users fail to 

agree on the terms of the licenses that copyright board, up on the request of either party, set 

184 Daniel j . Gervais points Qut, by providing specific practical examples. that all the above mentioned methods of 

acquisition are applicable in Canada: For instance, in the music field. composers and lyricists assign their 

copyrights, while authors and publishers usually give a non~exclus i ve mandate to license reprographic uses. In the 

area of theatrical rights, the Collective Management Organ ization is usually an agent who wi ll negotiate with the 

user on behalf of an author. A sui generis regime applies to non-member rights holders, who afe given a right to the 

royalties based on an approved tariff(sect ion 76) or whose enforcement options outside of the collective regime are 

limited to those ava il able within the regime. Finally, in the area of retransmission ri ghts, a legal license is imposed 

and its management can only be done through a collective management organization. Daniel 1. Gervais , cited above 

at note 176 , pp 25-26 

1S5 Ibid 

1S6 1d, p28 

1S7 Canada copy right act, cited above at note 173, Art 42 

1S8 Id , Arts 70( 12) , 75 and 83 
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up fees and the related terms and the conditions. The Board has also an authority to 

supervise agreements between users and licensing bodies and issues licenses when the 

copyright owner cannot be located. 18
? Moreover, it has a power to file proposed tariffs 

which, after their approval , apply to all users who have not reached separate agreement with 

co ll ecting societies.190 Finally, it has a power to reso lve disputes that may ri sen among users 

and co llecting societies. 191 It has to be noted that Copy right board is not the only regulatory 

body that oversees the operation of collecting societies. The commissioner of the 

competition and the competition tribunal also oversees collecting societies. However, the 

regulatory power of commissioner of the competition is limited to the relationsh ip of 

co llecting societies and users; it would not review for instance the royalties and related 

terms and conditions set by copy right board. 192 

A, Collection and distribution of remunerations/royalties 

There are no spec ifically predetermined mechanisms that collecting societies shall use in 

collecting royalties and distribution collected remuneration among its members. Thus coll ecting 

societies can choose the means which is appropriate to collect royalties through contractual 

agreements to be made with the users. However, since the Canadian copyright recognizes 

private levying system which actual needs determination of tariffs by the concerned government 

organ and collecting society, collecting societies and users may not be at liberty to reach in to 

agreement as to the amount of royalties. 

With respect to administration costs, the law says nothing and the practice collecting societies in 

determining the amount of administrative costs has not uniformity. Canadian collecting societies 

account their adm inistrative expenses in variety of ways. some of the collecting societies pay 

their expenses before allocating royalties for distribution; whi le others ' generally charge a 

straight commission, something that is truly possible when individual transactions are 

189 1d 

190 Id, See articles 38(2), 76(1) and (3) and 83(12) 

191 Id, Arts 67(1)(3),70( 14),71(4), 83(5), and 70.(2)-(4) 

192 www.competitionburea.gc.ca , last vis ited on September 15,201 2 
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tracked ,.193Similarly, the ratio to be allocated for administrative costs is different; from as low as 

5% to 20% or even more.194 

As far as distribution of co llected remuneration or roya lties collecting societies are not obliged to 

use any particularly methodology. To distribute royalties among their members, collecting 

soc iety may use census or surveys or work-by-work or combination of these methodologies. Put 

differently, the task to determine a methodology which should be applied in case where more 

copyright holders are entitled to share the collected remunerations is left to the individual 

collecting societies. Another aspect of distribution is the use of undistributed funds. In thi s 

regard, the Canadian copyright act doesn' t provide any obligation on the co llecting societies. 

B, Oversight of collecting societies 

Coming to the oversight mechanisms of collecting societies, as already mentioned, in addition to 

internal oversight mechani sms, the Canadian copyright act recognizes two government oversight 

mechanisms, an oversight by completion law authorities and oversight by copyright board. The 

power of Canadian completion authority's power to oversee the operation of co llecting soc iety is 

limited areas which aren ' t given to the copyright board. That means the authority cannot review 

the royalties and related terms, and conditions set by the copyright board. 195The power of 

competition authority essential limits to dealing of collecting soc ieties and copyright holders .196 

The spec ial task to oversight collecting societies is granted to copyright board which is an 

independent administrative tribunal. It can oversee any di spute between collecting societies and 

users. In addition the copyright act gives the board the power to issue interim decisions, to vary 

earlier deci sions, to make regulations governing its procedure and to cause the publication and 

di stribution of notices. 197 It has also the power to ensure that the payment of royalties for the 

performance or communication of sound recordings of musical works is made in a single 

193 Daniel Gervias, cited above at note 3. p293 

194 Ibid 

195 Id, p298 

196 Ibid 

197 Canada copyright act, cited above at note 259,Arts 66 (51), 66(52), 66(6),66 (71) 
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( 

payment and that the private copying levy collected by a single coll ecting society. '98Moreover, it 

has a power to certify royalties and related terms and conditions. '99 

3.4 The South African experience 

In South Africa, coll ective administration of copy right and related rights is legally recognized 

and regulated business. There are two copy right collecting societies, namely the South African 

Music Rights Organizat ion (SAMRO) and the South African Music Performance Rights 

Organization (SAMPRA) which were estab li shed to administer those rights on behalf of the copy 

right holders.2oo Both of these societies have been establi shed in terms of the Copyright Act20 1 

and have the necessary accreditation in terms of the Regulations to the Act202
. Both the copy 

right act and regulation of collecting societies set out the conditions for the estab li shment of 

col lecting societies, the principles for the operation of co llecting societies and an institution, 

registrar of copyright at the Companies and Intellectual Property Reg istration Office ( here in 

after registrar of copyright) , which oversees function of co ll ecting societies. 

With an aim to protect copy right holders and users, as mentioned earlier, the regulation points 

out requirements for establishment and operation of collecting societies. To establish a co llecting 

society, one must apply and get accred itation from the registrar of copyright. The regulation 

provides for the requirements that registrar of copyright must take in to consideration before it 

grants accred itation to co llecting soc ieties. Specifically the requirements to be evaluated by the 

registrar of copy right act are: first, the technical and financia l capacity of the collecting society 

to effectively administer across the nation; second membership must be open; third , the 

co llecting society must afford appropriate right and opportunity to participate in the decision 

making to the members; and the appointed managers or representative must fit to administer the 

198 Daniel Garvias. cited above at note 3,p 303 

199 Ibid 

200 South African collecting societies ,( http://www.biliboard .:.izlbbbizJindustry/publishi ngitwo-of-south-africa-s

largest-royalty-c.) last visited on September 23, 2012 

201 The South African copy right act(1978}, ( http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/detai ls. jsp?id=4067) last visited on 

september23, 2012 

202 The south African regulat ions on the establishment of collecting societ ies,(2006) 

(http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en!detai ls. jsp?id=9444) last visited on September 24, 2012 
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collecting society.203 What thi s meanmg is that the regulation has tried to check up the 

appropriateness and techn ical efficiency of collecting societies starting from the stage of their 

establ ishment. 

The power to regulate collecting societies after their establi shment (operation of coll ecting 

societies) is also entrusted to registrar of copyright. Collecting societies are supposed to summit 

annual report of their operations, any modification of their documents (including memorandum 

and article of associations), tariffs, li st of members, reciprocal agreements made with foreign 

collecting societies, and annual audited financial statements? 04 In addition to these requirements, 

the regulation provides for obligations of collecting societies and measures to be taken by the 

registrar of copyri ght which include withdrawal of the accreditation and court action? Oslt further 

sets principles, such as princip le of non discrimination and principle of non-exclusive licenses, to 

make sure that the relationship between collecting societies and its members and the relationship 

between collecting societies and users is fair and unbiased?06 

Finally, the sort of collecting society adopted in South Africa is vo luntary collecting society, i.e 

the estab lishment of collecting society is not mandatory. Copy right holders are at li berty either 

to establish col lecting societies or individually administer their rights. 

3.5 The Kenyan experience 

Kenya has given legal recognition to the establishment and operation of copyright collecting 

societies. In Kenya, the issue of estab li shment, legal status, regulation of collecting societies and 

other related issues are governed by the copyright act. The nation has al so establi shed institutions 

which are entrusted with the mandate to provide assistance for establishment of copy right 

co llecting societies and regulation of the same. 

20) South African regulation on the establ ishment and operation of collecting societies, cited above at note 288, Art 

3( I )-(8) 

204 Id , Art 4 

20S Id ,Art 5 
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To begin with establishment of copyright collect ing societies, to qualify as a CMO under s. 46 

of the Copyright Act, the collecting soc iety must first be incorporated as a company limi ted by 

guarantee; it should also be registered (or licensed) by the Kenya Copyright Board so as to have 

the authority of collecting and distributing royalties.207 In addition , it must be non-profit making 

organization; its memorandum and articles of associations should be fair and drafted in way to 

realize the interest of its members.208 Thus, it' s after they qualify for registration and certifi ed 

that copyright collecting societies can perform their functions such as: Monitoring copyright 

transactions and act as watchdogs on copyright use and infringement or piracy; Training their 

members on their copyright and remedies for infringement Collecting and storing copyright 

products; and Collecting and distributing royalties on behalf of copyright. 

The copyright legal regime of the nation seems distinct from other jurisdiction on two issues; i.e. 

the role of copyright board in establishment of copyright collect ing societies and the number of 

co llecting societies that may estab li sh in the nation. Kenyan copy right board is entrusted not 

only with the power to regulate the establishment and operation of collecting societies but also 

empowered to provide assistance for their establishments.209 Establishment of copyright 

collecting society in respect of the same bundle of rights and categury uf wurks is nut permitted 

if there is another collecting society that has been licensed and functions to the satisfaction of its 

members.210 

With respect to institutional frame work, there are two organs, copy right board and standing 

comm ittee, responsible to supervise the establishment and operation of copy right collecting 

societies. the power to certify and register collecting societies, follow up their operations using 

different mechanisms such as audit report, and order dissolution of copy right collecting societies 

20'Kenya copy righl acl (2001) Art 46 (I )-(4), 
(".,h"III'P :,u.//upo",rt.!la",l.",u",n e",s"",co",.,,,o rll!WLlc",u!!ltu",r&eI"e"n/"fi",Il e",sI",3",0",22",9,u.i.!.1 "I 4!.!1.!!66"-1,,,2c<1.!!0 3e.!k"e,-c",0'1p!Xy,-,rill'gh"'t~2",0"0"I...:e,,,n!,j. p"d!!fi",k£e -,c"ill0p ... ) 1 asl vi s i led on 
September 25, 2012 
208 1d 

209 Id, Art 46(6) 

210 Article 46(5) 
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is granted to the copy right board of the nation211
; while the power of standing committee is 

limited to review the decisions of copyright board212 

3.6 General experience on the preconditions for effective setting up and 

operation of new copy right and related rights collecting society 

Before they estab lish copyright collecting societies and entering \J1 to operation, there are 

preconditions that must be considered by the copy right and related right owners. Put differently, 

since copy right and related rights col lecting society is an entity which needs cooperation among 

right owners and government participation as well as other concerned organs participation, it is 

essential to assess whether or not there is basic conditions which must exist in order to a certain 

copyright collecting society ' s establishment and operation effective. Reviewing the experience 

of different member countries' copy collecting societies, WI PO identifies five preconditions for 

setting up of copy right collecting societies; viz, legislation (well developed copyright regime), 

the bundling rights, economic sufficiency, the role of government, and competent staff.213 

I, well developed copyright legal regime 

first and foremost , existence of copyright legal regime that properly recognize the rights of copy 

right and related right holders owners is crucial for effective establishment and operation of 

copyright collecting societies. What one may question is; what are the elements that help to 

determine whether a certain copy right copy right lega l regime is well developed and helpful for 

effective establishment and operation of copy right collecting societies. In other terms, what are 

the elements that proper or well developed copy right legal regime should incorporate? 

The answer is that broadly speaking there must be well developed legal regime which properly 

protects copyright and related rights of authors. Copy rights and related rights, in other terms, 

can be collectively administered by copy right collecting societies where such rights are properly 

guaranteed by legal regime of the state. So in the absence of well developed legal regime which 

211 Id, Arts 45,46 and 47 

212 Id , Article 48 

213 Urich Uchtenhagen, cited above at note 12, p4 
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properly recognizes or guarantees copy ri ghts and related ri ghts of authors or creators of copy 

righted works establishment and functioning of collecting societies would not be effective. 

A copy right legal regime should also extend legal protection to copy right-protected works of 

foreign author's because absence of such protection indirectly affects the interest of the national 

authors.z 14 That is to say that copy right collecting society will be successful if national and 

foreign works are protected in the same manner, that is to say, if the country undertakes to treat 

works by national authors and works by foreign authors on an equal footing by acceding to the 

international conventions. The problem in the absence of equal protection to foreign copy right

protected works interestingly summarizes Dr. Ulrich Uchtenhagen that "where foreing works are 

not treated in the same way and therefore remain without protection, they will constitute a kind 

of "dumping", since no royalties have to be paid for them, and will thereby undermine any 

reasonable utilization of domestic works". 215 

In addition to the above stated general elements, there are also some specific requirements that 

well developed copy right lega l regime shall incorporate, i.e.:21 6 

• The copyright legal regime should contain a chapter which deals with the establishment 

and operation of copy right collecting society; 

• Monopoly of the copyright collecting society, especially in developing countries, should 

be legally declared; and 

• It shall determine the relationship of the copyright co llecting society and government 

with respect to the establishment and operation of copy right collecting society. 

II, the buudling of rights: 

This prerequisite refers to the copyright collecting societies' monopoly, dejure or defacto, over 

the admin istration of particular sort of copy right and related rights (world of copy rights and 

related rights).thus, it is concerned with the issue whether or not the copyright legal regime 

provides for dejure or defacto monopoly of copy right and related rights collecting society over a 

2 14 Id , p4 

215 Id , P 3 

216 Id , P 4 
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particular sort of copy right or related rights . In other terms, the legal regime should either 

explicitly recognize monopoly of copy right collecting societies on all rights in a given lega l area 

in respect of a given category of works, for instance all rights of publ ic performance of music. It 

is worth to note that legal monopoly of copy right collecting societies in a given legal area has 

got a wide acceptance in most jurisdictions especially when copy right collecting soc iety is 

newly introduced entity.217 However, some jurisdictions also left the issue of monopol y of copy 

right collecting societies to be determined by the voluntary union of all national and forei gn right 

holders, thereby leading to a de facto monopoly position.218 

The rationale behind such precondition is that where severa l societies for the same rights and the 

same works in a country exist, it is not possible to make a precise demarcation between their 

activities. That is to say a plurality of copyright soc ieties for the same ri ghts and the same works 

in a country leads to uncertainty and disputes which could paralyze the development of the 

collective management of copyright. Legally permitting to be established a number of copy ri ght 

collecting societies or being silent as to the monopoly position of collecting societies seem to be 

against the very reason behind the development collecting societies; i.e. to provide easy access 

and certainty to users. Let's make clear such problem by one example to fo llow: Who manages 

the rights in a work that has been created by co-authorship, if one author belongs to Society A 

and the other to Society B? Or in the case where the composer of the music of a song is a 

member of society A and the writer of the song text a member of society B? Or in the case where 

a work, created by an author, member of Society A, has been published by a publisher belonging 

to Society B? These examples show that it is difficult to put clear demarcation between the 

works administered by copy right collecting societies if there are mUltiple collecting societies for 

the same sort works and rights which would actually affect the interest of users. 

2 17 Denmark, Finland. Iceland, Malawi , Norway, Russia, Sweden, France etc are States which legally provide 

monopoly position to copy right collecting societies in a given legal area. World Intellectual Property Organizat ion 

(WI PO) and International Federation of Reproduction Rights Organization (IFRRO), Collective Management in 

Reprography (2005)(opentraining.unescoci .org/cgibinipage.cgi?g ... html ;d=1 pdf), last vis ited on July 20, 20 12. 

218 United states of America, un ited kingdom, Canada, Argenti na ,Brazi l etc are States wh ich left the issue of 

monopoly position of copy right collecting societies to be determined by voluntary agreement of right holders, Id , 

pl7 
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III, government support 

Financial, technical and other sorts of government supports have a lot to do with the effective 

estab li shment and operation of copy right co ll ecting societies. The measures taken by 

government of the country especiall y in the estab li shment process of new copy right collecting 

society is of extreme importance. Without the assistance and cooperation of government it is 

difficult to make the establ ishment process of copy right collecting society effective. There are 

many reasons to hold such assertion of which the first is that the activities of a copyright society 

impact on several State institutions such as the national radio and television compan ies, cultural 

programs, State regi sters, laws and regulations.219 The copyright society can get paralyzed in all 

these areas if the State is not in favor of its activities. So, to prevent that from happening, it must 

be ensured from the very beginning that the copyri ght society agree with the State on the 

principle of collective management of copyright. Government support is especia lly crucial in 

developing countries where the capacity of copyright holders is not in a position to ensure 

effective estab lishment and successful operation of copyri ght coll ecting societies?20 

IV, competent staffs 

To achieve the objective of copy right collecting societies, existence of well developed copy 

right legal regime, bundling of rights and strong government support are not enough. An 

emerging copy ri ght should also be staffed with qualified human power. Particularly, its 

mangers must have legal analysis skill practical problem so lving ability and familiarity with the 

cultural terrain.221 

219 Dr. Ulrich , cited above at note 12 , p8 

220 Ibid 
221 Ibid 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Challenges and prospects of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting 

society 

4.1 Introduction 

In the field of copyright, for a copyright enforc~ment to be effective, it is necessary to set up a 

functioning collective management organization. Such organization is eminently necessary 

because it helps the copyright holders to control the use of their works in an increasingly 

developing mass market. Without effective collective administrative system, copyright and 

related right holders would not be able to reap any proper benefits from their creativity. 

However, establishment of copyright colleting society solely will not enable to achieve the goals, 

i.e. enforcement of copyright holders and realizing the economic interest of copyright holde.rs. 

For a certain copyright collecting society to be effective there must be appropriate legal and 

institutional frame work which could facilitate the successful establishment and operation of the 

same. Awareness of the users and the public in general , and governments' commitment to 

provide necessary assistance especially if the copyright collecting society is an emerging one are 

other factors for successfu l establishment and operation of copyright collecting societies. 

Though Ethiopia has enacted new and relatively comprehensive copyright proclamation in 2004, 

the level of copyright violation has been rampant and as a result copyright holders couldn 't get 

appropriate economic reward out of their creative works. To minimizing the level of copyright 

violation and realize their economic benefit, copyright holders and their professional associations 

have established a collective administration mechanism known by the name Ethiopian Copyright 

and Neighboring Rights Collective Management Society(ECNRCMS) in November 2009. The 

initiative to establish such collecting society was taken by nine professional associations, namely 

the Ethiopian musicians association; the Ethiopian audiovisual producers association; the 

Ethiopian film producers association ;the Ethiopian film makers association; the Ethiopian 

theatre professionals association; the Ethiopian book publishers association; the Ethiopian 

writers association; the Ethiopian comedians association and film professionals association. 

Though the establishment of ECNRCME dates back to 2009, i.e. three years ago, it only exists in 
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name. It has done, one can say, nothing to co llect and distribute royalties among its members 

since its establishment. It has not been in volved in co llection and distribution of royalties and 

other activities that contribute to combat the prevalent copyright violation. Simply put, 

ECNRCME is not functional yet due to different challenges among which the existing lega l and 

institutional frame works are the main obstac les. To state an instance, it was regi stered and 

acquired lega l personality as per the charities and societies proclamation like other civil societies 

and professiona l associations wh ich have actually very distinct objective from the former. The 

very challenge to the copyright collecting society especially in its establishment process was the 

legal regime of the country. That means it was ob li ged to be establi shed like other civi l societies 

while its nature and function is totally different. Such legal regime still continues to be main 

obstacle to the operation of the collecting society since it conta ins provis ions which are totall y 

contrary to the objective and the very nature of the collecting society, for instance the chari ties 

and societies proclamation prohibits the collecting society from distributing collected royalties 

among its members. 

Thus, under this chapter the writer wi ll exam ine the legal and institutional challenges that hold 

back the emerging copyright co llecting society. An attempt will also be made to examine 

problems other than legal and insti tutiona l challenges. Besides, an assessment of ex isting and 

possible opportunities for successful operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright coll ecting 

society wi ll be made. 

4.2 Challeng~s 

4.2.1 Challenges relating to the existing legal regimes and institutional 

frameworks 

In this part, a di scussion wi ll be made as to the problems that arise from the existing copyright 

legal regime and the government institutions in general and institutIOns established to enforce 

copyright legislations in particul ar. On top of this, the challenges of the collecting society 

associated with its regi stration (the challenges associated with charities and soc ieties 

proclamation) will be dealt, i.e. the problem that arises due to the fact that the operation of the 
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collecting society has been made under the regulation of charities and societies agency followin g 

its registration as per charities and societies proclamation . 

4.2.1.1 Challenges associated with the copyright legal regime 

Historically, the development of copyright law is not di fferent from other sorts of laws. [t is since 

the 1960 that the concept of copyright lega l regime has been introduced, i.e. the 1960 Ethiopian 

civi l code contains detail provisions which deal with copyright and other intellectual property 

ri ghts.222 This ind icates or reveals that the development223 of copyright legal regime in Ethiopia 

is relatively a recent one when it is compared with other jurisdictions.224 

After 40 years, Ethiop ian, to fit the copyright law with the developments and changes that had 

been evolved since the codification of 1960 Ethiopian civi l code, has enacted new copyright 

proclamation in 2004, copyri ght and neighboring rights proclamation( here in after copyright 

proclamation). Though it is undeniable fact that the copy right proclamation has came with a lot 

of developments which, among other things, try to provide substantive provisions that recognize 

rights of copyright holders and related right holders and sanctions against infringers; it is not in a 

position to facilitate the establishment and operation of the emerging Ethiopian copy right 

collecting societies. [n other words, the proclamation has some loopholes which can have 

substantial effect on the function of the co llecting society. The discussion in thi s section thus 

would be about the gaps of the copyright proclamation and effects of the same in the 

establishment and operation of the emerging copy right collecting society. 

222 However, it has to be noted that, though it was not comprehensive like that of civil code, the concept of 

intellectual property which includes the concept of copyright was first introduce through the provisions on 

intellectual property right in Ethiopia penal code of 1957 (articles 671-679 of the penal code deal with the offences 

against intangible rights). Until 20th century, 'queen' was the only area where the concept of copyright had been 

applied. For more on this See Sebele Demissew, His:orical development of copy right in Ethi opia, Afrkan 

intellectual property iournal , vo l. I , no 112008, p 63 
223 

224 The development of copyright law in other jurisdiction was come after the development of printing industry. For 

instance the first copyright legal regime of England was enacted 1709. An internat ional copyright conventi on (Berne 

convention) was also devised in 1886. Catherine Colston, principles of intellectual· property law, (1999) p28. 
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Absence of special provisions which deal with the establishment and operation of copyright 

collecting societies has a lot to do with effective establishment and operation of the same in a 

certain nation. Taking their social , economic and political realities in to consideration, different 

jurisdi ctions have incorporated a part in their copyright lega l regime or enacted separate legal 

regime to regulate the establi shment and operation of copyright col lecting societies. The 

justifications they have used to inject provisions that regulate the establishment and operation of 

copy right collecting societies may be different, but they have one reason in common, that is, to 

ensure establishment and operation copyright collecting soc ieties is effective and in line with 

interests of copyright holders and users as well as the public in general. Specificall y, the benefit 

of incorporat ing a special part in copyright lega l regime or enacting a separate act which 

regu lates establishment and operat ion of copyright col lecting societies in developing countries, 

where the capacity of copy right holders is not suffi ce to create a successful co llecting society, is 

not subject to controversy.225 

If one asks the existence of spec ial legislation that regulates estab li shment and operation of 

copyright co llecting societies in our nation, the answer would be definite no. The copyright 

proclamation contains only substantive rights of copyright owners and doesn ' t include provisions 

which deal with estab lishment and operation of copyright collecting soc ieties. Lack of a specia l 

legal regi me or prov isions which deal wi th the establishment and operation of copyright 

collecting societies in general is the first and the most chall enging issue to the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright co llecting soc ieties.226 It causes for instance an obstacle to provide 

government support to the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society since the copyright 

proclamation states nothing in this regard. The Ethiopian intellectual property organization has 

been trying to extend technical supports to the collecting society. However, according to head of 

the copyright directorate of Ethiopian intellectual property organization (E1PO), Ato Tedla 

Mamo, absence of provisions in the copyright proclamation which determ ine the ro le of the 

organization (EIPO) causes their support to be limited. Not only that, it also becomes difficult to 

225 World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), Establishment and Functioning of Collecting Management 

Organizations, www.wipo.com (last visited on November 20,201 2 ),p3 

226 Interview with Ato Tedla Mamo, Head of Copyright and Traditional knowledge Di rectorate of Ethiopian 

intellectual property(EIPO), on October 12, 201 2. 
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supervise and regulate its operation because the collecting society is to be regi stered by the 

Ministry of Justice like other charity organizations. 

Ato Uqubay shares the above stated views and added that the very challenge during the 

establishment process of the collecting society was not only technica l and financial constraints 

but also absence of special legal regime which regulates the establishment of collecting 

society.227 Such problem obliged the members of Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights 

collective management society to register as an association like other charities and societies by 

modifying its memorandum of associations and internal rules of the collecting society; such as 

rules which deal with succession of members ' economic benefit.228 

Existence of copyright co ll ecting societies legal regime is essential not only for ensuring 

effective support of the government in the establishment and operation of copyright collecting 

societies but also to resolve disputes that arise between members and the collecting society or 

between users and the co llecting society. According to a research conducted by WIPO, in 

2006,for those countries , like ours, where institutions and the economy are not developed and 

stable, special legislation and other government measures is not only helpful but a necessary 

ingredient of successful copyright collecting societies.229 One can understand here is that for 

successful estab li shment and operation of copyright collecting societies, legislation and 

government support are very essential ingredients especiall y in developing nations like Ethiopia. 

It is a matter of fact that Ethiopian copyright holders' technical and financial capacity is far from 

adequate to establish a successful collective administration mechanism for their rights. Due to 

rampant copyright violations in the nation, let alone to provide financial support for the 

establishment of collecting society, the economic benefit that majority of copyright holders 

actually earn from their works is not suffic ient to cover their means of livelihood. Though there 

is a promising change in some areas like audio-visual works, still there are 'starved copyright 

holders' . 

227 Interview with Ato Uqubay Berhe, President of Ethiopian Copyright and Neighboring rights Collecti ve 

Management Society (ECNRCMS), on October [5,20[ 2 . 

228 [bid 

229 Daniel Gervias . cited above at note 3,p 475 
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• 

Absence of such legislation / provisions in the copyright proclamation not only hinders the 

successfu l establishment of collecting society but also its operation. This is so because existence 

of lega l regime is essential for the copyright collecting society and members and users. For 

copyright collecting society because, taking the economic and social realities of the nation, the 

lega l regime / provisions enables to determine the level of the government support that should be 

extended to the collecting society and regulatory role of the government. For members of the 

copyright co llecting society because it outlines rules that must be respected by the copyright 

collecting society which serves to accountability and responsibility thereby protect the interest of 

members of the collecting societies. In other terms it provides an obligation over the collecting 

society which enables to realize transparency and good governance within the collecting society. 

Besides, existence of legislation is of importance for users since it provides limits to the acts of 

the collecting society in order to avoid unreasonable exploitation of users. 

It is worth mentioning that the draft copyright proclamation had incorporated a special part 

which deals with the establishment and operation of copyright collecting societies as well as the 

role of the government.230 The copyright society that was proposed to be establi shed under the 

draft copyright proclamation was known by the name "Ethiopian authors, performers and 

producers of sound recording collective copyright and neighboring rights management 

association (EAPPSRCC)".2J I Generall y speaking, under the draft copyright proclamation, it 

was recognized the involvement of the government in the establishment and operation of 

EAPPSRCC. For instance it was proposed that the government should have active role in the 

governance of EAPPSRCC. Part of the seats in the board of directors of the copyright collecting 

society is given to the government organs. Article 35 of the draft proclamation reads "the 

society 's board shall consist of a representative of EJPO, a representative of Ministry of Justice, 

a representative of Ministry of Industry and Trade, a representative of Ministry of Information , a 

representative of Ministry of Youth , Sport and Culture and eight persons elected from the 

members of the society in such manner as the society may decide" . This shows that the role of 

230 The draft copyright proclamation was known by the name ' literary, arti st ic and neighboring rights proclamation ' 

enacted in 2004 as Copyright and Neighboring Rights Proclamation. 

231 Serawit Eshetu, Protection of Literary works under Ethi opian law: Problems and Prospects ( 2004, Unpublished, 

AAU library), p94 
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government in the governance of the soc iety had been intended to be extensive?32 That seems 

justifiable for the development of the copyri ght co llective administration system in Ethiopia is at 

its infancy stage compared to other jurisdiction. 

There are different views as to the reason that the leg islator forwarded to exclude such part from 

the proclamation. The reason for such rejection was that the draft copyright proclamation did not 

include the regulatory role of the government in the establishment and operation of copyright 

collecting societies.233 However, Ato Uquay Berhe argued that the reason was absence of 

awareness among the legis lators as to the nature and benefits of copyright collecting society.234 

The latter argument seems to be sound because the draft proclamation perm its greater 

involvement of government in the establishment and administration of the collecting society. As 

already mentioned, part of the seats of board of member was given to representative of 

government organs.235 

In addition to the above mentioned challenges which are posed by the existing copyright lega l 

regime and institution, there are also other challenges that arise from the substantive provisions 

of the same. 

Fai lure of the copyright legal regime to recognize "levy system,,236 is the other challenge for the 

copyright co llecting society. Levy system refers to the right of copyright holders to remuneration 

232 This clearly shows that the society intended to be estab lished by the draft proclamation is a quasi-governmental 

body which is advisable for countries li ke ours for two reasons: first, the development copyright industry in Ethiopia 

is at its in fancy stage; second. to maintain the balance between the interest of the public at large and interest of 

copyright holders that usually. especial in developing nations, needs involvement of government. 

233 Interview, cited above at note 226 

234 Interview, cited above at note 227 

23S See article 35 of the draft proclamat ion to protect literary, artistic and neighboring rights 

236 This sort of remuneration is developed by Germany in t 985. The remunerat ion in th is regard is paid by 

manufacturers or importers of the Equipments that users could use reproduce copyrighted works. This sort of 

remunerat ion is also paid by large-scale users, like schools, universities, research institutes and copy shops. The 

amount of tariffs to be paid by manufacturers or importers of the equipments and by large scale users is determined 

by the legislator/ by the copyright law. Private levying system is recognized in a large number of juri sdictions, 
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I. 

for private copying of copyright-protected works and most of the time it is applicab le for private 

copying of phonograms and audiovisual works. Thi s system mainly applied in the form of levies 

imposed on eq uipments and/ or recording materials used for private copyi ng. Usuall y the levy or 

remuneration for private reproduction is paid by manufacturers of the equipments or importers of 

such equ ipments and media. 

The development of such system is not without j ustification. In other jurisdictions, such system 

is included in their copyright legal regime after a number of studies which show that in certain 

cases, in particular in the case of phonograms and audiovisual works, private copying has 

become so wide spread that it is already unreasonable and prejudices to the legitimate interest of 

the copyright owners. and it has been proved that such violation of legitimate interest of 

copyright holders may not effectively controlled through the legal principles li ke civ il and 

criminal remedies since it was very extensive and impractical to enforce those remedies . It is 

thus devised to combat the violation of copyright on the guises of exceptions and limitations 

specifically private reproduction of copyright-protected works. To put differently, the reason 

behind evolution of private levying system is to reduce the prejudices or violation of copyright in 

the name of exceptions and limitations to reasonable level. 

It is well known that the copyright proclamati on has been enacted to reduce the pervasive 

violation of intellectual works of artists, musicians and other individual copyright holders wh ich 

had been existed for a long period of time. Though it is undeniable fact that the proclamation 

incorporates new concepts and principles which furthers the copyright protection in the nation , 

there are some concepts that didn ' t incorporate in the proclamation one of which is the levy 

system. As already discussed, the rationale of levy system is to reduce violation of copyright in 

the guise of exceptions and ensure the economic benefit of copyright holders. It is a matter of 

fact that ,before and after the promulgation of the proclamation, the level of piracy and copyright 

violation in Ethiopia is very high which needs a long period of time and cooperation among the 

public, government and copyright holders to reduce such violation. However, the legislator fa ils 

including Austria, Spain, Poland, The Czech Republ ic, Slovakia, Romania and Nigeria. Greenfield Chil ongo, the 

adm inistration of repro graphic rights and the establ ishment and role of reproduction rights organ izat ions,(2003), p5 
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to include the levy system as one mechani sm to secure the economic benefits of copyri ght 

holders. 

Moreover, since Ethiopia did not sign international agreements which were devi sed to extend 

copyri ght protections to copyright holders at international level , Ethiopian copyright holders are 

not subject to protection abroad. Similarly, foreign copy right works are not protected in 

Ethiopia. In here one may ask the p.ffect of such in the successful operation of the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society. That is the subject of di scussion in the paragraphs to 

follow. 

Ethiopia has not signed the international agreement or Convention concerning Copyright and 

neighboring rights and hence Ethiopian copyri ght holders are not eligible for copyright 

protection at the international level. For a long period of time Ethiopia has been reluctant to sign 

the international copyright conventions. The reason that is rai sed to justify Ethiopian 

government's rejection is that Ethiopia has nothing to lose by not signing the relevant 

international instruments. Seble interestingly summarizes the reasons raised by the governments 

to reject the proposal for acceding to the copyright international treaties and its negative effect on 

the development of Ethiopian copyright as follows:237 

.. . proposal to become a party to international treaties was always rejected by prominent 

personalities. The proposal to become a party to international treats was raised during the reign 

of emperor Haileslassie I, the Derg regime and the incumbent government. The major concern 

which always leads to the rejection of such proposals was that if Ethiopia becomes a party to 

international treaties the price of books will become too expensive due to the fees to be paid to 

foreign collecting societies. The argument "we have nothing to lose but a lot to gain" always 

seems to have been the motto of the group rejecting this proposal. Thi s has contributed 

negatively to the development of copyright in the country, si nce there was no pressure on the 

government to update its legis~ation to meet the international standards. 

The reason that Ethiopia did not sign the relevant international conventions was to secure its 

interest, i.e to get foreign copyright-protected works such as books with less cost. However, such 

237 Sebele Demesew, cited above at note 222, p73 
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justification, in my opinion, seems not sound for two reasons . Firstly, though the nation has 

justifiable need for access to the world ' s accumulated knowledge and information, getting such 

through illegal way would encourage copyright infringement and rent seek ing behavior among 

the potential copyright users that will cause copyright users to turn their face to foreign works 

since foreign works are for free . That ultimately affects the economic benefit of the copyright 

holders. This also di scourages the local copyright holders for they would not get appropriate 

economic reward for their works because the users will prefer foreign copyrighted works for the 

latter is for free. Secondly, it will affect the relation of the country with other nations which give 

due emphasis for copyright protection . 

Having said these much as to the current status of our nation in relation to international copyright 

conventions and its impact in general, it is important to show the impact of such thing to the 

emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. The question in this regard is that what is the 

negative effect of absence of copyright protection to Ethiopian copyright holders at the 

international level and foreign copyright holders in Ethiopia to successful operation of the 

emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society? 

As experience of other jurisdictions shows, the function of copyright collecting societies is not 

limited to domestic copyright administration. These days copyright collecting societies are trying 

to ensure their members economic and moral rights abroad through reciprocal agreements and 

regional cooperation. However, legal protection to copyright holders must first ensured by the 

state by signing international copyright conventions and it is after that collecting society/ ies of 

the nation can create reciprocal agreements or regional cooperation to protect their members 

interest abroad. Though the first task which the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society 

should focus on is securing economic and moral rights of copyright holders with in the country, 

to fully secure interest of its members, there will be a need to create international cooperation 

and reciprocal agreements. 

In addition to the above mentioned challenges, there is another problem related to the failure of 

Ethiopia to sign relevant international conventions, i.e. foreign copyright works are not subject to 

protection in Ethiopia. Absence of legal protection to foreign works has a lot to do with the 
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operation of copyri ght co llecting societies . The problem is that when foreign woks are not 

equally protected, they wi ll constitute a sort of dumping and users will turn their face to the 

foreign works s ince they will not be obliged to pay remunerations for such works. That would 

have negative effect on the income of the copyright collecting society. These lays, for instance, 

in our nation, a number of producers have started to provide films produced abroad, by 

translating in to Amharic from different languages such as English and Hindu, to users and this 

will perhaps substantially hamper the development of the film industry in the nation. In the 

absence of legal protection to foreign works, the potential users from which the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright co ll ecting society wou ld collect royalties will prefer to use foreign works 

and such act wou ld negatively affect the effective operation of copyright coll ecting society. This 

is so because existence of pirated works on the market not onl y affects the remuneration to be 

paid to copyright collecting society but also creates obstacle to the protection of Ethiopian copy 

right holders at abroad. Therefore, successful operation of copyright collecting society could be 

ensured where foreign and domestic works are protected in the same manner, that is to say if the 

nation undertakes to treat domestic and foreign works on an equal footing by acceding to the 

international conventions. 

In sum, the existing Ethiopian copyright lega l regime is not in a position to cope up with the 

emerging copyright collecting society and this in turn negatively affects the successful 

establi shment and operation of the latter. Fai lure of the concerned government organ, EIPO, to 

extend guidance and support for the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society is also 

another obstacle. Since the establishment process was not regulated, it was sluggish and out of 

the concerned government organs, Eth iopian intellectual property office (EIPO), supervision and 

guidance. The collecting society is not yet operational due to such and other problems. Though 

there is an attempt to provide technical supports, absence of legislation also causes confusion as 

to the role of Ethiopian intellectual Property office in the operation of the collecting society. It is 

worth mentioning that EIPO has been conducting a research to devise legal regime for collection 

and di stribution of royal:ies though such act of the office has no legal back up . That is because 

there is no clear provision which mandates the organization to supervise the operation of the 

collecting soc iety. as already mentioned, there is on ly one provision in the establishment 

proclamation wh ich only states the duty of the office to extend support in the establ ishment and 
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operation of copyright and related rights assoc iations that may include professional associations 

and copyright and related right collecting societies.238 It is based on that prov ision that EIPO has 

been trying to provide technical assistances to the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting 

society. What is the pits indlere is that the power to regu late function of Ethiopian copyright and 

neighboring rights collective management society is bestowed to charities and societies agency 

for the former is registered as according to charities and societies proclamation. 

4.2.1.2 Challenges associated with the charities and societies proclamation 

Ethiopian copyright and neighboring ri ghts collective management soc iety was established and 

registered by the Ministry of Justice and later re-registered by Charities and Societies agency in 

accordance with Charities and Societies proclamation. Due to absence of special provisions in 

the copyright proclamation or separate legal regime, the establishment of copyright and 

neighboring rights collective management society in Ethiopia was in accordance with the 

procedures and rules of the Ethiopian Charities and Societies Proclamation. As a resu lt, the 

power to supervise and regu late operation of the collecting society is vested in the Charities and 

Societies agency. So, the issue here is that what are the problems related to such status of the 

collecting society? 

In here it is of importance to briefly deal with the legislative history, rationales and peculiar 

feature of the charities and societies proclamation because it enables to reveal its negative effect 

on the successful operation of the latter. The Government has expressed the rationale for the 

enactment of the Charities and Societies Proclamation in the preamble of the proclamation, that 

is ; to ensure the realization of citizens' right to association enshrined in the Constitution of the 

Federal Democratic Republic of Ethiopia; to aid and faci litate the role of charities and societies 

in the overall development of Eth iopian people; to provide varieties of measures to be taken 

against charities and soc ieties in case of fault; to ensure the accountability, transparency, and 

consistency of charities and societies to the public; to provide the legal basis for the re lationship 

between charities and societies and sector administrators; and to determine the amount of money 

charities and societies spend for administrative purposes and project activ ities. 

238 Establishment Proclamation of Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office, 2003, Proc. No. 320, Art 9(4), Neg. Gaz, 

year 9, no. 40 
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These rationales reveal that the law is not of much relevance to the emerging Ethiopian copyright 

collecting society. The very objective of collective administrative system of copyright and 

related rights is to realize economic interest of its individual members, i.e. owners of the 

copyright works. Though indirectly it has a positive contribution to the public in general , the 

direct beneficiaries are individual copyright holders not the public or part of the society who are 

not members of the collecting society. One of the functions that may have a direct connection 

with the public in general is the collecting society's responsibility to finance certain amount of 

its income for cultural development of the nation. Again such obligation/ responsibility of 

collecting societies are not widely accepted. It is limited to some jurisdictions. 

Let' s look at the compatibility of rationales of the proclamation and function of the collecting 

society specifically. One of the rationales for the enactment of the proclamation is to determine 

the amount of money spent for administrative purposes and project activities of nongovernmental 

organizations and other civil societies. This clearly strengths the assertion that the proclamation 

is not meant for copyright collecting societies since its general purpose is contrary to the 

functions and objectives of the latter. Though there is an indirect benefit for the soc iety, as 

mentioned many times, the principal objective of collecting societies is to realize economic 

interest of its members but not the public at large. The income of collecting societies is not to be 

financed for projects which would have benefits to the group of individuals who are not 

members of the collecting society. So, to begin from the very rationales of the proclamation, it is 

not in line with the nature and function of collecting societies. Similarly, there are a number of 

specific provisions which stop the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society from 

engaging in to operation. In other words, since the charity and societies proclamation is not 

enacted taking the nature and operation of copyright collecting society; it incorporates provisions 

that obstacles the successfu l function of copyright collecting society. The Charity and society 

proclamation contains provisions that put strict regulations for establishment and operation of the 

collecting society, limit the extent of foreign support! international organizations support, and 

prohibit distribution of benefits among members of the society. 
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As per the charities and societies proclamation, societies are entitl ed on ly to generate income 
from their members, donation and other income generating activities approved by the agency and 
such incomes may not be distributed among members of the soc iety.239 This is in contrary to the 
very objective of copyright co llecting societies which is collecting of roya lties from users and 
distribution of such royalties to the copyright holders. It seems nonsense to prohibit a copyright 
collecting society, which is actually established with an aim to collect and distribute royalties, to 
di stribute profits or royalties to its members. However, since the copyright collecting society is 
estab li shed as per charity and societies proclamat ion and there is no exceptional provision clearly 
applicable for copyright collect ing society, the law that will regulate the operation of the 
copyright collecting soc iety is charity and societies proclamation; and hence there is no way to 
escape such restrictive provision. Thus, this is one instance that shows the proclamation has 
created an obstacle wh ich totally stops the copyright collecting society from engaging in 
collection and distribution of activities.24o 

In addition to the above stated problems, the charities and societies proclamation would create an 
obstacle to collect royalties from abroad because there is a limitation with respect to the amount 
of income that charity organizations and societies may get from abroad, i.e 10 %.241 This limits 
the function of the co llecting society to the domestic market. Nowadays, copyright collecting 
societies of different nations are devised a reciprocal agreement to be made by their co ll ecting 
societies with other nations' copyright co ll ecting societies to protect the copyrighted works of 
their members abroad and collect royalties from foreign users. 

239 Charities and Societies Proclamation, 2009, Art 103, Proc. No 12/2009. See also article 7 of directive 7-2003 
enacted to regul ate income generating activiti es of charities and societies. 
240 Where a copyright collecting society found to have distributed its income among its members, the charities and 
societies agency may cancel the license of the copyright collecting society. Id, Arts 103 and 92 
241 The amount of income that Ethiopian societies including Ethiopian copyright and neighboring collective 
management society can legally get from foreign source is limited to to % of their funds. Any income that a society 
receives from government, agency, company of any foreign company, international agency and any person in a 
foreign country is considered as foreign funds. This incl udes the income that Ethiopian copyright collecting societies 
can receive from foreign collecting societies. Id, Arts 2(2), 2( 15) 
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4.2.1.3 Lack of government support and absence of special institutional 

backup 

Government support is decisive for successful operation of collective administration system of 

copyright and related rights especially in developing countries li ke Ethiopia where the copyright 

holders are not well organized and have weak financial and technical capacity. In addition to the 

traditional roles242 especially in developing countries where the awareness and financial capacity 

of the copyright holders is low, governments should provide proactive assistance to the 

establishment and operation of collective administration system of copyrights and related rights. 

Put differently, Establishment of copyright office or institution which gives suppOtt and guidance 

in the establishment process and operation of copyright collecting society, especially in 

developing countries, is a perquisite for successfu l operation of copyright collecting societies. 

The roles that government should play to ensure effective operation of copyright collecting 

societies, among other things, comprise: participating in the estab lishment process as well as in 

the operation of copyright collecting societies by providing technical and financia l supports; 

specific incorporation of the collective administration system in copyright legislation; sponsoring 

or endorsing the training of personnel of copyright collecting soc iety; advocating the importance 

and benefits of copyright collecting society for right owners, users and the general community; 

and the formulation of policy as to the copyright right system in general and copyright collecting 

society in particular.243 

In addition, whenever it is possible, for any support of the government to be effective in 

ensuring successful establishment and operation of copyright co llecting society, it is ' 

recommended that the government should establish speciai institution charged with the 

responsibility of formulating policy, providing lega l advice on copyright matters to the 

242 Traditional ly the role ofGovemment in copyright systems is granting intellectual property rights by enactment of 

legislation; putting a balance between copy right owners and user interests (e.g.by creating exceptions and 

limitations to the exclusive right of copyright holders); offering International Protection through membership of the 

multilateral conventions such as Berne, Universal Copyright Convention, Rome Convention, and TRIPS and 

enforcement of the copyright law. Paul Goldstein, International Copyright: Principles, Law and Practice (2001), P 14 

24] Allison Demas. Opportunities and Challenges for Coll ect ive Management of Copyright in the Caribbean Region, 

www.wipo.com( lastvisitedon November 14,2012), p5 
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Government, coordinate with police and customs officers and state prosecutors with respect to 

anti-piracy enforcement and initiating public education and awareness programs about copyright. 

244Moreover, a Government should set the example to the rest of the population by ensuring that 

all Government ministries, departments and state agencies who use copyright or neighboring 

rights (in particular state-owned broadcasting companies) comply with the provisions of the 

copyright law, i.e the government should show its cooperation to the copyright collecting society 

by respecting the copyright law and paying remunerations245 

The establishment process of Ethiopian copyright collecting society was started after the 

promulgation of the copyright proclamation, in 2004. Copyright holders are those who took the 

initiative to establish the copyright collecting society. The role of the government in terms of 

technical and financial support was none.246 Since its establishment, the government has not been 

providing any financial support for the emerging copyright collecting society. Rather the 

government has been an obstacle in the establishment process of the collecting society247 It 

delayed the establishment process because the collecting society's establishment process and its 

registration were ordered to be, like other professional associations, in accordance with the 

charity and societies proclamation. It is also worth to mention that the charities and societies 

agency doesn ' t and couldn 't provide special financial and technical support because its mandate 

is to supervise or oversee the operation of charities and societies including Ethiopian copyright 

and neighboring rights collective management society. This is so because there is no legal 

ground to provide financial and technical assistance to the collecting society and the agency has 

not a capacity to provide technical assistance. 

When we look at the role that the concerned government institution (i.e. Ethiopian intellectual 

property office (EIPO» has been playing in the effective establishment and operation of the 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society, it is limited to technical support which is far from 

adequate. The technical support provided by EIPO to the collecting society is limited to 

assigning expertise based on the request of the 90llecting society especially in case where the 

2~' Id, P 6 
245 Ibid 

246 Interview , cited above at note 227 
247 Ibid 
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later organized trainings and awareness creations programs to concerned government and non 

government organs248 In addition to absence of competent staff, who can provide technical 

ass istance to the collecting society, and financial constraints of the office, the reason that EIPO's 

support is limited to technical ass istance is because of the absence of lega l regime which clearl y 

and in detail determines the role of the same in the establishment and operation of copyright 

collecting societies.249 The technical support that EIPO provides to the Ethiopian copyright 

collecting society is based on its estab li shment proclamation, Ethiopian Intellectual Property 

Office Estab li shment Proclamation No. 320/2003(herein after the establishment proclamation). 

Specifically it is based on artic le 9(14) of the estab li shment proclamation provides that 

Ethiopian intellectual property office has a duty to facilitate the establi shment of, support and 

strengthen inventors, authors and musicians assoc iations as well as similar societies. This 

provision only points out a general duty of the office to support any associations which cou ld be 

collecting societies or other professional associations of copyright holders and hence it doesn' t 

guarantee a special government support to copyright coll ecting societies. 

As already mentioned, the institution established to follow up and provide support 111 the 

enforcement of intellectual property in general is Ethiopian intellectual property organization 

(EIPO). It has a mandate to ensure enforcement of the copyright proclamation and such mandate 

of the origination is vested on its copyright unit Idepartment. When we review the support that 

the copyright department/unit has extended since its establishment, they are insufficient and 

weak which contributes, one can say, less for the successful establishment and operation of 

copyright collecting society. The works that has been done by EIPO are related to awareness 

creation which will have of course its own positive impact in the function of the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting soc iety. EIPO has also tried to create coordination with police and 

customs officers and state prosecutors with respect to anti-piracy enforcement and initiating 

public education and awareness programs about copyright seems to be hopeful move. The 

copyright department of EIPO, which is responsible for issues related to copyri ght, to reduce 

copyright infringements, tried to build integrated working system with Ethiopian revenue and 

customs authority, Addis Ababa cultures and tourism office, Oromya cu lture and tourism office, 

248 Interview , cited above at note 226 
249 Ibid 
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and Ethiopian Broadcast Authority?50 It also prepared awareness creation programs and trainings 

to youth, women and small and micro enterprises about the socio-economic, cultural , and 

political and tourist attraction benefits of copyright. In addition to such awareness creation 

programs, it uses print and electron ic media to create awareness as to benefit of copyright 

thereby reduce copyright violat ion. It has two radio programs broad casted on radio Fana and 

short messages (SMS) were transmitted to 25,000 mobile telephone customers2 5 1 Though one 

may not say such awareness creation activi ties of the office have nothing to do with the function 

of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collect ing society, it is not unsound to hold that such 

measures are not sufficient to ensure successful operation of the co llecting society. The office 

has not taken practica l measures to a lleviate the technical, legal and financia l problems of the 

collecting society. And also it has made no practical steps in the establishment process of 

Eth iopian copyright and neighboring rights collective management society. Besides, as stated 

here in above, the support provided by the office (EIPO) to the copyright collecting society is not 

different from the support extended to other professional copyright associations because there is 

no specific ru les which determine the mandate of the office in this regard. 

Coming to the incorporation of laws in the copy right legal reg ime which deals with the 

establishment and operation of copyright coll ecting societies, as already mentioned, the 

government fai ls 'to devise such special legal regime or incorporate provisions in the copyright 

proclamation. However, since 20 II , copyright and community knowledge directorate of ElPO 

has been conducting a research to propose an amendment to the copy right proclamation so as to 

incorporate provisions which deal with copyright collecting societies. Such proposal is not yet 

submitted to the concerned government organ, ministry of justice. Accord ing to the head of the 

copyright directorate, it has planned to conduct further research and panel discussions on the area 

with concerned government organs and other stakeholders?52 Though there is a good start, 

taking the human and financial resource of the organization , EIPO; it will take long time for the 

amendment of the copyright legal regime.253 

150 Copyright and Community knowledge Protection and Development Core Process of EIPO ,Fisca l performance 
Report (2012, unpublished, EIPO), p2 
2S1 Id, p3 
252 Interview, cited above at note 226 

25) Sti ll the copyright proclamation has not regulation though it has been 8 years since its promulgation 
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Thus, In Ethiopia, there is no legally recognized special institutional buck up to the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society. The absence of an institution responsible to strive for 

effective establishment and operation of copyright collecting societies causes the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society to be inoperative though its establishment is dated back to 

2009. 

Moreover, to ensure successful establishment and operation of copyright collecting societies, as 

already stated, a Government should set the example to the rest of the population by ensuring 

that all Government ministries, departments and state agencies who use copyright or neighboring 

rights (in particular state-owned broadcasting companies) comply with the provisions of the 

copyright law, i.e. the government should show its cooperation to copyright collecting society 

by respecting the copyright law and paying remunerations. The fact in Ethiopian in this regard is 

in contrary. Government owned broadcasting organizations are not different from the public in 

general. Due to lack of awareness or other reasons, it is common to observe that the government 

owned broadcasting organizations, such as Ethiopia television and Ethiopia radio, use 

copyrighted works without paying remuneration to the owners and modify some copyrighted 

works such as songs without getting prior permission from the copyright owners?54 Thus, the 

government is failed to set the example for other users by respecting the copyright law. 

At the nutshell, Existence of copyright law without effective system of enforcement is 

meaningless. Undoubtly, for a certain system of copyright enforcement to be complete and 

successful, as already mentioned, existence of functional copyright collecting society charged 

with a duty to collect and distribute royalties and ensure moral rights of copyright holders is 

254 When they use copyrighted works like music and modify to fit their programs, employees assume that they have 

the right to do so. Such misconception is mainly due to the act of the copyright holders, that is they always give their 

works voluntary to monopoly owned government broadcasting organizations' libraries to be used by the latter. Such 

act of copyright holders doesn't amount to permission to modifY copyrighted works in order to fit the programs of 

the broadcasting organizations. Interview with Ata Getachew Melaku. Journalist and senior editor of Addis Ababa 

FM, FM97.1, on November 19, 20 12; and Interview with Ato Fikir Yilka, Deputy Director General of Entertai nment 

and Sports , Ethiopian Television Agency, on November 19,201 2. 
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crucial. Regrettably, the Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights collective management 

society established about three years ago is not yet functional. The problem requires the 

involvement of government. Though there are some promising initiatives and proposals by 

Ethiopian intellectual property office, there are no practical steps that have been taken by the 

government to support the copyright collecting society. The government has also failed to devise 

appropriate legal regime, establish a special institution to deal with copyright collecting 

societies' matters. Besides, It fails to remunerate the copyright holders when it uses their works 

for instance by the government owned broadcasting organizations. It has also done less in 

creating awareness among the public as to the importance and significance of copyright 

protection in general and collective administration system of copyright and related rights in 

particular. 

4.2.2 Challenges other than legal and institutional problems 

4.2.2.1 Lack of awareness 

In addition to existence of well developed copyright legal regime and government support, the 

awareness of the publ ic with regard to copyright and function and significance of copyright 

collecting societies is another good input in the effective operation of copyright collecting 

society. Apart from educating the public and users of copyright-protected works, the awareness 

creation campaigns should include: creators and other right owners and the concerned 

government officials so as to foster awareness, appreciation and respect for such rights. Copy 

right holders must also arm themselves with knowledge of their rights and ensure that they 

obtain the best possible return for the commercial exploitation of their rights by engaging the 

services of professionals such as lawyers, accountants and managers. According to WIPO report, 

creating awareness as to the importance of copyright and neighboring rights is not suffice for a 

copyright collecting societies to be effective; intensive awareness creation regarding the 

existence of collecting activities for the use of copyright and related right works and the 

existence of copyright collecting society mandated to carry out such activities is also crucial.255 

"'World Intellectual Property Organization(WIPO), Collective Management Society: Challenges and 

Opportunities, (www.wipo.intl .. .ISingapore/20tlJuneCMForum/Report of the Forum.pdO last visited on 

October 5,20 12, pi 
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However, as the concept of copyright collecting societies is new phenomenon to Ethiopia, there 

is lack of awareness within the society as to the function and significance of copyright collecting 

society. What is worse is that such problem is also evident on the copyright holders' profess ional 

associations and government owned institutions like radios and television agencies which are 

expected to be main potential customers from where the copyri ght collecting society would 

begin to conclude an agreement and specifically collect royalties2 56 The awareness creation that 

has done since the establishment of Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights collective 

management society is limited. Let alone the potential users of copyright works, the copyright 

professional associations and their members are not aware of the functions and importance of the 

copyright collecting society.257 As the writer observes from interviews made with copyright 

holders' professional associations, even the heads of the associations are not well aware of the 

functions and importance of the collecting society. Lack of awareness among the copyright 

holders causes other problem to the collecting society, i.e. financial constraint. The members are 

not willing to financially support the function of co llecting society which in turn makes the 

operation of the co llecting society ineffective.258 

Unless the public in general and copy ri ght holders and potential customers of the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society internalizes the importance and function of copyright 

collecting society, it will be difficult to ensure successful operation of the same. therefore, the 

first thing to be done by the co llecting soc iety and the government is creating awareness as to the 

ultimate objective of the collecting society, i.e. protecting copyright holders interest and 

256 Interv iew with Ato Getachew Melaka, Journalist and Senior editor of Addis FM, FM 97.1 , on November 19, 

20 12 

257 Interview with Ata OesaJegn Seyum, president of authors association, on noctobor23, 20 12; interview with 

Wlro yemwedish Bekele, president of Ethiopian female authors association, on November 7, 201 2; interview with 

ato Tomas getachew, pres ident of Ethiopian film makers association, on November 2, 20 12; interv iew with Ata 

hayJay Taddase, president of the Ethiopian audio- visual producers association, on November 2, 20 1 2~ interv iew 

with Ata Abebe Beyene, president of Ethiopian film producers association, on October 23, 2012; interview w ith 

Ata Dawit Y iferu , President o f Ethiopian musician associati ons, on October 23, 201 2; and interv iew with Ata 

Uqubay berhe, president of Ethiopian copyright and Neighboring rights collect ing management society, on October 

15, 20 12. 

258 Interview, cited above at note 227 
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providing legal access of copyrighted works to the potential users of the same. In general , if 

successful function of the emerging Ethiopian copyri ght co ll ecting society is what is required, a 

lot of work must be done to further the awareness of the copyright holders, potential users of 

copyright-protected works and the various organs of the government. In thi s regard , there is a 

need to organize seminars, workshops, sympos iums, lecture and other awareness creation 

campaigns to the stakeholders. 

4.2.2.2 Absence of competent staffs 

As it is already mentioned, effective management and operation of co llecting societies is a key 

factor in the success of the copyright system. It is a matter of fact that not only copy right 

co ll ecting soc iety but any sort of organi zation, to be successful in their operation and achieve 

their ultimate goal, should be managed and staffed by persons whose skills in management and 

technical expertise are eq uivalent with those persons otherwise engaged in the private sector. In 

addition to an executive manager, a new copyright collecting society must have staffs that can 

put the objective of the collecting soc iety in to effect. As experiences of other jurisd ictions show, 

executive manger of a new copyright collecting society should have legal ana lys is skill s, 

practical problem so lving ability and fam ili arity with the 'cultural terrain form ,.259 

The problem of the Eth iopian copyright and neighboring collective management society 111 

relation to human resources is very chronic. It has only two staffs, the chief executive manager, 

Ato Uqubay Berhe, and his secretary. According to the chief executive of the coll ecting society, 

the profess ional associations which took the ini tiative to establ ish the coll ecting soc iety and other 

members of the collecting society are not vo luntary to contribute for the administrative costs of 

the collecting society260He serves the coll ecting society without any payment since its 

'59 Ulrich Uchtenhagen, cited above at note 12,p ll 

260 The reason for the members' hesitation to contribute and actively participate in the effort to make the collect ing 

society functional , in addition to financia l incapacity, is the inoperativeness of the collect ing society which causes 

the members to lose a hope on the collect ing society. Interview with Ata Uqubay Berhe , President of ethiopian 

copyright and neighboring rights collective management society, on October 15, 201 2 and interview with 

Yemwedish Bekele, President of Ethiopian Female Authors Associadon, on Novem ber 7, 2012 
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establishment.261 Even the salary of the secretary is paid by the chief executive manger of the 

collecting society from his pocket.262 Financial constraints and absence of coordinated effort by 

its members (both copyright holders and their professional associations) are the main causes for 

the current status of the collecting society, i.e. weak staff composition. Thus, the problem of 

human resource, in addition to other challenges, paralyzes the function of the emerging copyright 

collecting society. 

4.2.2.3 High level of copyright infringement 

Due to a number of reasons the extent of copyright violation in the nation is rampant even after 

the promulgation of the copyright proclamation. Some of the reasons are that the societies 

awareness and economic capacity. Absence of well organized professional associations, lack of 

government support may also be other causes for rampant violation of copyright. Existence of 

rampant copyright violation not only affects the copyright holders but also the public at large.263 

The copy right infringement before 2004 E.C was rampant when copyright holders like 

musicians had been stopped from producing their works due to fear of illegal reproduction and 

producers changed their production business in to other sort of business?64 Though there is an 

improvement in the copyright vio lation in our country after the enactment of the copyright and 

neighboring rights collective management, the level of infringement even in these days ranked 

our nation among the jurisdictions where copyright infringement is high. A recent assessment of 

copyright violation specifically the rate of copyright infringement of audio-visual works 

conducted by Ethiopian intellectual property office in nine cities265shows that the level of 

261 Ibid 

262 Ibid 

263 The effect of copyright v iolation is multidimensional. It discourages potential authors and creators since it robs 

the creative authors and artists of their economic and moral rights . Besides, existence of rampant copyright violation 

not only negatively affects copyright holders and the government but also hinders the consumers for they usuall y get 

poor quality of copyrighted products on the market. 

264 For more on this see Sebel Demssew. cited above at note 222. p73~ 78 

265 The cities where the Ethiopian intellectual property office accesses the level of copyright infringement are 

Bahirdar. Harar, Diredawa, Gonder,Hawassa,Adama, Adiss Abeba, Mekelle and Dessie. Fiscall performance report 
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copyright infringement is high, 64.7 % 2 66 As per the research conducted this year bY 'EIPO, The 
level of copy right violation in the nine cities of the nation is the following267

: 

Harer .. .. .... .. .. .. ...... .. 86.45 % 

Diredawa .. .. .. .. ..... .... . ... 80.19 % 

Adama .. .......... .. .. .. .... . 83.3% 

Dessie .... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. 68.55 % 

Hawassa .. . . .......... . . .... .. 72.69 % 

Gonder .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . .... 54.4 % 

Bah irdar .. " .. .. " ...... ...... .. . 52.65 % 

Adiss Abeba ...... .... " .... .. 44.75 % 

Mekelle .. " .... " .. ...... .. .. .. .40. 1 % 

Though, this data shows that there is a decrease in the copyright infringement, still the level of 
copy right violation is high especially in the regional states. One reason for that is the absence of 
branch office of EIPO and profess ional associations of copyri ght hoiders which help to create 
awareness and cooperation with the concerned government organs. Relatively speaking, at the 
capital city, Addis Ababa, there are associations of copyright ho lders which can claim support 
and cooperation from the executive organ of the government to enforce their ri ghts and special 
government organ, EIPO, established to enforce copyright law and other intellectual property 
rights. The above mentioned improvements are limited to audio-visual works. The level of piracy 
in other sorts of copyrights such as rights of performers is endemic. Some copyright 
infringements like broadcasting of music works, public performance and imitation of music 
works are not considered as copyri ght violation. It is al so common to play music in hotels, cafes 

of ethiopian intellectual property offi ce, 201 2. Ethiopian Intellectual Property Office(EIPO), Assessment of 
Copyright Infringement of Audio-visual Works,(201 2, unpublished, EIPO), p l3 
' '' Id, p12 
26' Id, p14 
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and other business centers which is not considered by the business owners as copyright 

infringement. 

[n addition to functiona l judiciary and other administrative measure, existence of strong border 

measures is crucial to fight copyright violation. Though there are provisions in a proclamation to 

provide for the establ ishment of the Ethiopian revenues and customs authority, proclamation No. 

587/2008 which deals with the measures that should be taken to combat violation of intell ectua l 

property rights, there are no measures taken by the customs authority due to the absences specific 

regulations and directives that helps to apply the general provisions stipulated in the customs 

proclamation.268 According to Articles 69-72 of the proclamation, which deals with the measures 

that should be taken by the authority to protect intellectual property rights at the border, the 

authority may suspend export or import of goods if it believes that there is an infringement of 

intellectual property rights. Such measure may also be taken by the authority up on the 

application of the right holders. The authority' s role here is to notify to the concerned person 

(EIPO or right holder) in order to take legal action against the in fringers . So far, the authority has 

not done such duty because of different reasons. To mention it again, the main reason is absence 

of regu lation and directives which enable to apply the general obligation of the customs authority 

stated in the proclamation. There is an effort by E[PO to create cooperation with the authority 

with an aim to enact regulations and directives that wou ld help the above mentioned border 

measures to put in to practice.269 

Economic capacity of the users is probably other reason that aggravates the copyright violation. 

[t is true that the majority of the people in Ethiopia, like other least developed countries, are 

below the line of poverty and hence they can't afford the cost of acquiring original copyright

protected works. Their economic capacity urges to get pirated copyrighted works which is 

affordable to the majority of the society. Currently, the difference, for instance in musical 

works, between original and the pirated one is twenty birr. The price of original works is twenty 

268 Interview with Ato Tedla Mama, head, Head of Copyright and Tradit ional knowledge Directorate of Ethiopian 

intellectual property(ElPO), on October 12, 20 12; and Interview with Ato Henok Tegegnewerk , legal expert of 

copyright and traditional knowledge implementation core process ofEIPO, on October 9, 2012. 

269 Fiscal performance report of EIPO, cited above at note 250, p5 
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five birr while the price of pirated one (illegally reproduced musica l works) is five birr. Thus, 

tak ing their economic position , users would prefer to buy the illegally reproduced copyrighted

products at a lesser cost which in turn encourages the persons who supply illegally reproduced 

copyrighted- works . So, to a ll eviate the problem in this regard, it seems important to determine 

the price of the copyright-protected works by taking the purchasing capacity of the public at 

large in to account. 

Not on ly the economic position of the users but also the economic position of the copyright 

holders contributes its part to the absence of strong copyright enforcement in the nation. Simply 

put, weak economic position of the copyright holders is also a cause for the ex istence of hi gh 

level of copyright violation in the nation. It is a matter of fact that Most of the copyright holders are 

not economically in a position to take lega l action against infringers.'70 Though there is an improvement, 

it is well known that in our nation most copyright holders are not well organized to realize their interests; 

and most of the copyright holder's associations have technical and financial problems that hold them back 

from successfully implementing their objectives.'" 

Ato Getachew Melaku shares the view stated above. He adds that government owned 

broadcasting organizations sometimes modifys the copyright works and copyright holders have 

not objected to such act. Come of copyright infringements made by the broadcasting 

organizat ions are with an impl ied permiss ion of the copyright holders because getting a chance 

to present copyright works on the media is considered as a privilege and copyright holders want 

not to negotiate or raise legal action against the broadcasting organizations272 In other words, 

they don ' t want to disappoint such broadcasting organizations which are the on ly opt ions for the 

copyright holders to broadcast their works to the pUblic. On the other hand , it is not affordable to 

pay remuneration to all copyright holders due to the financial capacity of the broadcasting 

organ ization. 273 

270 Interview, cited above at note 227 
271 Ibid 
272 interview, cited above at note 255 

213 Ibid 
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The absence of well organized copyright assoc iations further aggravates the copyright violation 

in the nation. Though there are about six copyright holders ' associations, they are not active in 

bringing action against infringers on behalf of the copyri ght holders in case of copyri ght 

infringement. 274 The main reason that the assoc iations are inactive in bringing legal action is 

chron ic financial constraints. The secretariat of audio-v isual producers, Ato Haylay Tadesse, 

informed thi s writer that the profess iona l associations are limited to the capita l city Adiss Ababa 

and they don't have branch office at the regional states. This wou ld make difficul t to fight 

copyright piracy throughout the nation.275 Though there are some efforts by EIPO and the 

associations to create cooperation with regional states, it remains a lot to be done in order to 

avert copyright violation at the regions. 

To conclude, despite the enactment of the copyright proclamation, awareness creation 

campaigns organi zed by the copyri ght holders, and administrative measures, the leve l of 

copyright infringement in Ethiopia is in its highest level. Thus, high level of copyright 

infringement or violation will certain ly affect the funct ion of the copyright co ll ecting society for 

this indicates there is low level of copyright law enforcement in the nation . The funct ion of 

co llecting society is to enforce the economic and moral rights of copyright ho lders and hence its 

effectiveness depends, among other things, on the ex istence of strong copyright enforcement 

system. The reason here is that users wou ld not be interested to pay royalties if they can get the 

copyrighted works for free through the un lawfu l channel which is preva lent these days in 

Ethiopia. 

4.2.2.4 Potential Challenges relating to online- environment/ the internet 

Development of internet technology, at the international level, has become a very challenging 

issue for copy ri ght enforcement and function of copyright collecting societies. It threats 

copyright collecting society not only because oflack of techn ical knowhow as to its function but 

also the difficulties related to individual users sharing of copyrighted works using the internet as 

274 Interview with Interview with Ato Haylay Taddese. president of Ethiopian audio visual producers association, on 

November 2, 20 I 2 

275 Ibid 
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mass media.276 That means an ind ividual end users of copyright-protected works such as music, 

with a view to jeopardize the interest of copyright owner or due to other reasons, may release 

the work through the internet from which other individuals may have access to the copyright

protected works. What makes very difficult to control such sort of piracy using the internet is 

that individual users have become content providers, i.e. on the internet they can provide the 

copyright-protected works to other individual users easil y.277 This challenge, the challenge of 

internet to the copyright system in general and to the copyright collecting soc iety in palticular, 

interestingly expounded by Daniel , j .Gervais , by comparing with the communication of copy 

right-protected works to the public which actually made through broadcasts, as follows: 278 

. .. in the case of broadcasts and of cable transmiss ions, the intermediary responsible both for the technical 

operat ion and of gett ing content to end users and for selecting the content is a profess ional. On the internet 

the function is split. In the vast majority of cases, ISPs [intermediary service providers] do not select the 
content. They merely provide the means to get the content from one point to other. The point o f origin may 

be profess ional content provider. but it may also be another indi vidual user. When broadcasters were 

analogized w ith theater and concert hall operators, the analogy held because both were making a 

professional use of copy right content. On the internet individual end users have become "content 

providers" but they are not professionals. Still, because right holders analogize to professional content 

providers, they had no hesitat ion to apply copy right, hi therto purely professional right, to those individuals, 

and that is when and why the tension emerged. Tension because, on the other side, indi vidual users want to 

harness the enonnous capabili ties of the internet to access, use and disseminate infonnation and content. 

The development of internet technology, according to Daniel, creates wide and 

uncontrollable piracy or copyright violation for the reason that both copyright holders and 

thei r copyright collecting societies couldn ' t identify the infringers because they are 

individual users. This is because, as mentioned above, individual users, using advanced 

software developed by others professionals to be used to browse on the internet, may share to 

copyright-protected works on the internet with other users and such copyri ght violation may 

not be identified. It also impracticable to issue licenses, like other professional copyright

protected works providers such as broadcasting organizations, to individual users. Still, this 

sort of problems has been occurring even in the countries where there are well developed and 

strong copyright collecting societies.279 

276 Daniel J. Gervais, Cited above at note 3, p7 
277 Id , p8 
278 1d ,9 

279 Id ,p8 
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Online --environment/ internet system has been spreading fast in Ethiopia. Today the 

numbers of internet servIce customers has reached 25,000,000.280 Ethiopian 

telecommunication has launched its third generation network (3G network) to enable the 

internet users to be beneficiaries of a modern and efficient service.28 1 This indicates the fast 

growth of internet users in the nation . With the growth of the Internet users, issues of 

intellectual property rights protection in general and copyright protection in particular are 

likely to come to the fore . 

The issue that shou ld be considered in the first place is that whether the Copyright and 

Neighboring Rights Protection Proclamation No. 4 I 0/2004, is in position to tackle the challenges 

associated with development of internet. Since there are no specific provisions dealing with 

copyright-protected works on the internet, one may hold that the copyright legal regime (the 

proclamation) is not in a position to combat the challenges that may be posed by the internet. 

Therefore, the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society would face difficulty for there is 

no specific provisions allowing or prohibiting the transmission or sharing of copyright-protected 

works on the internet. It has already stated that existence of well developed copyright legal 

regime that can cope up with the technological developments including internet shou ld be in 

place in order to ensure effective copyright enforcement and successful operation of copyright 

collecting societies. 

However one may argue that the proclamation is capable of facing the copyright challenges of 

digital technologies including those of Internet by widely interpreting the definitions of public 

communication and reproduction stipulated under article 2(6) of the copyright proclamation. 

Article 2(6) of the proclamation provides for: 

Communication to the public" means the transmission by wire or without wire images or sounds 

or both of a work, a performance, a sound recording or a broadcast in such a way that the images 

or sounds can be perceived by a person outside the normal circle of a family and its closest social 

acquaintance at a place or places so di stant from the place where the transmission originates, that 

280 http://danielberhane.cDm/2012/06/17 / ethiDpia-i nternet -users-nD-reached-2-S-mi Ilion-m i niste 
281 Ibid 
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without the transmission the images or sounds would not be perceivable and, further, irrespective 

of whether the persons can receive the images or sounds at the same place and time, or at 

different places and I or times individually chosen by them. 

This definition may interpret to include the act of sharing of copyright-protected works through 

internet. Besides, since it prohibits temporary copy of copyright-protected works and Temporary 

copying is an essential part of the transmission process through Internet without which messages 

cannot travel through the networks and reach their destinations, The definition of reproduction 

stipulated under article 2(25) of the proclamation can be interpreted to apply against individual 

internet users who share copyrighted works. 

The above argument seems sound but existence of these two provisions on the proclamation 

hardly suffice to fight copyright violations in the online- environment/internet which is actual 

very complex and hence needs a specific provisions or legislation that can cope up with the 

technical complexity of the subject matter and its dynamic nature. As it has already mentioned, 

there is technical difficulties to identify the infringers and evolution of software which facilitate 

individual sharing of works on the internet. To alleviate such problems, in some jurisdictions, 

governments and copyright holders, using the principle of machine-by machine, have trying to 

develop software. They also developed legal mechanisms such as anti- circumvention law?82 

To protect copyright works, extending legal protection to the copyrighted works on the internet 

is not subject to controversy. Though different jurisdictions could minimize copyright violations 

in the internet by enacting specific and comprehensive laws and applying other mechanical 

means, still development of online environment is main threat to copyright protection 283Now 

282 Dorian Chlro~ca, The role of administrative authorities and collective management societies in promoting 

creativity and copyright based industries 

(http://www.wiDo.intiedocs/mdocs/mdocs/enlwipo ipa ge 08/wipo ipa ge 08 theme08 3.pdO last visited on 

November 21 , 101 2. 

283 For more on this see Daniel, cited above at note 3, pp 3-35; T. C. James ,the internet as a challenge for 

intellectual property protectioan Indian perspecti ve, 

http://www.wipo.illtJedocs/mdocs/mdocs/en/wipo int sin 98/wipo int sin 98 2.doc ; and the impact of the 

internet on intellectual property law, (http://www.wipo.intlcopyrightlenlecommerce/ip survey/chap3. html) p 1-3 
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days, in other j urisd ictions, the diffi culty is not related to enacting leg islations. It is rather the 

enforcement of copyri ghts in the internet because the task of enforcement is likely to be 

cumbersome given the highly sophisticated nature of the technology. Enforcement of copyright 

on the internet may also need an expensive and advanced electronic device. It is a matter fact 

thus these problems are too difficult to solve by new co llecting society which doesn' t have 

strong technical and financial capacities. 

Though it may not be main challenge which needs primary attention like in the developed 

nations, the emerg ing Ethiopian copyright collecting soc iety would face similar challenges as the 

developed nations' copy right collecting societies had encountered ; because copyright-protected 

works has been increasingly delivered in digital form via global networks, internet. What makes 

this chall enge more difficult in Ethiopia is the absence of speci fi c copyright legal frame work 

wh ich addresses the copyright issue on the internet. A number of jurisdictions, unlike ours, have 

been taking legislative measures to combat copyright piracy on internet. Therefore, internet 

poses two challenges on the emerging Ethiopian copy right collecting society. The first challenge 

is related to the legal regime and the other is related to technical matter. It is therefore critical to 

adjust the legal system to respond to the new technological deve lopments (internet) in an 

effective and appropriate way. 

4.2 Prospects 

4.2.1 Introduction 

In this section, an attempt wi ll be made to di scuss some prom ising developments that would 

positively contribute for the successful operation of the Ethiopian copyright collecting society. 

Ethiopia has joined world intellectual property organi zation (WI PO) which is an international 

organization established to promote the protection of intellectual property rights. It is also in its 

way to join world trade organization (WTO) which contains the Trade related Intellectual 

Property ri ghts (TRIPS).ifthe country can succeed to join the WTO and there by member state 

, some opportunities would be created for the development of copyright co llecting society in 

Ethiopia. 
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Moreover, there are researches conducted by Ethiop ian intellectual property office (EIPO) with a 

view to strengthen border measures and preparing legal frame work which enab les to regulate 

the copyright collecting society' s act of determination, collection and distribution of royalties. 

On top of this ; a national intellectual property counci l that contains thirteen members from 

different concerned government organs is establi shed and one of its objectives is to create an 

integrated copyright enforcement system in general and to facilitate the operation of the 

emerging copyright collecting society in particular. 

All this will have a great role for copyright collecting society to be effectively functional. It is 

th us the purpose of this section to exp lore how such developments can help the successfu l 

operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. 

4.2.2 Ethiopian ' s membership to World Intellectual Property organization (WIPO) 

Due to technological development across the globe, it was not possible to combat copyright 

infringement by states separately. WIPO came in to existence in order to combat copyright 

piracy at international level and to promote protection of copyright-protected works 

internationally?84 Ethiopia has become member of the organization in February 19, 1998?85 

Before we explore the opportunities in thi s regard, it is important to briefly review the functions 

and objective of the organization for it helps to understand the effect of membership on the 

development of the emerging Eth iopian copyright collecting society. In here It is worth 

mentioning that though Ethiopia is a member state in WI PO, it is not signed any of the 

conventions administered by the organization ?86 

' 84 WIPO established in 1970 and is a specialized agency in the United Nations whi le its establishing convention 

was signed in July 14, 19676. WlPO' s internal structure consists of three organs which are: fi rst, the general 

assembly consisting of state parties to the convention and which are members of any of the unions . either Paris 

union or Berne union; second, the confers consisting of state parties to the establishing convention ; and third, a 

coordination committee of the Paris and lor the Berne union. www.wipo.com (last visited on October 25,20 12) 

285 Eth iopian Intellectual Property Office(EIPO), overview of the concept of copyright and nei ghboring rights. 

(20 10), p22 

'86 Ibid 
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The establishing convention of the organization287 lays down the genera l objectives and 

functions of the organization. It has the following objectives : to promote the protection of 

intellectual properties including copyright and related rights across the globe by creating 

cooperation among the states and in coll aboration with other international organizations; to 

ensure administrative cooperation among the union . To realize this objective alticle 4 of 

estab li shing convention of the organ ization provides functions of WIPO. Out of such functions 

those stated under sub article i,iii ,iv and v article 4 are relevant one to be di scussed. They read as 

follows; the world intellectual property organization shall: 

./ promote the development of measures designed to faci litate the efficient 

protection of intellectual property throughout the world; 

./ offer its cooperation to States requesting legal- technical assistance in the field of 

intellectual property; 

./ encourage the conclusion of international agreements designed to promote the 

protection of intellectual property; and 

./ Assemble and disseminate information concerning the protection of intellectual 

property, carry out and promote studies in this field , and publish the results of 

such studies. 

The first funct ion of WIPO, as aforementioned, is promoting and assisting measures, including 

legislative measures, taken by the member nations so as to ensure protection of copyright 

holders. The question that one may raise here is that how such assistance or promotion 

accomplishes by the organization? The organization (WI PO) assists its members by organ izing 

trainings, workshops, seminars and other capac ity building programs with an aim to strengthen 

human resources. It also provides legal and technica l assistance to the members states especially 

where they intend to enact laws or introduce a new copyright enforcement mechanism such as 

establishment of copyright co ll ecting society. Moreover, it extends financial supports to 

strengthen the legal and institutional frame work of its members. It further deploys online tool s 

and software which helps the enforcement of copyright. It is not hard therefore to clutch the 

287 The convention is termed as convention for the establishment of World Intellectual Property organi zat ion and 

signed at Slockholm on July 14, 1967 and amended on September 28, 1979. www.wipo.com last visited on 

actobor25, 20 12 
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opportunities that the Ethiopian inte ll ectual property system in general288 and the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting soc iety may get as consequence of Ethiopia ' s becoming a member 

of WI PO. 

Specifica lly one of the establishing functions of the organization is providing lega l and technical 

assistance289
; capacity building, human resources development and institutional building290

; and 

technical and administrative ass istance291 in the fi eld of copyright collecting society.292 There is a 

division on WIPO called the Copyright Col lective Management Division (CCMD) created to 

provide these assistances to the developing countries ' copyright co ll ecting management, i.e for 

Africa, Arab Countri es, Asia and the Pacific, Latin America and the Caribbean. This div ision has 

been providing assistance in the establ ishment process of copyright co llecting soc iety and in the 

operation of collecting societies to strengthen the same.293 the assi stance that the organization has 

been providing to developing countries ' copyright collecting soc ieties, as already mentioned , 

range from legal assistance to capacity building, both at the institutional level and by human 

resources development, and include more specifi c technical and admi nistrative assistance, such 

as automation proj ects up on the request of the member countries. 

288 A legal assistance is once delivered to Ethiopi an in the enactment process of copyright proclamation, copy right 

and neighboring rights prociamation. Ethiopian intell ectual property office had asked WIPO to comment on the 

draft proclamation and the latter had sent its comment which enables EIPO to improve some of the provisions of the 

then proposed draft proclamation. interview, cited above at note 226 

289 WIPO, at the request of the governments or the collect ing societies, gives legal assistance to national authoriti es 

by preparing draft legislation or by commenting on laws and regulations contain ing the provisions on the basis of 

which adequate co llective management systems can be established. It may also offer Draft model provisions as 

guidelines which could serve as model law to facilitate the operati on of copyright collecting soci et ies. World 

intellectual property Organization (WIPO), Promotion and Development of Collective Management of Copyright 

and Related rights, (www.wipo. intJedocs/mdocs/mdocs/en/pcipd I/pcipd I 7.doc) last visited on octoborl6,201 2 

290 The training activities are given to the copyright holders, users, staff of copyright collecting societies and the 

public in general. They take the form of ei ther national or regional seminars, at an advanced as well as an 

introductory level , or practical courses intended for specialized management staff of the col lecting societies. Ibid p5 

29 1 The technical assistance provided by WIPO to developing countries' collect ing societ ies incl ude computer 

equipment and software. Its program of activities took that need and also the training program on computer use and 

maintenance into account. Ibid, p6 

292 Id , pl -5 
293 Ibid 
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It naturally follows that the emerging Ethiopia copyright collecting society, as Ethiopia is a 

member state of the organization, is eligible to get such assistance. The fact that the organization 

provides assistance to the developing states like Eth iopia to ensure success ful operation 

copyright collecting society enhances the efficiency of the same. To my question is there any 

assistance that Ethiopia copyright and neighboring rights co llective management has acqu ired 

from WIPO? Ato uqubay replied that: 294 

WIPO has delivered an ass istance to develop the human resource capacity of Ethiopian copyright 
and neighboring rights collective management organization. Three board members of the 
collective management society have got an opportunity to train abroad by WIPO. The 
organization also provided software which helps for documentation system of copyright 
collecting societies to Ethiopian collecting society. Moreover, it has provided training to the staffs 
of EIPO and other participants with an aim to support the establishment of Ethiopian intellectual 
property academy. 

In addition to the above stated assistances, th is year (2005), Ethiopian intellectual property office 

has submitted a proposal to WIPO to get financial and technical SUppOlt for the collecting society 

and WIPO has promised to give financial and technical supP0l1. 

One of the functions of WIPO is adopting international forms of protection of intellectual 

property by assisting the reciproca l agreements of copyright collecting societies. This helps to 

the Ethiop ian collecting society to internationa lly create a link with other collecting societies' of 

member states and to protect Ethiopian copyright holders abroad. 

4.2.3 Ethiopia's future accession World Trade Organization (WTO) 

Currently, Ethiopia is on its way to join world trade organization (WTO). This as well would 

contribute its part on the development of country's copyright enforcement system. But, how? 

This will be the next point of discussion. 

Intellectual property is considered as a commodity in the international market and hence 

protection of intellectual works is of importance for trade. Thus, there is a convention that 

294 Interview, cited above at note 227 
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specifically deals with intellectual property signed by the member states of the world trade 

organization which is known as trade related intellectual property agreements (TRIPS) to which 

Ethiopia is in its way to join. It is generally agreed that WTO, which administers TRIPS, wou ld 

ensure that intellectual property rights including copyright and neighboring rights are properly 

protected and at the same time measures intended to enforce those ri ghts do not become obstacle 

to legitimate trade. Thus, If Ethiopian successfully joined WTO, the ob ligation to introduce and 

enforce intellectual property laws will be her unavoidable duty by virtue of Article II (3) of the 

establishing convention which makes the TRIPS agreement binding on all members states. Put 

simply, the Ethiopian IP legal regime will incorporate principles and measures that should be 

taken to ensure enforcement of intellectual property right in general and copyright in particular. 

The TRIPS agreement obliges governments of the signatory states to enact copyright law which 

could grant strong protection of copyright, ensure the copyright laws are applicable and relevant 

to the technological challenges of the digital age.295 Such legislative measures specifically would 

create an opportunity for creating effective enforcement system within Ethiopia which includes 

effective copyright collecting society. This is so because a copyright legal regime wh ich takes in 

to account the above factors will facilitate the development of a strong system of copyright 

collecting society. For instance, when a copyright legal regime incorporates provision which 

appropriately deal with the right of copyright holder on the internet and effective means of 

enforcement for the same, there will be less copyright violation which in turn maximizes the 

amount of royalties to be co llected by collecting societies. 

The main obligation in the copyright field for a country when it becomes a member of 

WTO/TRIPS is to ensure that there exists an efficient copyright protection. This means that the 

legal standards correspond to what is required under TRIPS and that the national treatment 

principle is applied in relation to right-holders from other WTO members that the requirements 

as regards enforcement are met, and that sufficiently effective infrastructures ex ist for the 

implementation of the obligations; otherwise the protection wou ld not be effic ient.296 Based on 

such premises, it is said that membership of the World Trade Organization and being a party to 

the TRIPS Agreement entails obligations to set up and operate an efficient enforcement system 

295 Paul Goldstein, International Copyright: Principles. Law and Pract ice (200 I), p52 
'96 Id, pS8 
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that, among other things, includes successful copyright collecting society; and breach in this 
respect may entail dispute settlement procedures within WTO.297 As already mentioned, a celtain 
copyright enforcement system to be effective, in addition to functional judiciary, well developed 
legal regime and institutional framework , it must have successful copyright collecting societies. 
Therefore, indirectly, states are under obli gation to ensure the successful establishment and 
operation of copyright co llect ing society. This shows member states of WTOrrRIPS agreement 
are obliged to facilitate the establishment and operation of copyright collecting societies by 
enacting appropriate laws and take relevant administrative measures which ·allow copyright 
co llecting society to effectively operate. Therefore, the emerging Ethiop ian copy right co llecting 
society will be benefited if Ethiopian successfully joined the WTO/ TRIPS agreement since the 
government will have inescapable obl igation to bui ld effective copyright enforcement system. 

The other importance of TRIPS agreement is related to the international protection of Ethiopian 
copyright holders. Ethio pian copyright holders wi ll be eligible to international protection which 
is not currently extended to works of Ethiopian copyright holders. This wi ll enable the function 
of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society to be international through reciprocal 
agreement because it is not possible to create reciprocal agreement with other nation's copyright 
co llecting society in the absence of copyright protection to Ethiopian copyright holders. 

4.2.4 Preparation to draft legal framework for copyright collecting societies 
Currently, Ethiopian intellectual property office has been conducting a research to identify the 
problems of the emerg ing copyright collecting society in relation to the existing copyright legal 
regime and in its way to propose a draft law of copyright collecting societies.298 The draft law of 
copyright collecting societies is expected to be submitted to the concerned government organ and 
may mark a major breakthrough in the development of copyright collecting soc ieties in Ethiopia. 

The purposes of the draft law of copyright collecting society are explained by at Ted la Mamo, 
head of copyright department of EIPO, as follows ;299 

"' Ibid 
'98 Ethiopian intellectual property office (EIPO) has conducted an assessment study to propose for setting up copyright collecting society legal framework. EIPO fisca l performance report, cited above at note 250, p3 
299 Interview, cited above at note 226 
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• since the establishment proclamation of Eth iopian intellectual property doesn't clearly 

determine the mandate of EIPO on the establishment and function of Ethiopian copyright 

collecting society, clearly determining such issue is the very reason of the draft law of 

copyri ght collecting soc ieties; 

• Though the operation of copyright collecting society, i.e . co llection and di stribution of 

royalties, has contained interest of copyright holders, users and the public at large, as 

experience of other jurisdictions, there is a need for government intervention to strike a 

balance among those interests. So other main purpose of the draft law of copyright 

collecting societies is to regulate the collection and distribution of royalties. 

• The third reason is to rectify the lega l obstacles against the effective operation of the 

emerging Ethiopian collecting and hence ensure the enforcement of copyright 

proclamation which is the main objective for which the office is established. 

This preparation, if successfully carried out by the office, would be of great importance for 

successfu l estab lishment and function of copyri ght collecting societies. As already stated many 

times, absence of appropriate legal regime is the main cause which holds back the emerging 

copyright collecting society. The establishment process and registration is made in accordance 

with the charities and society' S proclamation which is very irrelevant since the latter' s objective 

is in contrary to the nature and the very purpose of copyright collecting societies. there are many 

legal obstacles emerged from charities and societies proclamation such as strict regulatory 

procedures for collection of royalties and prohibition of distribution of profits among members

this is clearly against the very purpose of the collecting society. So, enactment of the draft law 

of copyright co llecting society prepared by EIPO would certainly rectify these and other lega l 

obstacles and would faci litate the operation of the collecting society. 

Over all , if the enactment of law of copyright collecting societies comes in to being, hopefully, it 

will extract the prevailing problems related to the absence of special legal regime. Though it is 

quite difficult to say that mere enactment of special and relevant law automatically root out the 

existing challenges, successful enactment of the law wi ll become an ind ispensible input to ensure 

successful operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. 
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4.2.5 Other Efforts ofEIPO 

The office also conducted a research to identify the legal gaps which hinder the effective 

implementation of copyright protection. According to the research conducted by the office 

Ethiopian copyright legal regime has failed to deal with inspection of copyright violations and 

the measures that should be taken at border by concerned government organs. Based such 

findings, it has proposed an amendment of the copyright proclamation. To my question ' what is 

the reason for incorporating such concepts in the Ethiopian legal regime? ' ato Tedla Mamo, head 

of the copyright directorate of EIPO replied:30o 

The copy right law is crafted recently and it accommodated recent legal developments. However, since 

things are changing very rapidly, the law needs to be updated to pace with such developments. While the 

office begins its research it was intended to point out the legal gaps in relation to copyright enforcement. As 

result, we found that the copyright legal regime says nothing as to border measures and the power to 

inspect copyright violations. EIPO is not mandated with such responsibility. However, after we realize that 

such responsibility is essential to carry out OUf offices objective, ensuring the enforcement of copyright 

law, it has been starting to conduct inspection of copyright violations in cooperation with the police office 

which is not effective and hence it is found to propose for incorporation of provisions that deals with the 

inspection of copyright violations. The office has proposed to have its own department with police staffs 

mandated with inspection of copyright violations. With respect to the border measures, though the revenue 

and customs authority has a general responsibi lity to take legal measures so as to prevent exit or entrance of 

illegal products, there is specific provisions which empower the customs authority to take measure with a 

view to protect copyright holders. Experience of other jurisdictions; however, show that border measures 

such as applying levy system to the import of products which potentially can be used to violate copyright

example photocopy machines and CDS- are crucial to ensure copyright protection. So, strengthening of the 

border measures is the other reason for amendment of the copyright proclamation 41012004. 

If the proposal to establish police depaltment, which inspects copyright violations and other 

intellectual property infringements, comes in to reality, it wou ld hopefully facilitate the copyright 

protection responsibility of the office. Since the police officers usually inspect copyright 

violations like other crimes, there are unnecessary delays; and sometimes they give less attention 

300 Interview with Ato Nass ir Mohammed, Member of the National Intel lectual Property Council, on October 23, 
2012 
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to copyright violation because they are not we ll aware of its effect. JOI These problems could be 

so lved if the office entrusted with a responsibility to establish inspection office and recruit its 

own inspectors. It is obvious that existence of strong border measures contributes a lot to the 

copyright protection within a certain nation. That is the practice in nationals that have well 

developed copyright lega l regimes. It is worth mentioning here the importance of both existences 

of strong border measures and special department that inspects copyright violation. The former 

helps to reduce copyright violation in the nation which indirectly encourages legal exploitation 

of copyright works that in turn enable copyright collecting society to collect appropriate amount 

of royalties to its members. Existence of inspectors under EIPO would also serve the same 

purpose, i.e. reduction of copyright violations by effectively applyi ng the sanctions against 

copyright infringers. 

In addition, EIPO has been undertaking different measures which would have positive impact on 

the development of Ethiopian copyright collecting society. That shows there is good start on side 

of the government to protect copyright holders. To ensure copyright enforcement and enhance 

the awareness of the public, concerned government organs and copyright holders as to the 

benefit of copyright to the socio-econom ic and cultural development of the nation, it has 

prepared trainings and awareness creation campaigns. For instance to aware the youth, women 

and small and micro enterprises about the socio-economic, and cultural benefits of copyright 

industry, the office has given trainings. It also tried to work in cooperation with other 

government organs like custom and revenue authority with an aim of ensuring copyright 

protection by taking border measures. 

To address the public at large, the office has used two radio programs broadcast on radio Fana. 

In addition, one SMS message on copyright and neighboring ri ghts was send to telecom 25,000 

customers. And, four alticles are published by the office on its bulletin. Moreover, it has 

prepared broachers and booklets and distribute to different government organs and copyright 

users. Though such awareness creation activities of the office are limited to the capital city of the 

nation, Addis Ababa, it is a good start to create awareness among the copyright users And 

concerned government organs. 

301 Interview, cited above at note 226 
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Besides, it also introduces voluntary copyright registration system. Identifying copyright holders 

and their works is necessary to provide licenses to users. that means existence of database on 

copyright holders is advantageous especial for new copyright collecting societies for it is 

difficult for emerging copyright collecting society like Ethiopia copyright collecting society to 

reach every individual copyright holders. It will also be of importance to reduce controversy as 

to the copyright ownership of works and reduce the extensive violation of copyright with in the 

nation which in turn may have positive impact on the income of the copyright collecting society. 

Furthermore, EIPO has planned to establi sh intellectual property academy and other efforts to 

achieve that goal. EIPO, in cooperation with WIPO, has prepared trainings for the tutors302 and 

customizers303
• The office has already started a customization process, i.e. preparation of 

modules on IP which comparatively discuss international intellectual property conventions and 

Ethiopian intellectual property legal regimes. It has also planned to start the online education of 

IP in Ethiopia after two months. However, the Establishment of the IP academy is in its process 

and expected to be full y operative after the completion of the customization process, which is 

after a year. Generally speaking, the main function of the IP academy is to provide online 

education on intellectual property law to individuals who are interested on intellectual property. 

The interesting thing here is that establishment of the academy will enable to create awareness 

among the copyright holders as well as users of copyrighted works and intellectual property 

expertise, since one of the main functions of the IP academy is to provide regular education on 

intellectual property laws which actually include more advanced courses on intellectual property. 

It would also pave way for development of research on the areas of intellectual property which 

has positive impact on the development of intellectual property laws in Ethiopia. The other 

objective of the academy is to develop knowledge and ski lls in intellectual property, teaching 

and research ofIP. 

302 The tutors are those who wi ll take a responsibility to conduct trainings and teaching activit ies to be granted to 

learners by the EIPO. 

303 Customizers refer to the persons who have taken a task to prepare modules on intellectual property law. The 

preparation of IP modules is of importance to start the lP academy in Ethiopia. 
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4.2.6 Establishment of Ethiopian national intellectual property council 

Ethiopia has establ ished a National Intellectual Property Counci l (N IPC), which facilitates the 

Coordination of intellectual property pol icy and enforcement, and works on the integration of 

intellectual property into national development planning. NIPC was established last year, in 

20 II , which is very late compared to the enactment of Ethiopian copyri ght and neighboring 

rights (2004) that dictates the government to establish the national council.J04 The main functions 

of the council accord ing to article 9 of the copyri ght and neighboring proclamation are: to advise 

Ethiopian intellectual property office on policy proposals to be submitted to the government; 

render advice on guidel ines, programs and activity reports prepared by the office; advise other 

matters related to managerial and administrative issues of the office submitted by the director 

general of the office and draw its own rules of procedures. 

Since the idea of intellectual property rights has yet to take root in the consciousness of 

Ethiopians including government organs, establishment of IP nationa l council will have 

irreplaceable role to create awareness among the society and the government organs, 

development of intell ectual property policies, promotions and enforcement of intellectual 

property rights in general and copyright in particu lar in the nation. Thus, though it is late, it is 

imp011ant step for the national council wi ll hopefully coordinate and oversee the protection and 

promotion of intellectual property rights in Ethiopia, and carry out a sustained, coordinated and 

aggressive campaign to ensure intell ectual rights enforcement. To achieve its objectives, the 

national council has established a national technical committee to dea l with issues related to 

copyright enforcement. It comprises thirteen members, i.e. Ethiop ian customs and revenue 

authority, ministry of justice, ministry of industry, federal police commiss ion , Addis Ababa 

police commiss ion, Addis Ababa justice office, ministry of trade, ministry of culture and 

tourism, Ethiopian radio and television agency and four members from Ethiopian copy right and 

neighboring ri ghts. The main aim of the national committee is to discuss the legal and other 

barriers to the operation of copyright co llecting soc iety and provide a so lution. To my question 

what is the ro le of national committee in so lving the challenges of the emerging Ethiopian 

copyri ght collecting society? Ato Nass ir Replied in a very detail manner as fo llows:J05 

304 Interview, ci ted above at note 146 

305 Interview, cited above at note 300 
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In general the committee has mandated to propose solutions by identifying the problems that 

affect intellectual property in general and copyright enforcement in particular. Since the members 

are selected taking their relevance to the enforcement of copyright and neighboring ri ghts, they 

have their own contribution for the successful operation of the emerging copyright collecting 

society. For instance, ministry of trade helps the copyright collecting society by checking whether 

the traders have got copyright licenses when they come to reregister their trade li censes. Custom 

and revenue authority can assist by taking appropriate border measures and to enforce levying 

system when such system legally recogni zed. Ethiopian radio and television agency is also 

expected to assist the emerging collecting society by creating awareness to the potential users. 

For Ethiopian radio and television agency would be the main user with which the collecting 

society should agreed first to collect remuneration, such would help the society to start its 

function and solve its financial problems. And since the functions of the government organs 

selected to be members of the national council have a lot to do with the function of the emerging 

copyright collecting society; it is believed that others will contribute their part to faci li tate the 

function of the collecting society by creating awareness and extend cooperation to the collecting 

society. 

What one can note here is that if the national council become effective on the ground, its works 

wi ll have their own contribution to reduce the hindrances of the emerging Ethi opian copyright 

co llecting soc iety . When we look at the functions of Ethiopian intell ectual property national 

counc il since its establishment, 20 10, it has established a technical committee with a mandate to 

identify the challenges for copyright enforcement. The works that have done by the technical 

committee are good start. It has a leading role on the research conducted to estab li sh lega l frame 

work for function of copyright collecting society, i.e. collection and di stribution of royalties.306 It 

also fo llows up the study conducting to strengthen border measures to be taken so as to ensure 

copyright protection. J07 

306 Interview , cited above at note 226 
,o' ibid 
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5.1 Conclusion 

Chapter- five 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

With the growth of industrialization and the subsequent technological development and 

emergence of multiple chains of distribution of copy righted works made individual enforcement 

of copy right and related rights very difficult. Put differently, the number of users of such works 

increased and became difficult for the right holders to individua lly negotiate with users and 

manage legal exploitation of their works. Users also faced difficulties to negotiate with the right 

holders due to time and distance constraints. Sometimes it is also hard to know the right holder 

wh ich, according to some scholars, led users to illegal use of copy righted works. Such 

difficulties proved the inadequacy of enactment of copyright laws, individual negotiation and 

enforcement of copy right and related rights, and ordinary judicial system for effective 

enforcement of copyrighted works and paved a way for evo lvement of collective management 

system of copy righted works which allows copy right holders to alleviate pervasive vio lation of 

their rights and protect their economic interests. 

The international hi storical development of copyright collecting societies dates back to the 18th 

century and was started in France in 1777, in the field of theatre, with dramatic and literary 

works. The development of related rights' collecting societies- societies establi shed to 

co llectively administer neighboring rights- has, relatively speaking, recent history when it is 

compared with copyright collecting societies; and the main reason for that is the absences of any 

statutory support for neighboring right claims in most jurisdictions. These days, the underlying 

idea of col lective rights management, whereby copyright and related rights are managed 

collect ively, is widely shared and collecting societies have a key role in all developed and 

developing countries in the enforcement of economic and moral rights of copyright and related 

rights holders. The role of collecting societies is not limited to the national market of copyrighted 

works. Following technological development and the global economic integration copyright 

violations had been extending at the international level which is difficult to avert by the national 

collecting soc ieties. In order to keep the pace with globalization , copyright coll ecting societies 

have also played a critical role to protect their members' interest at international level by creating 

international cooperation and reciprocal agreements. 
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The historical evolution and other theories of copyright collecting societies shows that collective 

societies were developed to protect individual owners of copyrighted works from unlawful 

exploitation by making their works lega lly accessible to the potential users. Such development 

also justified by public interest theory in that co ll ective society reduces the transaction cost 

incurred by users in negotiating with a number of individual right holders. 

The main functions of copyright and related rights collecting society are acquisition of rights 

from ri ght-owners; licensing of ri ghts to buyers; collection of fees from users for the uses made; 

and distribution of fees collected to the right-owners. In addition to these principal functions , 

collecting societies undertake other related activ ities such as improving and defending the base 

of rights the organization manages through action for legislative change and court action to 

establish precedents in law; enforcement by court action of the rights managed where 

infringement or piracy occurs; information and education related to intellectual property and the 

rights managed ; social or cultural action in the industry concerned. Though these are the general 

functions of co llecting societies, because of hi storical , legal, economic and cultural diversity 

among countries, regulation of collecting societies and the markets where they act vary from one 

country to another. In some jurisdictions, copyright collecting soc ieties the role of the 

government is regulating and supervising the functions of the same while in other jurisdictions, 

especially in developing nations, the government has an extensive role in the operation of 

collecting societies. In some developing countries' collecting soc ieties are quasi-government 

organs which mean government has a great role in the establishment and administration of the 

collecting societies. 

Experience of jurisdictions shows that well developed legal regime which fits the realities of the 

nation, government assistance, bundling of rights or well developed copyright legal regime and 

competent staffs have to be in place so that copyright collecting soc ieties can be functional and 

realize both moral and economic rights of copyright and related ri ght holders. Though the degree 

of government support, and the contents of the laws accorded to copyright collecting societies 

may vary from country to country, its aim remains the same. It aims at ensuring the successful 

establishment and operation of copyright co llecting societies. Especially in the jurisdictions, 
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where the financial and technical capacity of copyright and related right holders to establish and 

manage copyright collecting societies is at a rudimentary stage, for a copyri ght coll ecting society 

to be effective and successfully functi onal, existence of spec ial government support, existence of 

special legal regime which regulates the establishment and operation of copyright coll ecting 

societies, and competent staff are essential prerequisites. These requirements are observed by 

WIPO as requirements that copyright holders should examine before they strive to estab lish 

collective management system. 

Though it is late, in Ethiopia, with the same aim ( i.e. to protect the copyright and related right 

holders) copyri ght and related right holders professional associations (Ethiopian musicians 

association; the Ethiopian audiovisua l producers assoc iation; the Ethiopian film producers 

association ;the Ethiopian film makers association ; the Ethiopian theatre professionals 

association; the Ethiopian book publishers association ; the Ethiopian writers assoc iation; the 

Ethiopian comedians association and film profess ionals association) and individual copyright 

holders took the initiative and establi shed Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights co ll ective 

managemcnt soeicty (ECNRCMS) in November 2009. However, the collecting society is not yet 

functiona l. The problems that hold back the collecting society are three sorts: i.e. chall enges 

associated with the ex isting copyright legal regime and charities and soc ieties proclamation; a 

problem associated with the existing copyright institutional framework; and challenges other 

than legal and inst itutional problems. 

The challenges associated with the ex isting Ethiopian copyright lega l regime are: absence of 

private levying system in the copyright legal regime; and absence of special legis lation that 

regulates the estati lishment and operation of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. 

Levy system refers to the right of copyright holder~ to remuneration for private copying of 

copyright-protected works and most of the time it is applicable for private copy ing of 

phonograms and audiovisual works. Private levying system is of importance to enforce the 

copyright holder' s economic interest especially where there is rampant copyright violation 

because its enforcement is less costly and manageable by coll ecting societies. The ex isting 

copyright legal regime also fail s to specifically (in a detail manner) deal with copyright 

protection on the internet. Since the development of infrastructures and number of internet users 
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In Ethiopia have been growing rapidly, absence of specific provisions within the copyright 

proclamation which enables to regulate such area will be potential challenge for the successful 

operation of copyright collecting societies in Ethiopia. 

Absence of copyright protection to the foreign works in Ethiopia and Ethiopian copyright 

holders in other jurisdictions is other problem for the emerging collecting society. Absence of 

legal protection to foreign works has a lot to do with the operation of copyright collecting 

societies. The problem is that when forei gn woks are not equally protected, they wi II constitute a 

sort of dumping and users will turn their face to the forei gn works since they will not obliged to 

pay remunerations for such works. That would have negative effect on the income of the 

copyright collecting society. These days, for instance, in our nation , a number of producers have 

been starting to provide films produced abroad , by translating in to Amharic from different 

languages such as English and Hindu, to the users which would substantially hamper the 

development the film industry in the nation. Absence of legal protection to Ethiopian copyright 

holders abroad would also have its own negative effect on the operation of the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society. Though the first task which the emerging Ethiopian 

copyright collecting society should focus is securing economic and moral rights of copyright 

holders in Ethiopia, to fully secure interest of its members, there will be a need to create 

international cooperation and reciprocal agreements which is actually dependent on the existence 

of copyright protection to Ethiopians abroad. 

The experiences of other jurisdictions, both developed and developing nations, shows that 

government support is crucial especially when the collective management system of copyright 

and related rights is newly introduced to the nation and the capacity of copyright owners is not in 

a position to assists the establishment and operation of the same. Absence of government support 

and special institutional back up is other obstacle that holds back the emerging Ethiopian 

copyright collecting society. In Ethiopian, government support interms of financial and technical 

aspects is almost none which in turn causes the establishment process of the collecting society to 

be sluggish and makes the same inoperative. Though there. is an effort to provide technical 

support by EIPO, the absence of lega l reg ime that clearly determines the role of such institution 

creates a problem and makes the support of EIPO to be limited and ineffective. 
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Coming to The challenges associated with charities and society 's proclamation, slllce the 

proclamation is enacted to achieve different objectives which are not in line with the function of 

copyright collecting soc iety, it has contained provisions which totall y stop the collecting society 

from being functional. There are provisions that put strict regulations for establishment and 

operation of the collecting soc iety, limit the extent of foreign support! international organizations 

support, and prohibit distribution of benefits or royalties among members of the society. 

In addition to the aforementioned legal and institutional challenges, lack of public awareness as 

to the importance of copyright and related rights protection in general and the function and 

significance of copyright collecting society in particular, absence of competent staff, existence of 

high level of copyright violation, and problems related to internet are other challenges for the 

successful function of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. 

There are also some promising developments that would positively contribute to the successful 

operation of the Ethiopian copyright collecting society. Ethiopia has joined world intellectual 

property organization (WIPO) which is an international organization established to promote the 

protection of intellectual property rights. As a result the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting 

society has been already starting to get technical assistances and succeed to win financial 

supports expected to be released in the coming fiscal year. The country is also in its way to join 

WTO and hence this will be a great opportunity for the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting 

society because the former obliges member states to put appropriate copyright enforcement 

mechanism which includes effective collective management system of copyright and related 

rights. 

[n addition, there are developments in the nation that have a lot to do with the successful 

establishment and operation of copyright collecting society. there is a process of revising the 

existing copyright legal regime by Ethiopian intellectual property office (E[PO) with a view to 

strengthen border measures and incorporate provisions which enables to regulate the copyright 

collecting society' s act of determination, collection and distribution of royalties. On top this; a 

national intellectual property council that contains thirteen members from different concerned 

government organs has been established and entered into operation with an aim to identify 
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problems of copyright enforcement and forward solutions. One of its objectives is to create an 

integrated copyright enforcement system in general and to facilitate the operation of the 

emerging copyright collecting society in particular. Moreover, Ethiopian intellectual property 

office is planned to estab li sh Ethiopia intellectual property academy to create public awareness 

and train individuals and government officials on intellectual property which would pave away 

for effective enforcement of intellectual property. These developments are good opportunities for 

the emerging Ethiopian copyright co llecting society for t l~ey wi ll help to resolve the ex isting 

legal, institutional and other problems that hold back the copyright collecting society. For 

instance, if the copyright collecting society' s lega l regime prepared by EIPO successfu lly 

enacted , it wi ll enable to overcome the legal obstacles which exists due to the subjection of 

Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights collective management society to irrelevant law, 

charities and societies proclamation. 

5.2 Recommendations 

Based on the findings of this paper, the writer wou ld like to recommend the Following: 

1. Among the challenges that the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society has been 

facing in its establi shment process and operation, absence of special legal law is the main 

obstacle that actually stops the collecting society from involving in to its function , i.e. co llecting 

and distribution of royalties. Thus, to avoid such legal obstacles and make the emerging 

Ethiopian copyright collecting society function , the government should devise special lega l 

regime which specifically deal with the estab li shment and operation of the collecting society. 

The government may separately enact special co llecting societ ies ' legal regime or incorporate it 

in the copyright proclamation as was intended during the draft stage of Ethiopian copyright and 

neighboring rights proclamation. 

In relation to copyright collecting societies' lega l regime, there is a good start by Ethiopian 

intellectual property office, i.e. preparation of draft lega l regime for co llection and di stri bution of 

royalties or remunerations. However, the preparation of the legal regime by EIPO is mainly 

aimed to regulate the collecting society's function that is collection and distribution of royalties. 

If ensuring effective functioning of copyright collecting society is what is needed, it shall also 
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address the issues of establishment of collecting soc ieties, role of the concerned government 

organ in the establi shment and operation of collecting soc ieties and dispute resolutions 

mechanisms. Experience of developing countries indicates the role of the government is not 

limited to regulate the functions of collecting society but also extends to establishment, 

governance and dispute resolution roles such roles are predetermined by lega l regimes of 

collecting societies. That is because the collecting societies of developing nations are at their 

infant stage and hence not strong enough to effectively accomplish those tasks. 

2. As it has been already observed by intellectual property scholars, combating copyright 

violation has been starting to be complicated and difficult due to the technological developments 

and difficulty faced by copyright holders/ their collecting societies to control the exceptionally 

recognized rights of individual users to reproduce the copyrighted works. Private levy ing system 

is devised to control copyright violations on the guise of exceptions by imposing predetermined 

fees against the products used by users to reproduce copyrighted works. Thus, to facilitate the 

function of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting soc iety and hence make the copyright 

holders economic interest in the area of private copying enforceable, private levying system 

should be recognized under Ethiopian copyright legal reg ime. 

3. Since there is fast internet users growth in the nation, it is crucial to adjust the copyright legal 

regime to respond to such new technological developments . The ex isting Ethiopian copyright 

legal regime has no specific provisions that deal with copyright protection in the inten1et! on-line 

environment and enforcement measures and procedures, including anti-circumvention rules, 

which are workable in the on-line environment. Thus, it should be amended to cope up with the 

challenges that are related with online-environment. 

Problems associated with on-line environment / internet may not be resolved only by enacting 

laws. To combat such problems, it is indispensable to equip the emerging copyright collecting 

society with technical and technological means which have been deve loped by international 

organizations like WIPO to resolve the technical problems that coll ect ing societies faced by 

technological development like internet while exercising their tasks. The emerging Ethiopian 
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copyright collecting society, to resolve technical problems that would ri se from on-l ine 

environment/ internet, should be encouraged to create regional and international cooperation with 

organ izations working to achieve the same objective, like World intellectual property 

organ ization. 

4. As far as the challenges associated with institutional frame work and government IS 

concerned the writer recommends the fo llowing: 

The experience of many jurisdictions, especially those of developing countries, shows that 

effectiveness of enforcement of copyright in general and the successful operation of copyright 

collecting society in particular needs due attention by the government. In other words, if the 

government is not committed to the objective of successfu l establishment and effective operation 

of copyright colleting society, there is li ttle use of estab li shing collective management system in 

developing countries like Ethiopia, where the technical and financial capacity of individual 

copyright holders and their professional associations are at a rudimentary stage, to administer 

copyright and related rights. The existing rea li ty in our nation testifies this assertion. Though it 

has counted three years since its establishment, Ethiopian copyright and neighboring rights 

collective management society is not yet functional because of, among other things, financial 

constraints, legal challenges and technical problems which should address by the government 

given the fact that Ethiopian copyright holders ' economic capacity is not in a position to afford 

the financial costs and technical functions of the co ll ecting society. Therefore, ensuring legally 

recognized special institutional backup is crucial to alleviate the existing technical , financial and 

legal challenges of the emerging Ethiopian copyright collecting society. 

The government shall take proactive role to make the emerging Ethiopian collecting soc iety 

functional. The government should also advocate the importance and benefits of co ll ective 

administration for right Owners, users and the general community. That kind of government 

support wou ld be advisable to be extended through special institution which is legally mandated 

with those tasks. In this regard, taking the economic capacity of the nation, it may not be poss ible 

to establish new special institution, rather it seems feasible to bestow the task of providing 

specia l government assistance to the collecting society to Ethiopian intellectual property office 
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(EIPO) for the latter has already observed the problems of the co llecting society and working to 

enforce the copyright and other intellectual property rights. 

The Government should further set the example to the rest of the population by ensuring that all 

Government ministries, departments and state agencies who use copyright or neighboring rights 

(in particular state-owned broadcasting organizations) comply with the provisions of the 

copyright law. 

5. An extensive awareness creation as to the importance of copyright protection in general and 

functions and significance of copyright collecting societies in particular is of importance to 

resolve legal , institutional and other challenges of the collecting society. 
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